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EDITOR'S PREFATORY NOTE.

This Series has been designed to meet the growing desire

on the part of Officers in the Mercantile Marine for a more

SCIENTIFIC INSIGHT into the principles of their profession, and

the sciences upon which the Art of Navigation is founded.

The treatises are, for the most part, written by Sailors for

Sailors ; and, where this is not the case, by authors who

have special knowledge of the subjects dealt with and their

application to the Sailor's life. The treatment is thoroughly

scientific, yet as free as possible from abstruse technicalities,

and the style such as will render it easy for the young sailor

to gain a knowledge of the elements of his profession by

private reading and without difficulty.

E. B.

London, October 1896.





AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

A NEW Elementary Manual of Seamanship may perhaps

appear, at fir&t sight, superfluous. Its production has been

decided on by the Author because of his conviction that none

of the many excellent works extant suflRciently meet the

needs of Apprentices and Junior Officers in the Mercantile

Marine. This little work is an introductory text-book for

beginners : it does not pretend to complete their nautical

education, nor in any sense to supersede that practical

training in the details of their profession, an intimate

acquaintance with which is so unattainable, except in the

course of life on board ship.

The Author hopes, at some future date, to consider and

develop more fully, in another volume, many practical

problems for the use of advanced students. He is an advo-

cate for collective rather than individual effort in dealing

with the many difficult questions pertaining to the pro-

fession of the sea, and would gladly receive suggestions on

any points from his fellow sailors, for use in future editions,

should such be required.

It should ever be the aim of a young seaman to study the

behaviour of the vessel in which he sails, under all possible con-

ditions of weather and sea ; for on a thorough understanding
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of these points will depend his ability to handle his vessel

properly under difficult circumstances.

The Author's best thanks are due to Captain A. Walker

and other friends for their assistance and suggestions in

various Sections ; and to Lord Kelvin for his kindness in

supplying two of the Illustrations.

GKEENIUTIIK, Oclohcr 1800.
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ELEMENTARY SEAMANSHIP.

PART I.

THE BUILDING OF A SHIP, PARTS OF HULL,.

MASTS, ETC.

The Building of a Whip—Launching—The Hull, description of parts—
Masts and Spars— Sails — Rigging— Going aloft— Boating— The
Mariner's Compass — Marline-spike — Belaying-pins and Cleats —

. Watches and Time.

BUILDING OP A SHIP.

The first elements of knowledge in regard to a ship are the names
of the different parts of the hull, as the general structure of the
body of a vessel is called. -

'i'he hull consists of a keel, frames, girders or beams, skin or
plating, and decks. The keel is the foundation of the ship.

The accompanying Plate I. will familiarise the student with
the disposition of the parts of the hull better than any written
description could do. He must not, however, content himself

with the plate, but must go, book in hand, round the ship, and
identify the various parts for himself.

When a ship is to be built, the naval architect prepares his

plans according to the dimensions given and the trade for which
she is destined. Plans are all drawn to a certain scale ; some parts

are separately prepared on larger scales. These plans are taken to

the shipyard, where full-sized drawings are made in plan and
section, on the " scrive-board," a specially prepared flooring in the
mould loft. From the drawings on this board, the templates in

wood for the different parts are made ; and the frames, girders, ttc,

are set off from it, and bent on the bending-slab. Meanwhile,
the space on which the vessel is to be constructed is prepared

;
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I'oom is left for launching her into the water ; and a slope arranged

down which she can be sTid with the least possible difficulty. A
line of blocks is built up on the space, and on these blocks the

keel is laid. Poles, on which the staging for building the vessel is

erected, are placed at either side of the line of blocks, at a slightly

wider distance than the extreme width of the vessel. The keel

plates are laid on the blocks ; then the frames, and bow and stern

frames are attached. They are held temporarily in position by

means of ribband-bands. The floor-plates and girders are next

added, then the plating and decks ; the whole, when fitted together

with bolts or rivets, forming a rigid and practically homogeneous

structure. A special kind of cradle, called a "launching way," is

built under the vessel, in such a manner as to take her weight,

and when the vessel is ready for launching, the ways are well

greased with Russian tallow, so that she slides easily down them.

Engines, boilers, and deck-fittings are put in after launching.

DESCRIPTION OF PARTS OF HULL.

PLATE I.

This plate represents one side of a modern cargo steamer with

the plating removed, and half section except in No. 3 hold, in

which the frames have been carried light round. Necessarily

much detail has been omitted. The water ballast would be carried

in the cellular bottom, the depth of which is that of the centre

plates, 3', above the keel.

The keel is that known as the flat plate keel.

Bow.
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PLATE IT.—SPAES.—SAILS. 3

a sluice vnlvo. which enables water to be run from one compart-

ment to another, and finally to the pumps in the engine-room.

FITTING ALOFT.
Having acquired a general knowledge of the hull of a vessel

and its structure, we now run through the names of the masts
and spars, of the sails that are attached to and spread on them,
and of the rigging, which gives rigidity and movement.

I. — Lower mast.
II. Topmast.

III. Topgallant ma.^t.

IV. Koyal mast.
Y. Bowsprit.
VI. Jibboom.
VII. Dolphin striker.

VIII. Spanker boom.
IX. „ gaff.

X. Lower vard.

A — Course.

A' Crossjack.

B Lower tops'l.

C L'pper tops'l.

D Lower topgallant saij

E L^pper ,,

F Royal.

G Spanker,

PLATE II.*

SPARS.
X'
XL
XII.
XIII.
XIV.
XV.
XVI.
XVII.
XVIII.
XIX.
XX.

Cross-jack yard.

Lower top-sail yard.
L'pper „
Lowei>tm)gattant yard.
Upper N „

Royal xard.
Tops.
Crosstrees.

Topmast cap.

Mizen trysail gaff.

Sheerpole.

SAILS.
H =
I

J
K
L
]\I

N
O

Fore trvsail

Stays'!.

Topmast stays'l.

Topgallant staysail.

Royal staysail.

Inner jib. ] ,

Outer jib. j
'

3Iizen trysail.

Main trysail.

With the exception of the cros.sjack, the courses and all other
sails are distinguished by prefixing the name of the mast on which
they are set ; for instance, we liave the " main course " or " main-
.sail," the " main topmast staysail," the " fore topma.st staysail,"'

the "lower fore topsail," and .so on. But the jibs are kno\\ai as

the " inner jib " and the '' outer jib."

RIGGING.
1 = Lower rigging or shrouds. i 3' =
i' Cap shrouds.

j
4

2 Topmast rigging or shrouds,
j 5

3 Topmast backstays. 6

Topmast cap backstays.
Topgallant rigging.

Topgallant backstays.
Royal backstays.

* Some details are omitted for the sake of clearness,

t The inner and the outer jib run on their own stays, both of which
often go to the topmast crosstrees.
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BOATING. §

ratlines. The i-atlines, where futtock-rigging is fitted, are gene-

rally stouter than those on the rigging. The " catch ratline " (as

the first on the topmast rigging is called) is particularly stout, as

it is the one caught first over the rim of the top.

BOATING.
A sailor should take every opportunity of thoroughly mastering

all boating details. At sea, as a rule, he has no chance of acquiring

such knowledge ; boats are then used only in cases of accident, when
ignorance in theu' manipulation may have seiious consequences.

The boats generally carried by sea-going vessels are lifeboats

and cutters ; all lifeboats are fitted with cork, or air-tight chambers.

Every boat should have a supply of sails, masts, oars (two spare

ones), rowlocks (one spare one), two boat-hooks, bailer, two plugs,

two barecas of fresh water, a tin of biscuits, a rudder and tiller.

The rowlocks and rudder should be fitted with lanyards.

It is very essential in pulling that the hands should be placed

nearly together (about 2" or 3" apart) on the loom of the oar, the

elbows being kept close to the sides in the stroke and finish. A
good long steady stroke is the proper one. Care should be taken,

in feathering the oar on the recovery, to raise the blade well out

of the water, so as to clear the waves ; if an attempt is made to

feather close to the w^ater, as in river rowing, " catching a crab
"

(as the being caught by the oar and thrown back into the bottom
of the boat is called) will probably result. In rowing, the oar

should be held firmly, but not rigidly. To begin the stroke, the

arm should be stretched straight out from the body, w^hich should

lean forward so that the oar may enter the water well forward.

A firm quick grip should be taken, and kept up in the water.

The back should be held straight and square, and the head up.

The shoulder and loins should be made to do as much of the

work as possible. The higher the boat's side, the heavier will be
the w^ork thrown on the shoulders. The legs should take part in

the movement, and the feet be placed firmly against the stretcher.

The body should work all together like a pendulum. The stroke

should be firm and strong throughout, and should end just abaft

the athwart ship line of the rowlock, where the oar should be

lifted square out of the water, and feathered for the recovery.
'' Feathering " is often the weak point in rowing ; it is a mistake

to attempt it until the other details of pulling have been mastered.

A common fault is to feather under water. The oar should be
lifted well out, and the recovery made as soon as possible.

Sculling is a very useful accomplishment. It is the propelling

of a boat by means of one oar placed over the stern (preferably in a

rowlock), and worked alternately, first one way and then the other.
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THE MARINER'S COMPASS.

All sailors should thorouglily uiidei'staiid the mariner's compass,

the most impoi'tant instrument on Loai-d ship. We are only con-

cerned liei-e with the use of the compass for showing the direction

of the ship s head, and its action as a guide to the helmsman.

We first learn the four cardinal " points of the compass," as N.,

8., E., and W. are called. They divide the circumference into

four quarters ; each quarter is divided into eight points (32 in

Fig. I.

Mariner's Compass.

* I am indebted to Lord Kelvin for the loan of this block,

figure of his we^^V'^own compass card.

It is a
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all) ; and these points, again, are subdivided into half and quarter

points. On steamers the circumference is still further divided

into degrees, as steering to that precision is quite possible in fine

weather. The degrees are o at N. and S.
;
90° at E. and W.

(see figure and table showing points and corresponding degrees).

A black streak, called '' the lubber's line," is painted on the front

inside part of the compass bowl ; it is over the foi-e-and-aft line

of the ship, and is for the purpose of showing the helmsman the

exact position of her head. " The lubber's line "' is extremely

useful despite its name, which dates from the days when a ship

was deemed to be going satisfactorily if she kept within a point

or so of her course ; a sailor was supposed to be capable of keeping

her so without any reference to the line. In learning the com-

pass, it may be pointed out that N. and S. are more important

points than E. and W. ; hence the octants are JST.E., N.W., S.E.,

S.W., notE.X.,"VV.N., (tc.

Again, the intermediate points are N. by E., N.N.E,, N.E. by
N., N.E., N.E. by E., and then E.I^.E. By remembering this

the first learning of the compass becomes more easy.

MARLINE-SPIKE.

The Marline-spike is a particularly useful instrument on

board ship. It is a long, pointed piece of steel, with an eye in

the end, to which a lanyard is fitted. To keep the spike from

banging about when it is being taken aloft, one should put the

Fig. 2.

Right a^d Wrong way of Belaying a Rope.
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lanyard round one's neck, and half hitch it over the point of the

spike. As a rule, no instrument or grease-pot should be used

aloft that has not a lanyard attached to it.

BELAYING-PINS AND CLEATS.

For the purpose of securing the ends of ropes on deck, " be-

laying-pins " and " cleats " are used, and the rope is aecured to

them by twisting and crossing the parts round them, taking care

not to take jambing turns. Fig. 2 represents the right way—on
left cleat^and wrong way on right cleat—of belaying a rope.

It is never advisable to hitch a rope on a cleat or pin.

Pieces of w^ood holding a number of pins, and fastened to the

ship's side, or elsewhere, are called^e rails.

WATCHES AND TIME.

The duties on board ship are carried on by means of dividing

the ship's company into watches of four hours each, half the

ship's company being on duty day and night. Practically every

one has four hours on duty and four hours off. To avoid the

time on duty always falling at the same hour, the time betw^een

4 p.m. and 8 p.m. is divided into two watches—4 to 6 and 6 to 8

— called the " dog w^atches."

Every half-hour is announced by striking the bell (which is

found in every ship, and w^hich should not be less in size than
eight inches), the number of times struck being as follows

:

0.30 a.m. \ 1.0 a.m.

4.30 a.m.
I 5.0 a.m.

8.30 a.m. 9.0 a.m.
0.30p.m. - I bell. i.op.m. r 2 bells.

4.30 p.m. ' 5.0 p.m. I

*6.3op.m. *7.o p.m.

8.30 p.m. / 9.0 p.m.

1.30 a.m. \ 2.0 am
5.30 a.m. 6.0 am
9.30 a.m. '

10.o a.m. [ , ,|

1.30 p.m. - 3 bells. 20 p.m. r 4 e s.

5.30 p.m.
I

*6.op.m.
*7.3op.m. 10.0 p.m. j
9.30 p.m. /

2.30 a.m.

6.30 a.m.

10.30a.m. \ 5 bells. ii.oa.m. )- 6 bells

2.30 p.m
10.30 p.m. J no p.m

^ 3.0 a.m. "\

7.0 a.m.

r 5 bells. ii.o a.m. v

3.0 p.m.
J ii.op.m. j

Dog watches.
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PART II.

ROPES, KNOTS, SPLICING, ETC.

Knots, Bends, and Hitches—Splicing and Netting—To Worm, Parcel and
Serve—Masts and Rigging—Fittings of Yards, Gaffs, &c.

ROPES.

Until quite recently all ropes were made of vegetable fibre,

which was teased out, and spun up into suitable form by hand or

machine
; but since the introduction of iron, and particularly of

mild steel, rope made of this latter material is rapidly superseding

all others, even for the running gear. The vegetable fibre ropes

are made of hemp, manilla, or coir. The fibres are first spun
into yarns, the yarns are twisted into strands, and the strands

into the various forms of rope such as

:

Hawser-laid rope made up of three or four strands, twisted

ui3 from left to right. If the I'ope consists of four strands, it has

a small strand as a heart.

Cable-laid rope, which is constructed by laying up three

hawser-laid I'opes fi-om right to left.

Coir rope is made from the fibres of the cocoanut husk, and,

as it floats, it is very useful as a laying-out line, as a guesswarp,

or for attaching to a life-buoy.

Wire rope of the best class is composed of six strands ; in the

centre of each of these strands there is a hemp heart ; the hearts

assist in making the wire more flexible.

Ropes are measured by their circumference.

Wire rope is made in various lengths, other ropes are generally

made in lengths of about 112 fathoms. Hemp ropes are usually

tarred ; manilla ropes are sometimes left white ; at other times

they also are tarred.

Ratline stuff. This is composed of 18 or 21 thread (18 or 21

yarns) and is the smallest rope made ; below that there are various
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kinds of line known as amljerline, cod line, marline, and spun-

yarn (3 and 2 stranded).

Warps and hawsers are very large ropes, generally cable

laid, used for towing and securing ships to piers and wharves.

These are now almost entirely replaced by wire hawsers, which

are much stronger and more handy.

KNOTS.

A knot is formed either by twisting the ends of two ropes

together, so as to secure one to the other, or by opening out the

strands of one and forming them into various devices; of the

former we have in Plate III., (i) Reef knot
; (2) Rope-yarn knot

;

(3) Turk's head
; (4) Figure-of-eight knot; of the latter, in Plate

III., (5 & 6) Matthew Walker knot ; and in Plate lY., (i) Shroud

knot; (2) Single-w^all knot; (3) Double-wall knot; (4) Single

w\all and crown; (5) Double wall and crown; (6) Stopper knot.

Plates III. and lY. will illustrate the formation of these knots

better than any desciiption. There are many other fancy forms

of knots, but they are not mentioned here because of their un-

importance foi- practical purposes.

Bends and hitches are really kinds of knots which enable

tw^o ropes to be attached together ; or a i-ope to be attached to

anything else. They are illustrated in Plate Y.
Clove hitch is used for rattling down rigging.

Round turn and two half hitches are used for securing a

rope to a stanchion or anything else, so that it will not jamb, and

also for sending a sail aloft.

Timber hitch is used to tow or lift a piece of timber, or to

send down a sail from aloft.

Rolling hitch is used to attach a rope to anothei", so that it

will not slip when hauled on.

Marline-spike hitch is used for heaving, seizings, and such

like tight.

Blackwall hitch, for attaching a rope quickly to the hook of

a block. Can be doubled.

Marline hitch is used for marling down, parcelling on a rope,

or for making a selvagee strop.

Sheet bend, to make a rope fast to the bight of another.

Catspaw, for putting on the hook of a block.

Stopper. A short piece of softened rope, which is used as a

preventer on a rope with a heavy load. It is hitched round it,

the end is laid along the lay, and held by the hand, in the pauses

between the haulings.

Clinch, inside or out, according to the way in which the end is

seized. It is used in cases where the rope is required to be let
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go, as also when it is necessary to avoid all chances of jambing, as

in attaching buntlines to sails.

Selvagee strop. A strop is often used to attach a block to

1. Reef knot.

2. Rope-yaru knot.

3. Turk's head.

Plate III.—Knots.

4. Figure-of-eight knot.

j

^' I Matthew Walker.
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1. Shroud knot.

2. Single wall.

T,. Double wall.

Plate IV.—Knots.

4. Single wall and crown.

5. Double wall and crown.
6. Stopper knot.



Plate V.

—

Hitches, Bsnds and Clinches.

I. Marline hitch.
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rigging, or to a. rope, such as a tops'l sheet. It is made of good
yarns laid round in form of a ring, and marled down with yarns.

Plate YI.

1. Bowline.
2. Running bowline.

3. Bowline on the bight.

-Bends and Slings.

4. Sheepshank.

5. Slings,

6. Selvagee strop.

7. Parbuckle,
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It is then twisted round tlie rope to be hauled on, and the hdok
of the block is placed into the bight ends.

Bowline is used for sending a man aloft ; making a pair of

Plate VII.—Splices.

1. Cut splice.
I

3. Long splice.

2. Short splice.
| 4. Horseshoe splice.
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slings ; bending two ropes together ; and for many other purposes.

If made on the bight (bowline on the bight) it is useful for

lowering an injured man from aloft ; if fitted as a running
bowline, for throwing over an}i:hing out of reach.

Sheepshank is useful for shortening up a rope.

Slings. A sling is a large strop ; it is used for hoisting in

casks, cases, bales of goods, or, in fact, anything. They are

generally made of manilla. The two pai-ts are passed under the

package to be lifted ; then one bight (which hooks on to the

hook of the tackle) is rove through the other bight and tightened

up. As a makeshift a bowline can be turned into a sling at a
moment's notice.

Parbuckle. A parbuckle can be used to roll a cask up an
incline ; to raise any weight, such as a mast, up a ship's side

;

or to transfer a package from a boat or to a wharf, where no
other lifting appliances are available. It consists of two ropes

;

the ends are made fast at the place to which the weight is to be
i-aised, and the loose ends passed under the package, or other

weight, and brought up to the same place. By hauling on these

ends, the weight can be rolled or slid up the incline, or skids

fitted for that purpose.

Plate VI. illustrates the bends and slings.

SPLICING.

In order to join two pieces of rope together, without appreciably

increasing their diameter, an operation called " splicing " is gone
through. There are various kinds of splices, viz : short splice,

long splice, eye splice, cut splice, and horseshoe splice.

(Plate YII.) The principle in each consists of marrying the

strands, thinning them out, and tapering, so that the increase in

diameter is only slight. In long splicing, there should be no
increase in diameter.

In the short splice, the two ends of the ropes are unlaid for a
short distance, and the strands of each one brought together so

that they interlock or marry ; the centre ones are fii-st tucked under
one another, and then all the others. After the first tuck of each

pair of strands, the strands are halved, and so on, two tuckings

from each being ample. In a long splice each sti-and is carried

much further back, so that the tucking for each comes wide apart.

In cable laid ropes, the process has to be carried out for each

strand. Care should always be taken not to waste rope in the

splicing.

In an eye splice the rope is opened out, and turned over, so as

to leave an eye the required size ; then the ends are tucked, the

B
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middle strand first ; then the strand on the left, which has a turn

or two taken out of it so as to lie flat (the bight of the eye being

held next the splicer), and the strand on the right last. This right

strand should tighten up the first tucking.

The cut and horseshoe splices will explain themselves from
Plate YII.

Splicing wire rope.—As has been stated, there is a hemp
heart in each strand, and a heart the size of the strands through

the centre of all. In making a long splice care must be taken to

unlay the strands ^^^.thout taking the turn out. It is well to un-

Plate IX.—Eye Splice.

lay them in pairs. The unlaying of each pair can be continued
when they are married. At least 3 feet will be required for each
strand in splicing a fair sized rope ; this will mean 18 feet in all.

The rope is fii'st put together as when splicing an ordinaiy thi*ee-

stranded rope. Take one pair of strands, unlay them singly, and
lay them up clear of each other for splicmg, till these six pau'S of
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ends are at suitable distances apart. Thrust a spike i-ight through

the heart of the i-ope at one end of the splice, leaving three

strands to either side of the spike. Pull out the bight of the

hemp heart, with another spike, cut it a few inches to either

side, and work the two ends of the wire rope into its place.

This is easily done by moving the first spike about in its place.

Cut the end of the strand you are working on, and butt it

against the end of the heart in the centre. Proceed in like

manner with all the strands : the parts will then jamb in

tightly together, and look very neat. Plate VIII. shows the splice

in vai-ious stages. In the case of a hawser, the ends of the strands

may be tucked once to ensure safety, though this precaution is

scarcely necessary.

In making an eye splice there ai-e various ways of tucking the

ends, but only one will be noticed here. When the size of the

eye is determined on, fix a light seizing on the wire, about two
feet from the end (Plate IX. i), unlay the ends to this seizmg, and
bend the wire to the shape of eye required. Hang this bight up
with a piece of line, so that the splicing part comes about level

with the chest. Place the main part of wire to the left ; divide

the unlaid strands so that three are on the left, and three on the

right of the main rope
;
proceed to tuck the first end on left under

two strands of the main wire, and so on with the others (as shown
in Plate IX. 2), placing each of the others, however, under one
strand only (Plate IX. 3).

Take cai-e to enter all in one way, that they may come out in

their proper lay. Haul the strands fairly tight, and hammer
them into their places, leaving a small space in the neck of the splice.

Then tuck the strands twice under one strand only, taking care

not to make the tucks too short, or a lumpy splice will be the

result ; now halve the strands, and tuck once.

Remember that the neatness of a splice depends a good deal

upon the manipulating and humouring of the strands.

When the ends ai'e cut ofi", a judicious application of the spike

and hammer will finish the splice, which should then be parcelled

with oiled canvas, and neatly served over. Amber line should be
used for this pur^iose for large lopes.

NETTING.

Nets are either " made " nets, or '* worked " nets. The former
can be made on deck, by enclosing a space in the shape desired with
wire. To form the mesh, ratline (or other small stuff") is stretched

across the enclosure at pi-oj)er distances, first in one dii-ection, from
A to B, Fig. 3, then in the opposite dii-ection (C to D), care bemg
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taken to keep the spaces equal. The crossings are secured with
twine seizings.

Another, but a weaker method of net-making, is to draw the
parts into the heart shape, and seize them, as in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3.

Nets.

Worked nets are manufactured by means of needle and mesh,
and are made of fine stufl'.

Nets are fitted under the jib-boom for the jibs and over the
bowsprit for the stays'ls to aid the stowage of these sails.

SENNIT.

Sennit is a plaiting of any number of yarns, from three up-
wards. It may be flat, round, or square in form, the flat form
being niost adaptable for general use. Sennit is made of yarns.

It is used chiefly for chafling gear, gaskets, &c. In working, the
material should be held in the left hand, while the right lays in

the plaits.

TO WORM, PARCEL, AND SERVE.

To '' worm " a rope, fii'st take some yarn, or a small line, and
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•with it fill lip hetween tlie lay of the rope to be worked over, work-

ing with the lay, so as to level all inequalities (Fig. 4).

To parcel, take some strips of tarred canvas (pieces^of old

sails or awnings) about iJ to 2 inches wide, rolled bandage-wise,

lay it over the rope and worming, working up with the lay. Each
turn of the canvas should slightly overlay the one that went
before (Fig. 5).

To serve. Work spun yarn (or other small line) over the par-

celled rope in the opposite direction to the lay, using a serving

mallet for the purpose. Unless a patent mallet is used, two

Fig. 6.

Serving a Rope.

operators are required to serve a rope, one to work the mallet,

the other to pass the ball of small line (Fig. 6). The operator

passing the ball must take care to keep turns out of the line as

passed.

Service is chiefly used for covering splices, working on foot-

ropes in the wake of the stirrups, in the eyes of rigging, and in

many other places. Formerly the rope rigging was, as a rule,

served all over ; as also was wire rigging, till quite recently ; but

the utility of the operation in the latter case being doubtful, wire
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I'igging is not served now. Sailors have a little doggerel rhyme,
which will help the student's memory. It runs thus :

Worm and parcel with the lay,

Turn round and serve the other way.

MASTS AND RIGGING.

Masts are secured by means of wire ropes, called rigging. At
a certain distance from the mast-heads strong pieces of wood or

iron, called trestle-trees, are bolted on in a fore-and-aft direction,

and are supported from below by extra flange-pieces, called hounds,
and cheeks, bolted on to the masts. On the trestle-trees trans-

verse pieces are bolted, called cross-trees. The trestle-trees take

the weight of the mast above, and the cross-trees make a platform,

which is generally covered over on the lower mast, and left open
on the top-mast ; they also form a means of spreading the top-

mast rigging. The lower rigging is put over the mast-head in

the following order : the first pair of starboard shrouds, the fii^st

pair of port shrouds, the second pair of starboard shrouds, and so

on ; and last of all the stay. Many ships have cap shrouds and
cap backstays, which shackle on to bolts in the cap, and help to

support the mast where the strain of the lower yard comes. Top-
masts and spars above are fitted with backstays in addition to

shrouds. Spars of iron or wood, called outriggers, are fitted to

project out from the top-mast crosstrees, to assist in spreading and
keeping in their place the t'gallant and royal backstays. The
lower shrouds and all backstays are set up to the rail of the ship

by means of deadeyes, or screws, and the stay by means of

hearts and wire lanyards. The stay is set up first, then the

shrouds and backstays. The foremost shroud of the lower

rigging is known as the swifter. (See Plate II.)

BOWSPRIT, &e,

In all modern ships the long bowsprit, jib-boom, and flying jib-

boom, with their accessor)^ gear of dolphin striker, and whiskers,

have been shortened into what is known as the stump bowsprit,
which is really an integral part of the bow of the vessel. It is

securely bolted thereto, and further held in position by means of an
iron band, called the gammoning, on the inboard end, secured by
means of iron stays (called bobstays) and shrouds at the outboard
end. The bowsprit is intended for the pur}X)se of setting up on it the

fore-t'gallant and royal stays, and also for spreading the head sails,

consisting of the foretop-mast stays'l, inner and outer jibs. The
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forestay and foretop-mast stay are set up to the knightheads
;

the foretop-mast stays'! stay, inner and outer jib stays, t'.sfallant

and royal stays on the bowsprit.

The lower masts, top-masts, and bowsprits are now generally

made of steel ; the two former are frequently all in one piece.

FITTINGS OF YARDS AND GAFFS.

Yards.—The lower yards are fitted with trusses and truss
bands ; slings and sling bands ; tops'l sheet lead bands

;

yard arm bands for lifts, braces, footropes, and jaekstay
bands. Sometimes two jackstays are fitted, one for bending the

sail to, and the other for holding on to. The jackstays are rove
through bolts in the bands. Eyebolts are fitted either at the

yard arm, or in slings, for clew garnets. The footropes make
fast to one of the truss arms amidships, or to an eyebolt at the

yard arm, and are supported in places by stirrups (short pieces of

rope attached by one end to the jaekstay bolts with seizings, and
having an eye at the other end through which the footrope is

rove). Footropes and stirrups are now generally made of wire,

as are also brace pendants and lifts. The slings are made of

chain and the truss of iron.

Lower lifts are rove through blocks at the mast head, and
are then fitted M'ith tackles which can be slackened up or hove taut

on deck. Other lifts shackle to .strops or bands fitted to the mast
heads, and to eyebolts on the yard arms. Lower tops'l and lower

t'gallant yards are hung from their respective caps by means of a

crane (which takes the place of a truss and slings in the lower

yard), and their lifts are shackled on some little distance inside the

yard arm, and are unshackled when at sea.

A tub or parrel is fitted on the upper tops'l and other hoisting

yards ; its purpose is to facilitate the hoisting and lowering of the

yards b}^ means of the halliards, as the arrangement of ropes and
tackles for setting the sails is called, and to keep the yard to themast.

Braces are fitted with blocks and wire pendants to the yard

arm, a runner being rove through the block. In the case of

tops'l and lower yards all parts, except the standing part of the

upper brace, lead to bumpkins at the ship's side, or just inside the

ship's rail. Sometimes the standing part of the fore lower tops'l

brace seizes on to the main stay just under the main top.

GaflFs are sometimes fitted so as to be fixed in position, and

are sometimes made to work up and do^^^l the mast on an iron

jaekstay.

In the first case there is generally a piece of iron called a goose-

jieck, which is jointed and fits into a stationary iron on the mast,
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just under the top ; the free end is lield in place to a bolt, on or near

the cap, by a chain lift. In the second case, the gooseneck fits into

a sliding piece of iron called a shoe, which works up and do^\Ti on

a jackstay, on the after part of the mast. Underneath the gaff

there is generally another jackstay, to which the sail is .attached by
means of hanks. When it is necessary to take in the sail, by the

downhaul and brails, it is hauled down against the mast, to which

it is made fast with s^askets.

Where a spanker boom is fitted there is a gooseneck at the

mast, the free end is supported by lifts, and is controlled by sheets.

Gaffs are fitted with vangs to steady them sideways.

WHIPPINGS.

Ordinary Whipping.—In this several turns are taken with

the twine round the end of the rope ; then turns are taken on the

bight over the end, which, when hauled tight, jambs itself.

Sailmaker's Whipping.—In this the. twine is wound round

the rope on its end, for about a dozen turns ; the end is then

passed through between each strand across the seizing with a

needle, so jambing the whole together and making it very

compact.

The ends of all earings, gaskets and awning stops should be

wdiipped with this kind of whipping.

West Country Whipping.—Place the middle of the twine

against the rope and take turns round the rope with both ends,

making a half knot at each half turn, then finish off" with a reel

knot. It is useful for markinoj braces, etc. ,
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PART III.

LEAD AND LOG, ETC,

Kuijning Gear—Seizings—Lead and Log—Spanish Windlass—Blocks-
Tackles and Pai chase.

RUNNING GEAR.

Running gear is fitted to sails to set and take them in. It is

called running because it is movable, in contradistinction to the

fixed gear, or standing rigging. The principal running gear are

buntlines, and spilling lines, leech lines, slab lines, clew garnets and
clew- lines, tacks and sheets, bowlines, reef-tackles, downhauls and
outhauls, brails and tripping lines, halliards and tyes, and braces.

Buntlines are rove down before the yard, and clinch on to

thimbles in the foot of the sail.

Spilling lines often replace buntlines. They run through the

bull's-eyes in the foot, and go right round the sail. The buntline

or the spilling line is the most effective gear for keeping the sail

quiet.

Leechlines are often double ; they lead in a similar way to the

leech of the sail. In big single t'gallant sails the leechline goes

right round the leech.

A slabline is sometimes fitted to the centre of the foot, on the

after side of a course, and is attached by a clinch. It is useful

when the mainsl is just tripped up for working ship. The clews

of sails are hauled up by means of clew garnets, or clewlines,
fitted double in courses and lower top-sails. They are called clew

garnets only in the case of the courses. Above these sails they are

clewlines. They are generally fitted to haul the clew of the sail

up under the bunt. It is now becoming usual to clew up to the

yard-arms.

Courses are set by means of sheets and tacks. A single tack

and a double sheet are fitted to each clew. To set the sail properly,

a wire or chain pendant is hooked into the tack clew from the deck
;
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it is hove doA\-ii tight by means of a tackle or winch. The single

line acts as a lazy tack.

Sheets are fitted only to sails above the courses ; these sheets

are of chain, in the wake of the yard, and are led through a

sheave at the yard-arm, along the under part of the yard, again

through a sheave under the bunt of the yard, and thence on deck.

Bowlines are attached to the weather leech of courses, to haul

it well forward, being rove through a lizard fitted on to the

bowline bridles.

The upper top-sail clews, and the upper t'gallant clews are

secured to the yard-arms by small pieces of chain, or by long

shackles, as these sails are never cleAved up.

Clewlines and buntlines are led do^ATi on deck amidships

;

and those of t'gallant sails and royals to the ship's side.

Reef-tackles are fitted to square sails, to haul the leech up to

the yard when the sail is to be reefed, so as to ensure that the reef

earing can be hauled quite home, and that the points can be tied

properly.

Fore-and-aft sails, such as trysails, spankers, and drivers, are

fitted with downhauls and outhauls, for hauling the head of the

sail up and down the gafi*; and with brails for taking the sail in.

The downhaul and the outhaul are seized to the peak thimble
;
the

brails are middled, and the bights seized on the after leech of the

sail, so that a part of the brail is on either side of the sail ; each part

is led to the deck through a block lashed to the jackstay on the

mast.

In addition to halliards and downhauls, stays'ls are often fitted

with tripping lines, useful for lifting the clew^s over the stays on

change of tack. Jibs and head-stays'ls are fitted on each side with

a sheet. Staysail and jib sheets are fitted with a wii-e pendant,

through the block of which a w^hip is rove. Other fore-and-aft

sails have only one sheet, shifted from side to side. When a sail

is set, the buntlines, leechlines, spilling lines, and downhauls (upper

yards) should be carefully overhauled, and stopped with twine to

prevent their chafing the sail. Gaskets should be made up and

stopped to the jackstay, with the same view^

Sails are generally carried as long as possible, and as there is

less danger of their splitting when on the stretch as set than when
slack and banging about, the gear should be fitted so as to snug up
the sail as quickly as possible. In this operation the gear must be

'^carefully placed. Useful assistance may be given by the helm, or

by trimming the yard.

Fig. 7 shows the fitting of the gear on a course.

Figs. 7 and 7A also show names of parts of square sail, and of a

fore and aft sail.
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Fig. 7A,

^Head

T^ck

FoiiE-AND-AFT SAIL.
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SEIZINGS.

Seizings are used for securing the parts of a rope together side

by side, as in stropping a block, making an eye in the bight of a

rope, or in making an eye in the rigging for putting over the

mast-head.

Fig. 8.

Seizings of Rope.

The principal seizings muse are the throat (i), quarter (2) or

round end (3), and racking seizings (4). The throat and

quarter are elaborated end seizings. Racking seizings are used

for racking two ropes together to keep them from slipping. The
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same name is given whether the .seizing is made of hemp or of wii-e.

The quarter or round seizing (Fig. 8) is made as follows : Take
a piece of amber line and splice an eye in it

;
place it round the

parts to be seized, and reeve the end up through ; then take from
six to ten turns round the parts of the rope, heaving all well

tight ; then bring up the end through the end bight, take two
riding turns, heave all taut, and pass the end through liding

turns to form a reef knot.

Avould be taken.

In the throat seizinir ridini; turns

LEAD AND LOGSHIP.

Lead lines are generally made from a special kind of cord

Avhich is water laid. Marks are made on the deck, one fathom apai-t,

either by nails or paint. The line (after being well stretched and
soaked, and having an eye, eight inches long, spliced in its end) is

mai'ked ofi' in length. The bight of the eye is laid against one of the

mai'ks, and the line measured ofi' fiom it, and marked as follows.

I fathom
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It is usual to fix some place at the side of tlie ship, where the

leadsman (as the person heaving the lead is called) can take up
his stand, and have a clear space for heaving the lead properly.

In taking up this position, see that the line is coiled up clear for

running, hold it in one hand, and grasp it with the other, about
two fathoms from the lead. Swing the lead backwards and for-

wards two or three times, then, when on the foi'ward swing, let

go ; it will fly well out ahead, and the line will uncoil fromjbhe
other hand at the same time.

The coil should be held in the left hand, and the lead hove by
the right hand, when standing on the starboard side of the ship

;

and vice versa, when on the port side. Sing out the soundings so

as to be heard by the officer on watch. The leadsman can tell

instantly by the feel of the line when the lead touches the bottom.

The soundings are announced in a sort of singing way, thus :

Suppose he finds a depth of 7 fathoms he calls out, "by the

mark 7." If 8 fathoms, "by the deep 8." If 9J fathoms he
calls, " a quarter less 10," and so on.

There are many patent sounding machines in the market. A
very simple one, the extreme usefulness of which has been proved
by practical tests, is illustrated here (Fig. 9). The line is of steel

wire, the lead is an ordinary one. The apparatus can be modified

in size, and other pai'ticulars, to suit different circumstances, but
these modifications do not alter the nature of the instrument
{see Appendix).
The gear of this sounding machine is handy for use with the

ordinary Log Ship* (Fig. 10). A log ship (2) replaces the lead and
the apparatus becomes an ordinary log line, on the following plan.

A line is attached to each corner of a piece of wood shaped like 2,

figure 10. A plug, which can be withdrawn, is fitted into one of

the corners. The bottom is leaded, so that the wood floats up-
wards, a sand glass (3) is used which runs to 28 seconds. The
problem is, to mark the line in the same proportion of a knot as

the sand-glass is of the hour. The cpiestion is as follows

:

seconds seconds feet

3600 : 28 : 6080 : x

X being the length on the log line required to represent a knot. A
certain portion of the line(i), called the stray lino, is first marked.
Its purpose is to allow the log ship to get clear of the ship's wake.
The line is then marked to the length x, which is equal to

47'3"« One knot at J ,t, one knot at x, i knot at i\x, 2 knots

at 2./;, and so on.

* In which case the distance is read off on the counter in fathoms,

c
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If tlie ship is going at a rate exceeding 5 knots per hour, a 14-

In this case, the number of knots runsecond glass may he used,

out must he doubled.

Fig, 10.

Log line, etc.

Log lines should be wet before they are marked.

Patent logs, which are those in general use, have dials, which

indicate the distance run, fixed on to the rail of the ship. The

hand log is often of great service, and when it is run from

the sounding machine, there is no difficulty in taking rapid obser-

vations with it.

SPANISH WINDLASS.

A Spanish windlass is very useful for drawing the parts of a

block strop together, in order to get the seizing on properly ; also

for setting up t'gallant rigging, and for many occasions where it

would be difficult to rig a tackle.

A strand is taken and knotted at the end to form a strop.

The strop is taken round the parts to be drawn together ; and the
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bight ends are brought up to a bar on either side. A bar or

spike is placed in these bighted ends which are hove round the

Fig. II.

Spanish Windlass.

bar and thus the parts are dra^^^l together (Fig. ii). There are

diverse methods of applying a Spanish windlass. The above are

general principles which can be modified to suit different cases.

BLOCKS.

Blocks are stroj^ped, or stra^^ped, by fitting a rope round them,

and either splicing the ends, or making a grommet. The former

is the method more generally used ; the latter makes the neater

job.

To strop a block, take a piece of rope tlie required size, cut it

so that its length is once and a half the round of the block in the

stropping groove or score. Short splice the ends, and take care

to put the block into the rope the right way.* Place the thimble,

draw the parts of the strop together between the thimble and the

block with a Spanish windlass, and put on the seizing. The
w^hole should be kept on the stretch by means of a line rove

through the block, the thimble end being seized to something. A
piece of old canvas should be placed over the groove of the thimble

(to save the rope from rust). Strops are often wormed, parcelled,

and served before being placed on the block.

To Pit a Grommet Strop.—Unlay a strand from a rope, make

* Into the largest part of the sheave hole next to the seizing.
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Plate X.— Tackles.

1. Single whip.
2. Spanish burton.

3. Tackle.

4. Luff tackle.

5. Runner and tackle.

6. Handy Billy.
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a strop of it by laying it up on itself and tucking in tlie ends.

Then proceed as with a spliced strop.

Stropped blocks have fallen a good deal into disuse, as blocks

are nowadays fitted internally Avith iron bands ; and many are

entirely composed of iron.

TACKLES AND PURCHASES.

These are combinations or systems of blocks and line, by wdiicli

the power of lifting a heavy weight is greatly increased, the

increase being in proportion to the number of sheaves in use.

The moving part of the rope is called the fall. The part made
fast is the standing part, and the hauling part is the running
part or end.

A single block forms a lead for a rope. The addition of a

second block forms a purchase. Every additional sheave next
the w^eight through w^iicli the line is passed decreases the power
required about one half. For example, in a luif tackle, a weight
can be lifted by a w^eight about a quarter as heavy as itself. In a

three-fold j^urchase one-sixth the weight will do it, and so on. To
ascertain the purchase required to lift a weight, knowing the

power available, divide the weight to be lifted by the power ; the

result will be the number of j)arts of rope to go to the lower

block. For instance, suppose 20 tons are to be raised and that

there is an available power of 3 tons, divide 20 by 3 ; the result

is 6f ; hence 7 parts of the rope must go to the block near the

weight. It will be necessary to have a three-fold purchase, with
the standing j^art made fast to the lower block (the one nearest

the weight). As each part of the rope will have to bear a weight
of about 3J tons, its size can be judged accordingly.

r-
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PART IV.

A.—RIGGING, ANCHORS, ETC.

KiggiDg—Rattling down—Anchors and Cables—Anchoring—Laying out
an Anchor—Sending Yards up and down.

RIGGING.

It is seldcm necessary to fit rigging at sea ; but it is desirable

that an officer should know how to do it, in cases of emergency,
when, in consequence of accident, a ship arrives in a foreign port

completely dismasted, and has to be entirely refitted there. It

is not difficult to cut out shrouds, when we know^ the drift from
the mast-head to the dead-eyes or screws. Care must be taken
as w^e work aft to allow for the extra drift required, in consequence
of the eyes of the shi-ouds lying one over the other. It only takes

a simple calculation to determine the drift, when the height of

the mast-head from the deck is known. The shrouds can be pre-

pared as quickly as the masts can be made ready for them.
When the shrouds are cut to the required length, fit them in

pairs. The bight forms the eye which goes over the mast-head.

Proceed to splice the ends round the dead eyes, or into the heart

of the screws. Each pair of shrouds should be carefully marked
with a canvas tally, as they are finished. The shrouds are some-
times served all over, but this is absolutely necessary only in the

eye, and over the splices. Good three yarn, sj^un yarn, or amber
line should be used. A coating of tar will prevent rust. Plenty
of room must be allowed in the eyes that go over the mast-head.
The parts should be well seized together with a throat seizing

(Fig. 8), which ought to come well below the bolsters. If a shroud
is found to be too long, or too short, when the rigging is finished,

corrections may be made by putting in, or taking out, a turn.

The knot in a I'ope lanyard, and the splice which fixes the wire

lanyard to the up))«n' dead-eye, should come under the si)liced

end of the shroud, ^\llere dead-eyes are used.
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Stays ai'e double in lower masts. They are generally set up
with hearts and lanyards, and fit round the mast-head, as a rule,

over the shi'ouds. The after-part of the bight comes halfway up
the mast-head to its position, where it rests on a strong cleat.

For convenience in placing, stays are often fitted with lashing

eyes abaft the mast, and after this is secured are then set up
with the lanyards forward. The serving is the same as in shrouds.

A large mat should be put in the lower stays, in the wake of the

belly of the course, to save the sail from being chafed. The stays

of lower masts and topmasts set up to the deck, t'gallant stays to

lower mast-heads, and royal stays to topmast cross trees.

There is usually an extra topmast stay to carry a stays'l.

Battens are also fitted on the foremast shrouds, and on the

lanyards, to avoid chafing fi'om the foot of the course when sheet

is aft.

SETTING UP RIGGING.

To set U23 lower rigging with lanyards, first secure the stay and
get the mast right for i-ake, then start on the starboard foremast

pair of shrouds and work aft in the order in wdiich they have

been put over the mast-head. The mast coat* will be a guide as

to the uprightness of the mast. A runner and a tackle are

generally used for setting up. They are fitted in the following

manner {see Fig. 12)

:

Prepare a lufi" tackle, a selvagee strop, a piece of round wood
(about a foot long) for a toggle, a runner, and a strop for the

mast-head. Secure the strop under the top ; hook to it one of

the hauling blocks of the tackle, and overhaul the other block

down. Make fast the standing part of the runner some little

distance up the rigging, and attach the lower hook of the lufl'

tackle to the other end of the runner. Take the round piece of

wood known as a " toggle," and make a couple of tm-ns Avith the

lanyard round the toggle. Wrap a piece of canvas about the two

parts of the lanyard underneath, place the selvagee strop round

this, and then hook the runner block on to it. Next proceed to

set up, and take the end of the lufi' tackle to the winch or cap-

stan ; if these are wanting another tackle must be put on to get

the necessary purchase.

The lanyard should be well greased before setting up. One
hand should be ready with a spike to work the lanyard about to

help it to render well.

* The mast coat is canvas fitted round the hole in the deck through
which the mast goes, in order to prevent water going below.
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T'gallaiit rigging can be set u}) witli a Spanish windlass ; and

topmast i-igging with a tackle, or a Spanish windlass.

Fig. 12.

Setting up Kigging.

A.11 that is necessaiy in setting up with screws is to take oft'

the canvas covering, put the bar in tube, and screw up.

RATTLING DOWN.
As an example the Port main rigging will be taken. First

stretch well the coil of ratline stuff. See that the sheer pole,

(Fig. 13 [4]) from which all the measurements are taken, is
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properly fixed in the rigging, exactly in a line with the sheer of

the vessel. Then, by means of a line, (i) slightly swift in the

rigging at intervals. Next lash some spars (2) (oars are capital

things for the pui'pose) across the rigging, five feet apart, measur-

ing from the sheer pole. Be careful to have the forward ends of

Fig. n.

PiATTLIXG DOWX ElGGIXG.

the spars close to the swiftei' ; or a hole will soon be made in

the mainsl. The apparatus required will be a marline-spike,

some small seizing stuff, a grease pot, a tar pot, and a measure
for taking the distance between the ratlines.

The measure must be 1 5 inches, as that is the usual amount of

space between the ratlines. All these implements should have

lanyards attached to them. Take one end of the ratline stufl'

(which should be coiled on deck by the after part of the rigging)

up the after part of the rigging. Stand on the sheer pole, and
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loo.sely elove-liitch tlie ratline stuff from the after-shroud hut one
to the foremast shroud ; then make a small eye splice in the end
of the stuff ; and seize with a plain oi- cross seizing to the shroud,

15 inches from the sheer pole (Fig. 13 [4] ).

Heave the tuiiis well tight, and work aft with the clove-hitches

all in the same direction. At the last shroud cut the end, but
leave a length sufficient to make an eye splice to seize on to the
shroud.

Hitch the end of the stuff above you for the next i-atline. Be
careful to measure the height at every hitch and seizing. Nothing
looks woi'se than badly rattled down rigging. Eemember always
to clove-hitch i-oughly from right to left, then work back from
left to right. This method saves ratline stuff and tightens up the
hitches in the best way.

The first five ratlines up are generally ii-on bars fitted to the
rigging. On some ships the space between one pair of shrouds is

rattled down A^^th wooden bars all the way.
Every fifth ratline is called a catch ratline—and is continued

to the after-shrouds. In some cases only every fifth ratline is

taken to the foremast shroud.

ANCHORS AND CABLES.

An anchor and a cable are used to secure a ship in a harbour or

roadstead. There are different kinds of anchors, ranging from
the ordinary old-fashioned form, to the modern stockless anchor,
which is rapidly coming into favour, owing to the ease with which
it is stowed. 8ee Fig. 14 for the names of the different parts of

the anchoi-.

The Chain-Cable is shackled on to the ring of the anchor.

It is comj^osed of 8 lengths of chain ; each length measures

15 fathoms, making 120 fathoms in all. The chain is brought
in thi'ough the hawse-pipe, carried over the special barrel of the
windlass or capstan, and then to the chain locker below formed by
closed-in spaces amidships. The chains are stowed here when not
in use. The end is made fast to one of the frames or floorplates^

to secure the end fi-oni running out. All anchors and chains are
subject to inspection; they are supplied to ships according to
their size.

In addition to the two bower anchors, there are always on board
ship at least one spare bower anchor, one or two stream anchors
(a smaller kind, useful for heaving a vessel ofi' should she get
aground), and several kedge anchors. A ship always carries a
certain amount of stream chain, for moving her and for use with
the smaller anchors in case of grounding.
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In shackling the chain cables to the anchor, and one length to

anothei', care must be taken to have the pin of the shackle aft,

otherwise the shoulder of the pin- flange may catch and break the

Fig. 14.

Anchors.

A. Ordinary anchor.

B. Patent anchor.

1. Trend.
2. Shank.

3. Crown.

4. Arm.

C. Patent stockless anchor.

D. Patent anchor.

E. Kedge anchor.

Parts op Anchor.

Fluke or palm.

Pea or bill.

Stock.

Shackle.

shackle when the anchor is let go, and the chain running out

rapidly.

The pins of the shackle are fitted with small holes in one end, to

correspond with holes in the shackle flange. This arrangement

allows the driving of a wooden plug through hackle flange and
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pin in a way which prevents its coming out, and yet allows of its

being easily broken, when it is necessary to slip the cable.

The shackle securing the chain to the anchor should be fitted

with a split ring, a forelock, and a wire seizing.

Thei-e are various methods of securing an anchor. The stock-

less anchors simply heave light up in the hawsepipe (the crown
flange pieces form a convenient stopper to the pipe).

In anchors with stocks, a shackle attached to the shank balances

the anchoi-. A crane or davit is fitted on the forecastle head. The
tackle fi-om the davit and crane is hooked on to the shackle, and
the anchor hove right up on the bill-board, which is the piece in

the bows to which the anclior is secured, with the cat stopper rove

through the ring, and shank painter round the shank and one arm.

From this place also the anchor is let go.

There is a special apparatus used for letting go the anchor from
the bill-board. When there is a high drift from the sea, and the

anchor is hea\y, it is advisable to let it go from the hawse-pipe,

fii-st lowering it to that point with the tackle, and heaving in the

slack chain. Stockless anchors are always ready to let go.

In getting the anchor on board, care must be taken to prevent

its knocking about, and making a hole through the bows.

The officer in charge of the anchoring should keep the captain

informed of the position of chain and anchor when let go, and in

heaving up.

It is well to call out the fathoms and general trend of the chain,

so that the master may place the ship in the best way to assist in

getting the anchor away, or in getting the required chain out.

When heaving in, notice should be given du-ectly the chain is

up and down (that is, wdien it is over the anchor) ; when it is away
;

and when it is sighted.

A touch of the engines in a steamer wdll often simplify the

breaking out of an anchor from the ground.

Should the anchor come up foul (that is, with the bight of the

chain caught under or round the fluke or stock), or should there

be any other complication, it must be cleai-ed before being got on
board.

The shackles should be examined as they come in, in case they
may be damaged.
Turns of seizing wire are placed round the studs in the chain

to mark ofi' the length. One turn of seizing wire on the stud,

one link abaft, marks 15 fathoms; two turns of seizing wire, two
links abaft, marks 30 fathoms ; and so on, so that it is easy to see

the amount of chain out.

From time to time all chains in a ship should be thoroughly

overhauled, blacked, resecured, and all pins knocked out and re-
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placed. A orood moment for such work is when a ship is in dry
dock. Anchors shoukl always be buoyed. Buoys may be made
for the purpose out of paint or oil drums, or pieces of wood to

which a line rather longer than the depth of water anchored in

is bent.

Its end is clove-hitched over the crown of the anchor. A length

of chain on the part attached to the anchor is a useful precaution,

as in the event of the cable breaking, or the anchor orettinsf

jambed, it could be lifted with this chain.
o^

ANCHORING A STEAMER.
Before coming up to an anchorage, the officer in charge of the

work should see that the chain and anchor are quite clear. The
captain judges when it is best to let go, and he gives the necessary

order.

It is not well to stop the ship, or the chain may settle down on
the top of the anchor, and perhaps trip it out of the ground when
the ship swings round. It is better to have, if possible, a little

stern way on when letting go the anchor, as this will help the
chain run out well ahead, Wlien the right amount of chain is

out, the way can be stopped.

The state of the weather, and the condition and depth of water
at the anchorage, determine the length of chain to be let out.

ANCHORING IN A SAILING SHIP.

In coming to an anchor with the wind off the shore, clew up and
snug up sail on approaching the anchorage, leaving only the upper
tops'ls, jib, and stays'ls, driver, or spanker. Then, when just at

the anchoring-place, shoot the ship up into the wind, and let go as

soon as she loses her headway. Take the sail in at the same time.

If coming to an anchorage with the wind aft, choose which way
the ship is to be turned, paying due regard to the vicinity of other

vessels.

The second anchor must in all cases be ready to let go, and
attention should always be directed to the prevailing gales.

MOORING.

Just before reaching the spot, let go one anchor, and keep
enough way on the ship to stand over the place, paying out chain

all the time; then (having overshot the mark sufficiently, and
brought the ship up), let go the other anchor, and give her stern

way. Pay out at the same time the chain last let go, and heave
in on the other until the right position is obtained.
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In unmooring pick up one anchor first ; slack away in the

other cliain, so as to f^et over the anchor, and when it is up, pro-

ceed to pick np the other. Judgment must be used as to which

anchor it will be best to pick up first.

If a ship is to be moored in a harbour or river for long, a moor-

ing shackle (which is a large swivel with four links attached)

should be used.

The cables are unshackled and then shackled to the four links.

The movement of the swivel prevents turns in the cables.

While the chain is being unshackled for the purpose of placing

the swivel, its anchor side should be held by a chain or wire-

stopper. The swivel should be put on cup uppermost, so that it

may be easily lubricated, and a mark should be put on the cables

to distinguish them from one another when the swivel has to be

taken off'.

LAYING OUT AN ANCHOR.

It is often necessary to lay out an anchor, either to warp the

ship round, to act as a spring, or to heave her oft' a bank. For

this purpose, a kedge, or stream anchor, is taken out in a boat, with

the necessary stream chain, or hawser, and let go.

The end of the chain, or warp, is then taken on board and hove

in on. A square-sterned cutter is the best boat in which to take

out the anchor from the ship. There are three methods of

carrying out a small anchor.

First method : Take three capstan bars and fix them over the

stern, as in Fig. 15, which shows :

1. Capstan bar laid athwart boat's gunwale.

2. Capstan bars laid end over the stern, and on top of capstan bar i.

3. The anchor to be taken out.

4. Stream chain or wire hawser coiled in boat on the thwarts.

The anchor is stopped to the boat, and when required to be let

go, the anchor stops are cut, the capstan bar (i) is raised, and the

anchor slid over the stern, care being first taken that sufficient

chain or hawser is paid overboard to enal)le the anchor to reach

the bottom, without jerking the hawser or chain out of the boat.

Chain can then be paid out gi^adually, the stops being kept on

the bights to keep it from running out too fast.

In the second method,* the boat may be fitted with a movable

davit in the stern-sheets, and the anchor laid in the stern-sheets,

with stock up and down over the stern, and one of the flukes rest-

* I am indebted to Captain P. Thompson, F.R.A.S., Board of Trade

Examiner, for this handy method.
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ing on the gunwale, the other in tlie bottom of the boat ; from

this position it can easily be tipped over the side by lifting upon

the fluke that lies in the bottom of the boat.

In the third method the anchors can be himg over the stern

amidships, by a stop to the ring, and let go when required (Fig. i6).

Fig. i:;.

Laying out an Anchor.

Fig. i6.

Laying out an Anchor (Another Method).
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In all eases it is well to take the precaution of paying ovev a

snliicient amount of chain or hawser to reach the bottom.

The boat can be steei-ed by an oar : bnioys should always be fitted

to the anchors.

SENDING YARDS UP AND DOWN.

T'gallant and royal yards are sent up and do^\Tl by a single

gantling. This operation had formerly to be constantly performed

at sea. It is not often necessary nowadays, except in port, when
it may be desirable to get rid of as much top hamper as possible

if the vessel is light.

Keeve a rope (the size of which will depend, of course, upon
the weight of yard) through the masthead sheave, or through a

block lashed there ; bring the end down on deck, on the weather

side (if at sea) clear of yards and gear, and bend it on to the hal-

liard shackle of the 3"ard. Stop the gantline out on the yard-arm

side you msh to go up first, about i8 inches or 2 feet from the

shackle, for the rpiai'ter stop ; and at the yard-arm, foi' the yard

stop.

This will ensure the yard going up straight. See that the lifts

for shackling on to the masthead and other gear are clear
;
put a

tripping line on to the lower yard-arm, to steady it up, and hoist

away. As soon as it is well up on the mast, by the cross-trees, put

the braces and lifts on, and take off the yard-arm stop, shackle in

the lifts to the mast-head, lower the yard, ease up the quarter stop

and secure the parrel as the yard lowers into its place.

Cast off the gantlines, shackle on the halliards, pass and secure

the foot ropes, and see that the halliards are quite clear of stops,

and that the braces and lifts are in order. The tripping line can

generally be dispensed with in harbour. In some cases the lifts

are fitted to the mast-head with lashings, and in other cases the

topgallant lifts are led through a thimble, and down to the cross-

trees. IIea\y topgallant yards are fitted with a chain tie, a wire

runner, and a tackle.

Topsail Yards are sent up with a tackle or stout gantline,

which should be secured just outside the tie band of the yard.

Another single gantline (topping rope) should be rove through a

block, on the head of the topmast, and made fast to the yard-

arm, on the side to which the yard tackle or rope is made fast.

When hoisting commences the topping rope serves to cant the

yard up on end (it really takes the place of a yard-arm stop) ; a

tripping line may oi* may not be necessary; circumstances must
decide that.

Put lift and brace on the upper yard-arm'whon it reaches the
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top and heave away. As soon as it is clear of the topinast-stay,

shackle, or secure the lift, and get the lower yard-arm lift and
brace put on. Heave away, slacking on the topping-lift so that the

yard can square somewhat
;
get the lower lift fast, slack down the

yard tackle, or I'ope, and secure the parrel and topsail tye (if an
upper yard) ; or fix on to the crane (if- a lower yard). Upper
topsail yards are fitted on the tye band with an iron block,

through which a chain is rove. The standing part of this chain

is fixed on to the foremost topmast trestle-trees, and the other

end rove through the sheave at the topmast-head under the cross-

trees. There is a block shackled to this end, through which is a

runner w4th three-fold tackle attached. Sometimes the tye is

single, in which case the runner abaft is generally double.
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PART IV—(continued).

B.—SAILMAKING,

It i.s unlikely tluit a young officer will be called upon to cut

out and make new .sails ; but it is important that he should

thoi-oughly undei'stand the principles of sailmaking, as much of

the repairing and mending required may come under his direction

on a sailing ship, and possibly also on a steamer.

It is customary to carry two suits of Sciils. A third set of

lower topsails is also frequently carried.

The best sails are bent where the w^orst weather and strongest

winds are encountered. The second suit is used in the tropics,

and trade-wind regions.

The tools employed in sail-making are :

1. Palm, which is worn on the hand, and used for foi-cing the

needle thi-ougli the canvas.

2. Creasing stick, a piece of hard wood or steel, split at the

end, used for creasing seams.

3. Needles, which are three-coiiiered, and which should not

have the edges too sharp, or they will cut the canvas thi-eads,

when pushed through.

4. Fids of difierent sizes, for making eyelet holes and stretching

cringles.

5. Anvil, for knocking in patent thimbles.

6. Grease horn, to hold gi-ease, into which the needle used in

sewing is dipped now and then.

7. Rubber, for rubbing down seams, a piece of steel set in a

wooden handle.

8. Pricker, a kind of fine marline -spike, set in a wooden handle,

for piercing lioles in the canvas.

9. Sail hook, for holding the canvas while stitching.

10. Blue pencil, for marking, <kc.

1 1

.

Knife, preferably a shoemaker's knife.
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1

Canvas or sailcloth is made of long flax and is put up in rolls

or holts, as they ai-e called. The canvas in each bolt has an
average length of forty yards, and a width of twenty-four inches.

The threads running lengthways are called the war}), and those
across, the weft. The edges are called selvages.

In cutting canvas—except for gores or other special purposes

—

care should be taken to cut with the thread. When canvas is

cut at an angle, it is called a gore. This gore must be carefully

cut if the sailmaker would avoid a baggy sail.

Canvas varies in stoutness, and runs fi-om i to 8. No. i is

the stoutest and No. 8 the lightest, but No. 6 is the lightest in

general use.

Tarpaulin canvas is a coarser and commoner canvas for

making hatch-covers and such like.

If a pricker be thrust through good canvas the threads
break with difficulty. In selecting canvas the best quality should
be chosen.

Boat-sails are generally made of duck, which is usually split

up the centre.

Twine made of flax is used in joining canvas to make sails.

There are two kinds of flax twine. The ordinary one is made up
of three sti-ands running about 400 fathoms to the pound. A
heavier make, called rojnng twine, is used for attaching the roping
to the sails.

Before use, all twine should be dipped in Stockholm tar, softened

with oil, and wrung out. One end of the skein may be cut, so

that the threads can be drawn out as wanted, or the whole skein

may be balled and cut as required.

As has been explained, a gore is a diagonal cut across the
canvas. All sails are gored unless they. are absolutely sqiiare.

All square sails, except the fore coui-se,* are gored on the leeches,

and on the foot forming the roach of the sails. The fore course

is gored only on the foot. Jibs f are gored on the luflf and foot.

Great care must be taken in cutting the gores to prevent the sail

getting any belly. This precaution is particulai-ly important in

fore-and-aft sails.

Tabling is the part of the sail turned in, to which the roping
is attached ; it is a sort of wide selvage which may vary from
six inches in courses to three inches in light sails.

Lining cloths are extra pieces of canvas se\^Tl on to a sail in

the way of any chafing (for instance, to the sail on the after part

where it is likely to flap against the mast), or in the way of bunt-

* In some modern sailing ships there are one or two cloths gored on
account of the long bow.

t Except cross cut jibs shown in Fig. Ja.
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lines and spilling lines, S:c. Lining cloths are also used to assist

in distributing the strains on a sail, at the clews or at other

situations, where they may be subject to violent jerks.

There are thi-ee seams generally used in joining canvas. The
round, the flat, and the round seam not rubbed do\ni. The
round seam is the strongest, but it appears to be going out of use,

as the flat seam is made more easily, and is less liable to chafe.

To join two pieces of canvas to make a sail, measure and cut

the length required. Mark the width of seam on one piece, and

round seam * the other to it. Place the hook in the canvas to

the right hand, and work towards it (Fig. 17). In working,

thrust the needle perpendiculai-ly through the parts. A beginner

Fig. 17.

Round Seam.

should pay attention to the correctness of his attitude and method

of se\N^ng, not only because of the greater facility to himself, but

because work done in the right way is sure to be well done.

When the round seam is made it should be rubbed down with

* Seams should be

light sails.

ih inch wide for heavy sails and i| inch wide for
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the rubber. Work from the hook and take care to get the seam
quite flat.

Now put in the flat seam (Fig. i8), stitch this time from the
hook, and keep the fore-arm in a hne with the seam.
When sails begin to show signs of wear they should be middle-

stitched, that is to say, a plain in-and-out stitch should be run
down them parallel to the old seams, and nearer one or other
seam than to the centre between them.

Fig. i8.
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Latterly wire lias eoine much into vise, and is fast superseding

liemp. Great care has to be taken in attaching hemp rope to the

sails, as it stretches a good deal, and can only be properly sewn
on to a sail by a thoroughly experienced hand. The i^ope is sewn
to the canvas, not the canvas to the rope, and allowance of slack

canvas has to be made. Practice only can determine the amount
of slack that should be allowed.

Wire rojDC should be served all over (not wormed or parcelled),

and is sj^liced direct into clew and earing irons.

Cringles are worked into the leeches and feet of sails, and
thimbles are put into them in which to bend the buntlines, Szc.

Cringles are made of strands of the same rope as is sewn on to

the sail ; they are woi-ked right round the bolt-rope.
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PAUT lY-~{contimied).

C.—THE SAILS, ETC.

Bending and Unbending Sails—Making up Sails—Setting Sail—Taking in

Sail—Trimming Sail—Tacking, Wearing, and Heaving to—Steering
Gear—Sheers—Fitting Topmasts, Topgallant and Koyal Masts.

BENDING AND UNBENDING SAILS.

The aim in bending sails is to get tliem into position as quickly

as possible.

To attain this end the sail should be made up on deck, the

roping do-^^i (as it would be when on the yard furled). The
earings should be left out. The clew spectacles are left out at

the yard-arms or amidships, according as the sail is clewed up at

yard-arm or amidships.

The bull's-eyes and the foot o[ the sail should be easy of access

for reeving or bending on the buntlines, leechlines, or spilling

lines.

The stops on the sail should be regulated in accordance with
the weather. When it is calm no stops are necessary ; but when
rough, and the ship is rolling about, the sail must be well stopped

up. A tail snatch-block bent on to the sail-rope, and the gantline

snatched in it, will steady the sail as it goes up. The earings

may be hitched to the sail rope, which should be a single line

rove through a block at the mast-head, and brought down, so that

the sail will go up as clear as possible. In calms, or with the

^ind well aft, this will be before the yards ; but with the yards

braced sharp up, it will be abaft, and on the weather side. If

the winch is availal)le, the line is led to it, and the sail quickly

whipped up.

A hand or two should be stationed aloft to see it go up clear,

except on a lower topsail—which should be bent with spunyarn

—

the sail should be made fast to the jackstay with rovings of good
Europe rope-yarns.
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The sail ropo slioiild bo bent on around the sail, so tliat the
midsliips head-stop is clear.

In bending a course, the usual plan is to overhaul the bunt-
lines down, and to reeve them in the sail on deck, stopping the
head of the sail to the buntlines and bending on the clew garnets

and reef tackles (if used).

It is not necessary to go into details for each sail, as the general

principles laid down can be modified by an officer according to

circumstances.

Earings should be passed as follows : Take the end round the

lift bolt on top of the yard-arm, pass it up through the earing

cringle (this gives a good j^^^i'chase to haul out the earing), then
pass the end down al^aft the yard, and bring it up through the

head earing cringle on the fore part of the yard, pass the required

turns, securing the ends when expended or when enough turns

have been taken. This will keep it well up on the yard.

BENDING A JIB.

Bending a Jib.—See the hanks all clear on the stay. Stretch

the sail out and make it up on the foot, stopping it here and
there.

Bend the halliards, and downhaul on to the part just abaft the

luff, haul on the downhaul and tend the halliards. A line should

be made fast to the clew to steady it out with. As soon as it is

out to the stay, secure the hanks (which are on the stay) to the

sail, reeve the tack, bend on the downhaul and halliards properly,

and shackle on the sheet pendant.

In unbending reverse the process.

A staysail can generally be easily carried to and bent on the

stay.

A SPANKER OR DRIVER.

A Spanker or Driver.—If the gaft' will not lower down, the

brails are overhauled and made fast at the bights to the after-

part of the sail, which is then hoisted into place. The tack is

secured by a line hauled well tight.

A driver is fitted with a tripping line.

SETTING SAIL.

In- setting, as in taking in sail, the object aimed at is the pre-

vention of tlie sails beating about more than is absolutely neces-

sary ; otherwise there may be much chafe and wear.

Topsails are generally the fii-st to be set. Point the yards to
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what will be their approximate trim Mhen the sail is set ; loose,

the sail and sheet home, lee sheet first, then weather sheet. The
hands aloft should well overhaul the gear.

In hoisting yards the lee-brace should be let go, and the weather-

brace tended, while the yard is going up (when the wind is well

aft both braces must be tended or the yaixl will fly about). Sheets

leading to sails aboye must be let go, also downhauls. Oyerhaul

and stop the gear.

To keep the lifts of the upper yards from chafing the sail

when set, place them abaft the yards.

In setting a single topgallant sail or a royal, point the yard to

the ^dnd. Loosen the sail lee side first, overhaul the gear and

sheet home to windward, then to leeward ; let go the lee-brace,

hoist the yard and trim.

In setting a jib or staysail, see the downhaul all clear for

running, halliards in lead blocks for hoisting. Loosen the sail, let

go the downhaul. steady the sheet aft, and hoist away smartly.

Have another pull of the sheet, if necessary.

Setting a Driver or Spanker.—Overhaul the brails, haul

aft the sheet to steady the sail, then the outhaul, set the sail

properly with a final pull of the sheet, and slack the weather

vang.

Setting a Course.—If the yard is braced up at all, see the

weather lift hauled well tight (the lee lift will be well overhauled

if the yard is sharp ujd to avoid chafe against the lee rigging).

Loosen the sail, overhaul the lee gear, and haul aft the slack of the

sheet to steady the sail. Then board the tack, haul aft the sheet

to set the sail properly, reeve and haul out the bowline.

TAKING IN SAIL.

In taking in either a single topgallant sail or a royal,

lower the yard, round in on the weather brace, starting the lee

sheet at the same time. Haul in smartly on the weather-brace,

and point the yard to the wind so as to spill the sail. Haul up
on the lee buntlines and leechlines (if fitted) and clewlines, then

haul up to windward, steady tight the lee brace, halliards, and

sheets, lay aloft and furl, commencing on the weather side if

single handed, as this will spill the sail still more, then trim the

yard to the wind as if the sail were set.

In taking in a lower topsail, haul up first the weather

^*sjew, manning the buntlines or the spilling lines at the same

time, to keep the sail steady, then haul up the lee clew.

In hauling up a course, haul tight the lifts and proceed as in a

lower topsail. Slack ofl" a fathom or two of the lee sheet as the
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gear is hauled up. AVlien the weather gear is as higli as possible,

man the lee gear, haiil, snug up, and furl.

In furling square sails* the leech should ])e picked up along the

yard and then the sail skinned up by reaching over the yard and
picking up to the last fold. All should then be tossed well up on
the top of the yard, the last skin forming a kind of cover which

prevents rain getting into the folds ; the gaskets should be passed

from before aft up round the fore-part of the sail and yard.

This tends still fui-ther to haul up the sail on the yard. The bulk

of the sail will be in the bunt. It is very convenient to have a

single whip fitted under the top in the courses, to hook on to a

grommet fitted in the sail ; this whip can then be used to assist

in getting the bunt well up.

Taking in a Jib or Staysail.—Man the downhaul and let go

halliards, hauling down smartly on the downhaul, until the sheet

holds the sail, then slack off sheet carefully, and haul down. A
wipe off with the helm, for a point or two, will materially assist

in getting one of the head sails down, and it will also save a good

deal of unnecessary flapping of the sails.

A judicious touch of the helm can often assist very materially in

shortening sail, without appreciably altering the course of the ship.

Taking in a Driver or Spanker.—Man the lee brails and the

doA\^ihaul, if fitted ; slack away the sheet, and haul on the brails

(lee l)rails liest), and do^\-nhaul. If the weather brails were

hauled on, the sail would be kept full of wind, which would pre-

vent its coming in snugly ; but by the hauling on of the lee

brails, the sail is spilled and so comes in very easily.

A tripping line is often fitted to lower staysails to lift the

clew over the stays, when the staysails are used in tacking ship.

There is not much real advantage to be gained by carrying on
staysails (except the fore staysail), with the yards braced sharp

up.

TRIMMING SAIL.

The young officer should jmy careful attention to the trimming

of sails and yards, as that is a matter which may very materially

afiect the length of a ship's passage. A check in of the yard

here, a foot or two of sheet there, is likely to add a knot an

hour to the speed. The principle on which sails act may be ex-

plained bi'iefly thus :

If pressure be exerted on any surface its result is a tendency

to move it in the direction in which the force acts.. The pressure

may be resolved into foi-ces, one of which acts at light angles to

tlie surface. This force may be further resolved (in the case of a

* That clew up to the b'lnt.
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sail surface) into two forces, a fore-and-aft force and an athwart-

sliip force.

For instance, in Fig 19 D is the wind and XY the sail ; the

ultimate force of the wind will be represented by the line BA at

right angles to the surface of the sail XY. (To simplify matters

the sail is suj)posed to be quite flat.)

This force may be resolved by the triangle of forces* into forces

CA, tending to propel the ship ahead in the fore and aft line, and
BC tending to produce leeway.

In Fig. 19 the letters D, D' show the true and apparent direction

of the wind. We say "the true and apparent" because the

motion of the ship through the water may draw the wind further

£ihead or astern, and so alter its direction and velocity in regard

to the course of the ship.

Three different directions of the wind are illustrated. The
figures noted in the triangles are draw^n to the scale of the speed

of the wind and are intended for comparative purposes only.

As the side of a vessel offers much gi-eater resistance to the

water than the bow, the force, wdiich tends to send her forward

is much more effective than that which inclines her sideways,

though the latter may be the stronger of the two.

This is why the ship forges ahead, tending but slightly to leeward.

The force sending the sliip to leeward is giTatest when she is braced

sharp up ; it diminishes to nothing when the wind is well on the

quarter. The illustrations show clearly the alteration effected in

the pressures by change in the direction of the wind.

It is difficult to determine exactly the difference in the resist-

ances ; but the angle between the ship's track and her fore-and-

aft line (course) will give the amount of leeway.

Consideration of these matters show clearly how necessary it

is that the sails when braced sharp up should be set as flat as

possible.

There are other questions to be decided, as, for instance,

whether, when staysails are carried, there should be much or

little after canvas.

Tlie after square sails (if such are being used on a ship) may,
in many cases, be reduced \\ith advantage, and the staysails' (with

the exception of the foretopmast staysail) may be taken in, as

they have a tendency to sag a vessel oft' to leeward, as also to send

a side draught against the square sails which may be injurious to

their proper action.

The upper yards do not require such sharp l)racing up as the

* See Mackenzie's "Practical Mechanics," p. 103, GriflSn's Nautical
Series.
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lower yards, on account of their lesser depth of sail ; which fact

also gives the double topsails and t'gallant sails a great advantage-

over the old-fashioned deeper sails, which, in a hreeze, are often

set flat with difficulty.

It is necessary to slack rope gear all round in wet weather i

wdien it is fine again, all should be hauled taut and the sails'

properly reset.

BRACING UP AND SQUARING IN.

In light winds each yard should be slightly inside the yard
below ; but as the wind grows stronger the difference should be
increased by checking in the upper yards.

It is always advisable not to brace the yards sliai-p up unless

it is absolutely necessary to do so, as on many occasions a point

oflf her course will make little difierence in the ultimate course

made, but will make a great difference in the speed.

In bracing up, operations should be commenced on the fore-

mast, because if this is not done, there is a tendency to bring the

ship up into the wind, owing to the increased force of the wind
on the after sails. In squaring in, operations should be com-
menced on the mizen or aftermost mast, because the sails there

feel the effect best, and make it easier to trim the forward yards
;

it also prevents being caught by the lee.

In bracing ujd, the lee lower lifts should be let go, the weather
ones hauled well taut, and pulls got of the tacks and sheets of the

courses, and sheets of the fore-and-aft sail when the yards are

trimmed. Care will be necessary in slacking away the weather-

braces, particularly if the w4nd be strong. The officer of the

watch should see to this himself, and, if not actually slacking

away, should see that a careful hand does it.

In squaring in, the lee-braces should be let go, and hauled taut

again when the yards are sufficiently in.

TACKING AND WEARING, ETC.

A scjuare-rigged vessel, at her best, can only sail within 6 points

of the wind. Should the wind be blowing from the point towards
which she wishes to go, it will be necessary to find means of

getting her there. To effect this end, tacking and wearing
are resorted to. The actual proximity of the wind's direction to

the desired point, will generally determine whether tacks shall

be long and short, or of equal length.

In ordinary weather, with all plain sail set (plain sail is all

square sail with driver or spanker and head sails) tacking i^
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i-eyorted to, as it is much more expeditious tlian wearing ; but

in bad weather wearing has to be adopted, as in the latter

operation, the strain on the masts, sails, and yards is less. All

hands are, as a rule, requii-ed for tacking ; the men are stationed

at different parts of the ship.

In a crew of, say, 40 men (the number likely to be carried

by the vessel represented in Plate II.) they would be distributed

much as follows :

—

Master on poop or bridge, directing; boatswain and three

hands on forecastle, to work head sails, fore tack, itc, these would

Tacking.

A. Clean full for stays.

B. Swinging after yards, wind being a little on the star side helps
to swing them.

C. Get head sheets over
D. On new tack.

also tend the main-braces ; chief officer and 3rd officer tend the
lee main-braces ; starboard watch on weather main-bi-aces ; second
officer and sailmaker tend lee cross jack-braces

;
port watch

on weather cross jack-bi'aces ; cook wdll tend fore sheet ; the
carpenter, engineer, steward and othei-s are generally told ofi' as

belonging to a certain watch and work with that Vatch, after

their special duties have been attended to.

Of course, any arrangement of hands can be made for working
the ship, always keeping in mind that the operation should be
performed as expeditiously as possible, and that as little time as

possible should be lost in getting all sail set again.
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Having called '' All Hands" rmd- takeft- in spanker or driver,

and-banled iiptli^-ftfterfrmA^s with the watch on deck, hauled

taut lee lower lifts, and having let go Aveatlier ones ; see all

braces clear for running, keep her clear full for stays, so as to

have goodway on the ship
;
give the order " Ready, a'ready " as

a caution ; then (Fig. 20 A.), every one being at his station, put

the helm do^vn and give the order " Hard a lee ;
" ease off and

let go fore-sheet and head-sheets ; and the ship will come I'apidly

up into the wind. As soon as the wind is within about a point,

or point and a half, of the bow, B, give the order " Main topsail

haul," when the after-yards will fly round of themselves, and can

be braced up sharp on the new tack. The head-sheets are then

hauled over the stays, and hauled aft i-eady for the new tack.

This should not be done until the wind is on the other bow, C. As
soon as the wind is about 6 points on the other bow, D, give the

order •' Forebowline let go overhaul," when the head-yards will be

swung round and braced up on the new tack. Tacks and sheets

are hauled down, and aft and spanker or driver set. If this

manoeuvi-e is properly done, it should not take longer than ten

minutes.

When it is necessaary to tack very often, it is a good plan to

belay the braces to a certain mark, hauling them in on the bight.

It sometimes happens that a vessel misses stays, that is, after

the after-yards ai'e swung, refuses to come round ; nothing can

then be done but let her come round on her heel, shift the helm
and let her pay off directly it is seen that the way is stopped ; as

it is dangerous to allow her to get stern way, flatten in the head

sheets. After the helm is shifted, square the after-yards, keep-

ing the sails shivering, until she goes well oft*. As she pays well

off, and the wind comes on the other quarter, brace the after-

yards sharp up, then the head-yards, and bring her, too, on the

other tack.

WEARING.

In bad weather, or if the sea is heavy, it will generally be neces-

sary to wear round instead of tacking. In this manoeuvi'e the

vessel goes off the wind and comes to on the other tack.

Haul up the after courses, as before, and take in the driver and

spanker. Put the helm hard up, square away the after-yards,

keeping them just on the touch ; this will enable the wind to

exert its full force on the foresail so as to turn her quickly. When
the wind is aft, run the fore-yard square, and haul the head-sheets

over.

Then brace up the after-yards (which will have the effect of

bringing the ship up on the new tack). Watch carefully that she
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does not come up too quickly ; brace up the head-yards, and see all

clear. In weaving ship with a heavy sea on, constant watchful-

ness is required to save her fi-om the damage which may he clone

through a sea coming on board.

HEAVING TO.

For the purpose of picking up a man who has fallen ovei-ljoard,

or to take the pilot on board, or for any purjiose foi* which the ship

must be stopped, the sails should be disposed so as to stop all way,

and yet, at the same time, maintain a more or less fixed position.

To obtain this with wind on the quarter, put the helm down and

brace up the after-yards, leaving the fore-yards square, meeting

her with the helm as she comes up to the wind, and shoi-tening

sail if necessary. With the w^nd on the beam, or thereabouts,

put the helm down, and lay the after-yards square, meeting her

with the helm, as before.

STEERING GEAR.

The ajjparatus that controls the direction in ^^iiicll the ship is

going is the steering apparatus.

It consists of the two primary parts—the rudder and tiller.

A rudder consists of a frame and plating ; the upper part forms

the rudder head, into which the tiller ships ; the lower part is

widened out, and the whole is attached to gudgeons on the stern-

post, or rudder-post, by means of pintles on the rudder shipping

into or on to them.

The I'udder head passes up through the rudder trunk. The latter

has a stuffing-box, which serves to keep the rudder steady, and

prevents Avater coming up into the vessel. The head is brought

up through the upper deck, and on to it is attached the arrangement

of tiller, quadrant, or arms, whereby to turn the rudder with the

wheel.

In the old days, the vessels, being small, were steered by means

of a spar fitted into the rudder head, pointing forward, and called

the helm, or tiller ; from this position of the helm rose the steering

terms of port or starboard the helm, rules which are still in

vogue, although, in the generality of cases, the tiller is now shipped

into the after side of the rudder head. The necessary purchase

for moving the rudder is obtained by means of tackles, the ends

of which pass round the barrel of a wheel. It is now usual to fit

the rudder head with quadrants, to which chains are attached, and

in steamers, the rudder-chains are worked by a steam-engine.

But in all Ciises the principle is the same ; and wherever the
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tiller, or other appliance, may he fitted, when the order '• Port the
helm !

''

is given, it means that the ship's coiu-se is to he altered to

starboard by placing the rudder over to starboard, and vice versd.

The wheel is an apparatus with the principles of the lever

applied,* which enables one man to overcome the effect of resist-

ance. As a general rule, the wdieel, the rudder, and the ship's

head move in the same direction. Some attempts have been
made lately to alter this arrangement, but without success, as there

seems to be no very great reason why the old order should be
altered.

The effect of the water on the ruddei', when it is turned from
the fore and aft line in any direction, is to throw the vessel over,

away from the pressure of water, the centre of revolution of the

whole vessel l)eing somewhere about two-thii-ds forward from the

stern.

When the rudder is first moved over, the whole vessel is thrown
somewhat to leeward of its original course, and the full action of

the water on the rudder is not observed, so far as turning the

vessel is concerned, for a few seconds.

The aim of a helmsman should be to move the wheel as little

as possible, and to check any variation from the course by small

movements of the helm. Directly a helmsman begins to give much
helm the steering becomes very w^ld, and it is only with difficulty

that a steady course can be again attained. In ordinary smooth,

fine weather, a modern mail steamer can be kept easily within a

degree or two of her course ; a cargo vessel and a sailing ship

Avithin half a point. Jn bad weather, the variations will be greater.

In a sailing ship, when going along " full and by," it is a good

plan for the helmsman to keep the weather clew of the mizen-royal

just lifting, the officer on watch noting the course made good.

When the wiieel is relieved, the helmsman should give the course

to the relicA^ng helmsman clearly and distinctly, and the other

should repeat it, so that the officer on watch can heai-.

In steamei's the action of the water on rudders is somewhat
affected by the holes for the propellers, and by the propellers them-
selves (this, of course applies chiefly to single screws).

As a general rule, supposing the blade of a propeller to be right-

handed, its effect, when working, will be to throw the stern of the

vessel off in the opposite direction to that in which the blades of

the propellers are working.

Thus, the bow of a vessel having a right-handed propeller will

tend to go to starboard, when the vessel is going ahead
; and the

effect will be the same when she is going astern, the helm not being

* See Mackenzie's " Practical Mechanics " in this series of volumes.

E
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touched; and ince versa with a left-handed screAN'. l>ut this is

likely to be affected a good deal if the vessel is light, and has j)arts-

of its pi-opellev blades out of water, or if the engines are suddenly

reversed.

Too nuich confidence should never be placed in this theoretical

action of the propeller, either in going ahead or astern, as it is

lial)le to be much affected by wind and tide, and caution should

always be exercised in manoeuvring. Nothing but experience can

assure a man of the powers of his vessel.

RIGGING SHEERS.

It will often be necessary to rig sheers on board a ship, either

for lifting out a heavy weight, such as a boiler, a piece of machinery.

Fig. 21.

Rigging SiiEteRi-
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or a mast; or for lifting a weight in or out, wlit'i-o yards or fitted

deiiicks are not a\ailaljle.

A single spar will do in some cases, and is called a derrick.

All that is necessary is to get tlie spar on end, placing its base on
a shoe so as to distribute the weight on the deck ; it should be
preferably placed over a beam or stanchion, and inclined slightly

to plumb the thing to be lifted. It should be securely lashed, the

Fig. 2:

Lifting out a Mast

head being held in position Ijy means of guys and tackles. The
upper block of the tackle hangs fi-om the place where the guvs
are fitted, Fig. 21.

Where this simple form is not available and when greater
strengtli is recpiired, two spars should be rigged, inclined in

manner described, and so fixed that they span the object. In
both cases the spars are laid on the deck together, a strong lashing

is passed round the heads, and the heels are spread out ; this vnll

tiyhHn uf the head lashiiuj ; the heels are then secured with
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lasliiiigs, as in the ntlier case, on shoes and tlie head raised either

with a small pair of sheers, such as two handspikes, or by a tackle,

to one of the masts.

The lifting tackle is secured over the sheer leg head-lashing
and the whole is well guyed in its place. Fig. 22 represents a
mast being lifted out ; on the left will be seen the derrick by
means of which it was put overboard.

SENDING UP A TOPMAST, T'GALLANT MAST, ETC.

Suppose a topmast is lying on the port side of the deck head
forward, take a large single block aloft, and shackle it on to the

Fig. 2-v

Sending ur a Top-mast.

port side of the lower cap, wliei-e a ring will be found for the

purpose. Through this block reeve the mast rope (the size of
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which i-ope and lolock will depend upon the weight of the mast)
from aft forward ; bring the end down on deck through the trestle

trees, and reeve it through the sheave hole in the heel of the
mast.

Bring the l)ight down to the head of the mast, hitch the end

Fig. 24.

SeNDJNG Ui' A TOP-iJAST.

round this bight and the mast, then rack the two parts of the

mast rope together Ijetween the head of the mast and the sheave,

put a steadying line on. the topmast (Fig. 23) and heave away on
the mast rope. At sea it would Tje necessary to have more than

one steadying line, and possibly, the lower yard would have to bu

untrussed, and unslung, and secured temporarily.
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Heave away on the mast rope, and when tlie head is well
pointed through the trestle-trees (Fig. 24), nnhitch the end of
the mast rope from the head of the mast, and make it fast on to
the opjiosite ring in the cap, then oast ofl' the racking and sway
away. As soon :ts the mast-head is pointed through the lower
cap, lash a gantline block to the topmast head ; and reeve a gant-
line through it from forward aft ; bend this gantline on to the
topmast cross-trees, and SA\ay them up on the lower cap, the after-

Fifi. 2;

(Sending up a Top-mast.

part of the cross-trees resting on the caj). and the fore-part
resting against the topmast (Fig. 2^). Secure it here with stops
to the cap bolts, lower the topmasf, and allow the ci'oss-trees to
fall over the topmast head, having first removed the gantline
block when the cross-trees are secured. Well tar the ma,st in the
way of the cioss-trees, sway away on the mast, until the cross
trco .lie in Ihcii- pl.-ices on the hounds of the mast.
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1

Then lash the gantline block to after cross-tree, allowing the
block to hang amidships. Tai', parcel, and place the bolsters,

then send up the rigging, shrouds, backstays, stays, staysail-stays,

and strops for the topsail lifts, and place all on in the order given.

Hoist up and place the topmast cap ; sway away the mast, and fix

as soon as it is in its place. Set up the stays first, then the
backstays ; and, lastly, the shrouds or rigging. A t'gallant and
royal mast (which are generally in one piece) are sent up in

much the same way ; only as they are lighter the gear can be less

heavy. The rigging should be placed on the topmast cap, so that
as the mast goes up through, the rigging can be properly placed
by a hand on the cap. To prevent the rigging slipping dowTi
over the mast, funnels of copper are fitted on the hounds of the
royal and t'gallant masts, the stay going first over the funnel,

then the shrouds and backstays ; and, lastly, the lift strop. The
rigging should be set down on the funnel with a wooden mallet.

Besides pi'eventing the rigging cutting into the mast, the funnel
holds all the rigging well together. The stays are set up first,

then the backstays ; and, last of all, the shrouds.
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PART lV—[coniinuecX).

D.—HANDLING OF BOATS, ETC.

Accidents—Rocket Apparatus—Oil on Water.

HANDLING OF BOATS UNDER SAIL.

Boat Sailing i.s an art that deep water sailors have little

oppoi'tunity of pi-actising ; and yet there is always a liability

that in the event of a ship being lost at sea, the only means of

getting to land will l^e by sailing the l^oats there, should any of

these escape destruction. Bearing this in mind, it is well that all

sailors should have experience in boat sailing, and should endeavour
to improve their knowledge whenever opportunity may arise.

Long stays in foreign ports at some distance from the land afford

good occasion for practising, and this practice forms a most useful

introduction to the ai-t of sailing.

The handiest rig for a shij/s boat is probably the dipping lug.

All boats should be fitted with masts and sails, but this does not
prevent any other rig l)eing fitted to one particular boat.

For the piu-pose of constantly i-unning between the ship and
the shore, possibly a sprit or cutter rig will conuiiend itself.

Barecas are the Ijest ballast for a sailing Ijoat, as the water in

them is the same as that outside, and consequently, if an accident

happens, they do not tend to sink the boat like sand ballast or

pig iron. The barecas should be thi-ee-quai-tei-s filled with watei-,

and fixed amidships by lashings.

It is most important that tlie tiim of the boat .should be care-

fully attended to, as upon this will dej^end in gieat measure the

boat's manner of sailing, pai-ticulai-ly when on a wind.

The crew shoidd always sit down in the bottom of the boat,

and nothing should be allowed over the gunwale, such as oars or

rowlocks. The sheet of the sail should never l)e belayed on any
considei'ation, but should be held so as to allow of its being let

jj;o on the instant, should necessity arise. It is better to unship
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the mast, than to attempt to do anything to it l>y cHmhing up
when shipped.

A place for baling should always be left clear.

The most dangerous position for a boat to be in is sailing with
the wind and a heavy sea on the beam. In such a case it is

better to sail the boat up to windward part of the way, and then
to bring the wind sea on the quarter for the rest of the way.

Fic. 26.

Lite-boat fitted witj[ DirriNG Luc^.

Sail should be reduced dii-ectly the boat begins to wet. The
tack of a dipping lug is hooked to the stem and in tacking the
forward yard-arm is dipped round the mast.
When going about, the sail should be lowered just enough to

dip the forward yard-arm and tack round the mast ; this should
l)e done smartly. If caught in a squall, ease the sheet ; if in a

hard squall, put the helm down and let fly the sheet.

Fig. 26 shows a life-boat with a dij^piiig lug.
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SEA ANCHORS FOR BOATS.

Boats are now generally fitted with small patent sea anchoi-s,

of various forms, but sevei'al oars lashed together, or the yard
and sail adrift on it make fairly good sea anchoi-s to which a boat

may ride in a heavy sea. They can be attached to tlie painter or

line.

LOWERING A BOAT AT SEA.

Before loweiing a boat at sea the painter should be passed

inboard, the outboard rowlocks shipped, and plugs inserted in

their places ; the hands should take hold of the life-lines while

the boat is being lowei-ed, and tlie oai's should Ije ready for instant

use.

In high-sided vessels, it is a very useful plan to have a wire guy
up and down the ship's side in which is fitted a lizard ; the end
of this is held in the boat during lowering or hoisting, and keeps

the boat from banging about if the vessel is rolling.

LANDING ON A BEACH.

Landing on a sui-f-bound coast is always a peiilous operation,

and one that requires gi-eat skill and coolness.

In some cases the breakers extend some distance from the shore

and a i-egulai- gauntlet ^\ith the waves lias to be run ; in others,

the sea breaks immediately on the beach itself.

It must ))e remembered that it is difiicult, on account of the

curling of the waves, to tell the true state of the surf fi-om the

seaward side, so that eveiy precaution should be taken in beach-

ing a boat.

Bear in mind that the sea breaks, because the shalloAvness of

the water causes the top part of the waves to fall over. Herein
lies the danger to a boat.

A boat going in on a wave will have the bow depressed, the

velocity of the wave ci'est may force it under, or, if it cants the

least on one side or the otlier, may capsize it. To avoid this, the

boat should either be backed in stern first, or. a drogue should be

fitted, hanging to the stem, which will have the effect of keeping

the boat fi-om being diiven forwai-d too i'a])idly.

These precautions must ])e accompanied by extreme vigilance

and skill in handling.

If it is merely intended to land one or t>\() of the crew, it is

well to anchor the boat, and veer her close to the beach, then the

liands can jump out and the boat be hauled off' immediately.
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In making way out through a surf, equal skill is required
;

unless way can be kept on the boat, she will probably be thrown
broadside on and capsized.

ACCIDENTS, ETC.

Man over-board!—The siiving of a man's life in this

emergency often depends entirely upon the officer on watch
keeping a cool head. Put the helm down and heave the ship to,

tiu-ning the hands out at the same time. Throw a life-buoy, or

anything that aWU float, over to the man in the water ; if it be

dark, throw a j)atent light as well, and send a man aloft to

keep an eye on him, or he may be easily lost sight of. Man,
and send away the lee boat. The officer in charge of the opera-

tions should never go into the boat, unless relieved, as he can

do more good by man(jeu^i-ing the ship, so as to pick the boat up
again, than he could by going in the boat.

On no account should a man be left, so long as there is any
chance of his being still afloat. It must be remembered that a

man can live many hours in the water.

When this accident happens on a steamer, go full speed astern,

and stop the ship as quickly as possible.

Life-buoys should be placed about the ship in handy positions,

on brackets or hooks, so as to be detachable at once.

If a man fall overboard in a hea^y gale when it \\t.11 be impos-

sible to lower a boat, he may be picked up ])y making a smooth
for him, with the ship, and oiling the watei-, but this is a man-
oeuvre that can only be practised l)y an experienced man.

RESTORING THE APPARENTLY DROWNED.

(Extracted from Johnson Smith's JJedicl Ilel^j and First Aid at ^Sca.)*

" Drowning.—Death from submersion in water is caused, in

most instances, by suffocation or asphyxia, all the blood in the

1)ody becoming black and poisonous, iii consequence of the supply

of air to the lungs being cut off. In some cases, however, death

may be due to other causes : the action of the heart may be

suddenly ari-ested by fright ; the drowned person might, eitliei"

l)efore or after striking the water, have received a fatal injuiy

fi'om contact with some hard body; or sudden and intense shock

may be produced l)y immersion in very cold water. The pro-

spects of recovery, after apparent drowning, will depend on the

"" This book should be in the hands of all oflicers.
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circumstances under which the patient was rendered hfeless and
insensible. If he sti'uggled violently and for some time before

complete submersion, the consequent muscular exhaustion, and,

probably, more or less shock due to prolonged chilling, will have
seriously reduced the force of his vital resistance to the bad
effects of suffocation. If fainting or syncope occurred just as he
fell into the water, the chances of restoration to life will be less

unfavourable, as the lungs probably contained a good supply of

air at this moment, and the entrance of water into the chest

would be prevented by spasmodic closure of the upper end of

the wind^^ipe.
" The question, ' How long may a human being remain under

water and yet recover ?
' is unsettled. In most instances of

di'owning—those in wdiich a strong and healthy person finally

sinks after struggling—life is quite extinct after two minutes
of complete submersion. The officers of the Royal Humane
Society allow a longer interval than this, and state that most
generally persons are not i-ecovei-able who have been more than
four or five minutes under water. There are, however, well-

attested cases of recovery after ten and twelve minutes, and even
half an hour {Erichsen), which should encourage attempts at

restoration under tlie most uncompromising conditions.
'• Treatment.—Send immediately for medical assistance, blan-

kets, and dry clothing, but proceed to treat the patient instantly

on the spot, in the open air, with the face downward, whether on
shoi-e or afloat ; exposing the face, neck, and chest to the wind,

except in severe weathei-, and removing all tight clothing from
the neck and chest, especially the braces.

"The points to be aimed at are—first, and immediately, the

Restoratiox of Bkeathixg; and secondly, after breathing is

restored, the Puomotiox of Warmth and Cikculatiox.

"The efforts to restore hreathiny must be commenced imme-
diately and energetically, and persevered in for one or two hours,

or until a medical man has pronounced that life is extinct.

Eftbrts to promote vxtrmth and circulation, beyond removing the

wet clothes and drying the skin, must not be made until the

first appearance of natural bi-eathing; for if circulation of the

blood be induced before breathing has recommenced, the restora-

tion to life Avill be endangered.
" y>y. Sylvesters J/e^/?C(/.—Place the patient on the back on a

flat surface, inclined a little upwards fi-om tlie feet ; raise and
support the head and shoulders on a small firm cusliion or folded

article of dress placed under the shoulder-blades.
'' Draw foi-ward the patient's tongue, and keep it projecting

beyond the lips: an elastic band over the tongue and under the
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chin will ansAvei- this pui-pose, ov a piece of sti'ing or tape may
he tied i-ound them, or hy raising the lower jaw, the teeth may
he made to retain the tongue in that position. Kemove all tight

clothing fi-om about the neck and chest, especially the braces,
" To Imitate the Movements of Breathiiig.—Standing at the

patient's head, grasp the arms just above the elbows, and draw

Fig. 27.

PtESTOPwVTION OF APPAKENTLY DROWNED.—INSPIRATION.

(Sylvester's Method.)

Restoration or Apparently Drowned—Expiration.
(Sylvester's Method.)
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tlic anus ii^ently and steadily upwards above tlie head, and keep

ilivui stretched ii[)wavds for two seconds. {Jhj this means air is

drawn into the lumjs.) Tlien turn down the patient's arms, and
press them gently and fninly for two seconds against the sides of

the chest. (/>y this means air is lyressed out of the lungs.)

" Repeat these measures alternately, deliberately, and perse-

veringly, about fifteen times in a minute, until a spontaneous

effort to respire is perceived, immediately upon which cease to

imitate the movements of breathing, and proceed to induce cir-

culation and warmth.
" Treatment after Natural Breathing has been Restored.

—To 2>roinote Warmth and Circulation.—Commence lubbing the

limbs upwards, with fii'm grasping pressure and energy, using

handkerchiefs, flannels, kc. {By this measure the blood is jyTopelled

along the veins towairls the heart.)

" The fiiction must be continued under the blanket or over the

diy clothing.
" Promote the warmth of the body by the application of hot

flannels, bottles, or bladders of hot Avater, heated bricks, kc, to

the pit of the stomach, the armpits, between the thighs, and to the

soles of the feet.

" If the patient has been carried to a house after respiration

has been restored, be careful to let the air play freely about the

room.
" On the restoration of life, a teaspoonful of w^arm water should

be given ; and then, if the powder of swallowing have returned,

small quantities of wine, warm brandy-and-water, or coffee should

be administered. The patient should be kept in bed, and a dis-

position to sleep encouraged.
" General Observations.—The above treatment should be perse-

vered in for some hours, as it is an erroneous opinion that

persons are irrecoverable because life does not soon make its

appearance, persons having been restoied after persevering for

many hours.
" Ajypeara^ices which generally accompany Death.—Breathing and

the heart's action cease entirely ; the eyelids are generally half

closed ; the pupils dilated ; the tongue approaches to the under
edges of the li[)s, and these, as well as the nostiils, ai-e covered

with a frothy mucus. Coldness and palloi- of sui-face increase.

" Cautions.—Pi'event unnecessary crowding of pei-sons round

tlie body, especially if in an apai'tment.

" Avoid rough usage, and do not allow the body to remain on the

back unless the tongue is secured.

" Under no circumstances hold the body up by the feet.

" On no account place the body in a warm bath unless under
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iiiedit-al (lirec'tion, and oven tlien it slionld only Ix' ('in[>lov('(l as

a momentary excitant."

ACCIDENTS TO SAILS AND SPARS.
The Sheet of a Square Sail carried away.—Hani up on the

clewline and buntlines ; then lower the yard (if an upper yard or

a royal), but do not lower until the gear is hauled up, as by keep-

ing the yard up there is less to knock about ; repair the sheet, and
reset the sail.

Downhaul of a Jib carried away.—Give the ship a wipe off,

so as to calm the sail, and send hands out to haul it down by hand
;

if the weather be too bad for this, set sail again, and take a line up
;

before all, make a l:)owline on the stay, and use it as a down-haul.

Brace carried away.—Keep ship oif before the wind, take in

sail (if necessary), and repair the damage.
Sheet of Head Sail carried away.—Run the ship offa point

or two, and haul sail down a"< quickly as possible ; bend new sheet,

and reset the sail.

If a parrel is carried away, or comes adrift, lay the sail aback,

thereby binding the yard to the mast, and fit another parrel.

If a spar is carried away aloft, it will be necessary at once

to secure any other spars or braces that depend upon it for support,

and also to get the broken spars down from aloft as quickly as

possible, since, if allowed to bang about, they may do much
damage. It is a very useful precaution to have a line always handy,
especially in bad weather ; this can be taken aloft at once, and
used as a gantline (without the necessity of opening hatches) for

lowering do^\^i the damaged spars.

If any of the spars hang over the side, and endanger the safety

of the ship by banging against her side^ and should the weather be

too bad to save them, they should at once be cut away.
If the Lower Lift is carried away, and with it probably the

topsail sheet, secure the topsail, brace the lower yard against the

rigging, reeve new lift, and reset the sails.

If a yard gets sprung it may be repaired by fishing—that is,

placing pieces of wood round the wounded part, secm-ing them
with wire or chain lashing, and well wedging all up when finished.

Taken aback.—It is very seldom that a watchful officer will

be taken aback ; but should this happen, the ship must be prevented

from getting stern way, as, if the sea is bad, the results of stern

way are likely to be disastrous. Suppose the ship is going along

with the wind on the port cpiarter, and she is taken aback with

the wind on the starboard beam, the head yards should be hauled

round at once on the starboard tack, then the after yards. If the

wind suddenly shifts from the port beam to the starboard bow put
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tho licliii down, braco round the after yards, tlien tlie liead yards,

and l)rin<; lier to lier conise a<,'ain.

A sudden hard Squall strikes the Ship.—If the wind is

before tho beam hill" np to it, and shake it out of her; if abaft

the beam, up hehn and wipe her off a point or tw^o. It is very
dangerous to try to get tlie ship ofTthe wind, if the wind is before

the beam, unless the squall gives sufficient warning before it strikes

the ship, as, owing to the ship lying over so much, the rudder
has little power, and yards wdll not come down when the halliards

are let go, the great inclination of the masts as she lies over pre-

venting the yards running down.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE GUIDANCE OF MASTERS AND SEAMEN
WHEN USING THE MORTAR AND ROCKET LINES FOR SAV-
ING LIFE FR03I SHIPWRECK.

In the event of your Vessel strandinr/ on the Coasts of the United Kingdom^
and tlie lives of the crew being placed in danger, assistance will, if possible,

be renderedfrom the shore in the folloicing manner, namely

:

—
1. A rocket or shot, with a thin line attached, will be fired across your

vessel. Get hold of this line with all speed ; and when you have secured

it, let one of the crew be separated from the rest, and signal to those on
shore as follows :

—

If in the day-time, wave his hat or his hand, or a
flag or handkerchief ; or, if at night, let a rocket, blue light, or a gun
be fired, or let a light be shown over the side of the ship, and be again
concealed.

2. When you see one of the men on shore separated from the rest, wave
a EED FLAG ; or, if at night, show a RED light, and then conceal it. You
are to haul upon the eocket line until you get a tailed block Tsith an
endless fall rove through it.

3. Make the tail of the block fast to the mast about 15 feet above the
deck, or, if your masts are gone, to the highest secuee part of the

vessel ; and when the tail block is made fast, and the eocket line un-
bent FEOM THE WHIP, let One of the crew, separated from the rest, make
the signal required by Article i above.

4. As soon as the signal is seen on shore, a hawser will be bent to the
whip line, and will be hauled off to the ship by those on shore.

5. When the hawser is got on board, the crew should at once make it

fast to the same part of the ship as the tailed block is made fast to, only

about 18 INCHES highee, taking care that there are no tuens of the
WHIP LINE EOUND THE HAWSER.

6. When the hawser has been made fast on board, the signal directed

by Article i above is to be repeated.

7. The men on shore will then pull the hawser taut ; and, by means of

the whip line, will haul off to the ship a sling, cot, or life buoy, into which
the person to be hauled ashore is to get and be made fast. When he is in

and secure, one of the crew must be separated from the rest, and again

signal to the shore as directed in Article i, above. The people on shore

will then haul the person in the sling to the shore ; and, when he has

landed, will haul back the empty sling to the ship for others, This opera^
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tion will be repeated to and fro until all persons are hauled ashore from

the wrecked vessel.

8. It may sometimes happen that the state of the weather and the con-

dition of the ship will not admit of a hawser being set up ; in such cases

a sling or life-buoy will be hauled off instead ; and the persons to be'

rescued will be hauled through the surf instead of along the hawser.

Masters and c:ews of stranded vessels should bear in mind that success

in landing them, in a great measure, depends upon their coolness and
attention to the rules here laid down, and that by attending to them many
lives are annually saved by the mortar and rocket apparatus on the coasts

of the United Kingdom.
The system of signalling must be strictly adhered to ; and all women,

children, passengers, and helpless persons should be landed before the

crew of the ship.—Board of Trade.

USE OF OIL FOR MODIFYING THE EFFECT OF
BREAKING SEAS.

The Board of Trade calls the attention of officers to the fact " that a

very small quantity of oil, skilfully applied, may prevent much damage
both to ships (especially the smaller classes) and to boats, by modifying

the action of broken or troubled waters.'' The principal facts as to the

use of oil are as follows :—
1. On free waves

—

i.e., waves in deep water—the effect is greatest.

2. In a surf, or waves breaking on a bar, where a mass of liquid is in

actual motion in shallow w^ater, the eft'ect of the oil is uncertain; as

nothing can prevent the larger waves from breaking under such circum-

stances ; but even here it is of some service.

3. The heaviest and thickest oils are most effectual. Refined kerosene

is of little use ; crude petroleum is serviceable when nothing else is obtain-

able ; but all animal and vegetable oils, such as waste oil from the engines,

have great effect.

4. A small quantity of oil suffices if applied in such a manner as to

spread to windward.

5. It is useful in a ship cr boat, both when running or lying to, or in

wearing.
6. No experiences are related of its use when hoisting a boat up in a-

sea-way at sea, but it is highly probable that much time and injury to the

boat would be saved by its application on such occasions.

7. In cold water, the oil, being thickened by the lower temperature, and
not being able to spread freely, will have its effect much reduced. This

will vary with the description of oil used.

8. The best method of application in a ship at sea appears to be : hang-

ing over the side, in such a manner as to be in the water, small canvas

bags, capable of holding from one to two gallons of oil, such bags being

pricked with a sail needle to facilitate leakage of the oil.

The position of these bags should vary with the circumstances. Running
before the wind they should be hung on either bow— e.^., from the

cathead—and allowed to tow in the water.

With the wind on the quarter the eff'ect seems to be less than in any
other position, as the oil goes astern while the waves come up on the

quarter.

Lying-to, the weather bow and another position farther aft seem the

F
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best places from which to hang the bags, with a sufficient length of line

to permit them to draw to windward while the ship drifts.

9. Crossing the bar with a flood tide, oil poured overboard and allowed
to float in ahead of the boat, which would follow with a bag towing astern,

would appear to be the best jjlan. As before remarked, under these cir-

cumstances, the effect cannot be so much trusted.

On a bar with the ebb tide it would seem to be useless to try oil for the
purpose of entering.

10. For boarding a wreck, it is recommended to pour oil overboard to
windward of her before going alongside. The effect in this case must
greatly depend upon the set of the current, and the circumstances of the
depth of water.

11. For a boat riding in bad weather from a sea anchor, it is recom-
mended to fasten the bag to an endless line rove through a block on the
sea anchor, by which means the oil is diffused well ahead of the boat, and
the bag can be readily hauled on board for refilling if necessary.
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PART V.

SIGNALS AND SIGNALLING—RULE OF

THE ROAD.

SIGNALS AND SIGNALLING.

Signals of various kinds are used by ships to communicate with
another vessel out of hailing distance.

(i) Daylight signalling is conducted by mekns of sets of

coloured flags. By a single flag using jNIorse code. By various

shapes for distant signalling. By moval)le arms fitted to a mast
and worked by levers, called a semaphore ; or by sound (whistle

or syren using Morse code). (2) Night signalling is conducted
by means of a flashing lamp and with Moi-se or other code, and
by sound signals.

Until quite recently coloured flags alone were used but the
rapid movements of steamers and the necessity of communicating
quickly, botli by day and night, has brought the Morse Code into

use. It will prol)al)ly in time supersede the other methods of

signalling for ordinary purposes. A great advantage- in favour of

the Morse code is its adaptability for either day or night signal-

ling (by flashes of light or sound) and the convenience with which
it may be used when away in boats, or on land.

COMMERCIAL CODE OF SIGNALS.

The International Code is the one in most general use

;

it consists of nineteen flags, from combinations of which it is

possible to form over 70,000 signals.

By dividing these combinations into sets, it is possible to

classify the signals as follo^xs :

One flag signals :

As C = assent or yes. D = negative or no.
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Two flag signals :

Bui-gee iijiperinost = Attention signals.

As i3D. = Wliat ship is that ?

Pennant C, D, F, or G ni)pei'most = compass signal.

As GK. = N.K.W.
Square flag uppermost = ui-gent signal.

As JI). = You are running into clanger.

Three flag signals

:

These are general signals and relate to latitude, longitude,

time, etc.

,
J
F. H. G. 60° latitude.

^^ |g. S. T. 10 a.m.

Four flag signals :

As names of men-of-war with the pennant G uppermost.

Names of merchant ships with a square flag uppermost.

Spelling or vocabulary signals, have pennants G, D, or F
uppermost.

Geographical signals have burgee uppermost.
Signalling should be conducted smai-tly. Double halliards should

alwc\ys be fitted to the gaff end, which, when not in use, should
be made fast to the tack of the drivei-, or spanker, or in a steamer
to the signal stay over the bridge ; and the signal locker should be
close at hand. When much signalling is being done a board with
hooks for each flag is very convenient.

Plates XI. and XII illustrate signals of all kinds.

DISTRESS SIGNALS.

A continuous sounding with any fog-signal appamtus.
Daylight :

1. Ensign flying with Jack down.
2. Code signal X. C.

3. A square flag with a ball above or below it.

4. A minute gun or explosive signal.

Night.
1. A burning tar-barrel.

2. A minute gun or explosive signal fired at intervals.

PILOT SIGNALS.
By day.

1. The pilot Jack at the fore.

2. Tlie Code signal P. T.

At night.

1. A blue light every fifteen minutes.
2. A white light shown at frequent intervals.
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SAILING SIGNAL.

Blue Peter at the foio.

MORSE CODE.

The Morse Code is rapidly coming into favour on accoiuit of

the ease witli which it can be communicated either by sight or

sound. For signalling by sight in the daytime, a flag on a shoi-t

staff is used. T]ie signaller can stand in any position he likes,

having due regard to the ease with which the person he is signal-

ling to can read his signals In the daytime for a dot (
•

) the
flag or staff should be moved smaitly across the body from one
shoulder to the other, descril)ing an arc of about 50°

; for a dash

( — ) it should be moved from one shoulder over the opposite side

of the body, making an arc of 150', the flag being held all the

time well above the head.

At the end of each word push the flag up perpendicularly over

the head. In using the lamp at night time, see that you point

the lamp correctly. The length of exposure of the light for the

dash ( — ) should be thi'ee times as long as that for the (
'

)

;

make a slightly longer pause at the end of each word. A very
inofenious method of learninsf the Morse Code has been brouoht

to my notice by Mr. R. C. Buck (Headmaster of the Incorporated

Thames Kautical Ti-aining College, H.M.S. Worcester) and repro-

duced here in the plate, in which in learning the Code, the

memory is assisted by the sight.

The Morse Code is extremely useful and should be learnt by
every young sailor, as it offers sych an expeditious and easy

method of signalling, not only in the day, but also at night.

RULE OP THE ROAD.

The Rule of the Koad has been formulated to enable vessels to

navigate the sea expeditiously and safely, without coming into

collision ; it has been elaborated from a few rules accepted by
custom, and dating from the early days of sailing ships.

The rules may be stated as follows :

(i) A vessel at anchor (whether steam or sailing) shall exhiT)it

at night time a white light not less than 20 feet above the hull,

in such a position as to give a uniform light all round, and visible

in clear weather at a distance of at least one mile. To attain

these requirements, the light is generally hung in the fore rigging.

(2) Sailing vessels when under way (either sailing or being-

towed) shall exhibit a green light on the starboard side of the
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vessel, .-ind ;i I'ed lii^lit on tlio port side; and sliall liave a white

liii'lit, or Hare u\), ready to sliow over tlie stern to an overtaking

vessel.

(3) A steamer, when under way, shall carry, in addition to the

coloured li<^dits, a white niast-Iiead light in front of the foremast,

at a height not less than 20 feet above the hull. Should the

beam of the vessel exceed 20 feet, the white light must be carried

at a height not less than the beam. A white light or flare up
should l)e in readiness to exhibit over the stern to an overtaking

vessel.

(4*) Each coloured or side light shows over an area of ten points,

that is fi-om right ahead of the vessel to two points abaft the

beam, and the masthead light shows from right ahead to two
points abaft the beam on both sides ; thus showing over twenty

points of the compass.

The coloured lights should be visilde in clear weather to a dis-

tance of at least two miles and the mast-head light in clear weather

to a distance of at least five miles.

(5) Steam vessels when under sail only, or when being towed,

carry the side-lights only.

(6) A steamer towing another vessel shall carry, in addition to

the ordinary lights, a white light under the mast-head light at a

distance l)elow it of not less than three feet.

(7) Sailing pilot vessels wlien engaged on pilotage duty shall

carry a white mast-head light visil)le all round the horizon, and

shall exliibit a flai-e up every fifteen minutes.

Steam pilot vessels when on duty shall carry, in addition to

the white mast-head light, a red light, eight feet below it, visible

all round the horizon at a distance of not less than two miles on

a clear night. They shall also carry the coloured side lights.

Wlien steam pilot vessels are at anchor, they shall exhibit only

the white and red mast-head lamps.

Pilot vessels under way, and not on duty, shall caii-y the

ordinary lights.

(8) Telegi-aph ships -when undei- way, oi- at work on cables,

shall carry in addition to the coloured side lamps, three mast

liead lights in a veitical line, and not less than six feet apai-t.

The highest and lowest of tliese lights shall l)e i-ed, and the centre

one white.

In tlie day time these mast-head lights are leplaced by shapes,

not less than two feet in diameter, the red lights by red globular

shapes ; and the white light by a white diamond shape.

(9) A vessel not undei- command will cai-ry at night time, thi'ee

* For the exact arc over which the light shows, see 'The Board of Track-

Ji'e/pdations.
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red iiiast-liead lights in u vertical liiie, not less than three feet

apart, and these lights shonld be visible at a distance of not less

than two miles on a clear niorht.o
By day these lights shall be replaced l)y black Indls, or shapes

not less than two feet in diametei-.

(10) Neither telegraph ships, nor ships not under command,
cany side-lights, unless they are making way through the water.

( 11 ) In fogs, mist, falling snow, or at any time when it is

impossilile to distinguish ol)jects not quite close, a ship should

proceed at a moderate speed (four knots) and a steam vessel

should sound her whistle or syren at least every two minutes. A
sailins' vessel should use her fog-horn in the same manner.
At anchor all vessels should ring a bell eveiy two minutes.

(12) It is customary for a sailing vessel to sound two blasts on
her fog-horn, when on the poi't tack ; one blast, when on the

starboard tack; and three blasts, when the v.ind is abaft the

beam.
In steamers one short l)last means, '"lam directing my course to

starboard"'; two short blasts, "I am directing my course to port";

and three short blasts, " I am going full speed astern."'

(13) In going through narrow channels keep to the light, as in

walking.

(14) One vessel overtaking another keeps out of its way.

(15) In very small vessels it is permissible to keep the side-

lights on deck in bad weather, as it is then difficult to keep them
in their places ; but they should he ready foi- instant use. In
some cases a lamp having a gi-een glass on one side and a red

glass on the other is permissible, Ijut care should be taken to

exhibit the lights on the proper side.

(16) Steam trawlers when not stationary and engaged in

trawling are required to carry either :

1. The usual side-lights and mast-head light ; or

—

2. In place of the mast-head light, a lamp so constructed with

shades, that it shows a white light right ahead and two points

on either bow : a green light from two points on starboard bow
to four points abaft the starboard beam, and a red light which

shows from two points on the port bow to four points abaft

the port beam. Under this lamp, at a distance of not less than

six feet, and not greater than twelve feet, a white light shall be

carried, so constructed as to show an unln'oken light all round

the horizon.

(17) Sailing trawlers when engaged in trawling and not

stationaiy shall carry :

1

.

Ordinary side-lights ; or

—

2. A mast-head lamp showing a green light on the starboard
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side from right ahead to foin- points aV>aft tlie starljoaid beam
;

and a red liglit on the poit side sliowing over a similar arc; and
under tlie lamp, at a distance of not less than six feet, or gi^eater

than twehe feet, a Avhite li,2:ht showing an nnhroken light all

round the hoiizon.

(3) A white mast-head light showing an nnhroken light all

round the horizon and visible on a clear night, for at least two
miles. As a warning to a vessel approaching, a coloured light

burning for at least 30 seconds should be exhibited in time to

prevent collision.

(18) Vessels engaged in drift net fishing shall carry two
vei'tical white lights hung on any part of the vessel with a

vertical distance l)etween them of not less than six feet, or

gi'eater than 10 feet; and a hoiizontal distance between them,
measured in the fore-and-aft line of the vessel, of not less than

5 feet or greater than 10 feet. The lamps shall be so hung as to

show a uniform light all round the horizon; and be visible in

clear weather at least 3 miles,

(19) Vessels engaged in line fishing carry the same lights as

those engaged in drift net fishing.

(20) Should a fishing vessel become stationary, through her

gear catching an obstruction, she shall exhibit the ordinary anchor
light ; or if in a fog, or mist, she shall sound the bell.

(21) Fishing vessels, when at work in a fog or mist, are re-

quired to sound a fog-hoi-n and ring a l)ell alternately every two
minutes.

FOR SAILING VESSELS.

A vessel running free should keep out of the way of a vessel

close hauled.
A vessel sharp up on the port tack, keeps out of the way of a

vessel sharp up on the starboard tack.
A steamer keeps out of tlie way of a sailing ship, unless the

sailing ship is overhauling the steamer.

When two vessels ai-e meeting, with the ^\-m(\ fi-ee in both cases,

the vessel on the port tack keeps out of the way of the vessel on
the starl)oard tack.

FOR STEAM VESSELS.

Two vessels meeting end on, both alter their course to staiboard.

passing port side to port side.

A steamer which has the othei' steamer on her own starboard

side, keeps out of the wav.
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A steamer keeps out of tlie way of a sailiii"- vessel, unless the

latter be the overtaking shij).

AIDS TO MEMORY IN FOUR VERSES.

By Thomas Gray, C.B.

I. Two steam vessels meeting

—

When all three lights you see ahead
Port your helm and show your RejL

II. Two steam ships passing

—

Green to Green— or Red to Red

—

Perfect safety—go ahead.

III. Two steam ships crossing

—

If to starboard Bed appear
'Tis your duty to keep clear

;

To act as judgment says is proper,

To Fort—or Starhoard—Back—or stop her !

But when upon your port is seen
A steamer's starboard light of Green,

There's not so much for you to do,

As Green to port keeps clear of you.

This is the position of greatest danger.

IV, All ships must keep a good look out, and steamers must stop and
go astern if necessary.

Both in safety and in doubt
Always keep a good look-out

;

In danger, with no room to turn.

Ease her

—

stop her—go astern.

The officer on watch on sighting a light should endeavour at once

to ascertain by change of bearing the direction in which the vessel

carrying it is going, and should not touch the helm of the vessel

he is in charge of until he can do so with confidence. Collisions

are generally caused by the vacillating conduct of one of the

vessels.

The vessel that holds on l)y right should stop or go astern in

preference to altering her helm.
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PART VI.

MISCELLANEOUS.

NOTES ON POINTS OF ETIQUETTE: KEEPING
AND RELIEVING WATCH, ETC.

To some persons attention to the smaller points of etiquette may
appear a trivial matter ; but it is a wonderful strengthener of

discipline, and ought not to be neglected on l:)oard ship. The fact

is too often lost sight of, that an officer who has to work hard does

not on tliat accomit lose dignity, and his natural power of com-

mand, unless he wills it so. Work properly done adds to, instead

of diminishing, a man's dignity and position.

On going aboard a ship at any time, the good old custom of

saluting the quarter-deck should be cai-ried out. In all mail

steamers, and in many other vessels, a quarter-master is at the

gangway to receive visitors, and he will return the salute. The
customary salute of the Service now is to bring up the hand, with

the thumb and fingei-s straight and close together, to the cap

smartly and naturally, the thuml) being in line with the outer edge

of the right eyebrow, and the palm of the hand inclined to the

left. Officers should always salute when addressing the captain,

who will return the salute.

Officers when relieving one another should salute ; and the officer

lieing relieved should satisfy himself that his relief understands

the course, and that at night time he signs the night order-book.

The night order-book is taken to the captain at or about

8 P.M. ; at the same time the boats, fire-hoses, ttc, should be re-

ported " all clear and i-eady for immediate use."' The captain will

write up tlie night oi-ders and retiu-n the book to the officer of

the watch.

It must be remembered that in a steamer, the Deck Depai-tment

is responsilile for the discipline of the ship, and it should ever be

the desire of that depaitment to work amicably with the Engine-

room Department. Splashing water into the engine-room, besides
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1

being very dangerous, is as annoying to those woi-king below as

the upsetting of ashes, the spilling of oil, and dirty hoots are to

those in charge of the cleanliness on deck. Complaints of these

kinds may easily be avoided by a little consideration onljoth sides,

and a decided wish to woi-k in the interests of the ship. Any
request for steam on the winches, or windlass, or for water for

washing decks, shoidd be sent to the engineer on watch, and, when
finished with, a message should also l)e sent down to him.
The quarter-mastei-, or whoevei- strikes the bells at niglit time,

should see that the lights are burning bi-ightly, and the look-out

man on the forecastle should sing out " All's well," to show lie is

on the qui vive.

On no account should the ofBLcer on v^atch, or look-out man,
leave the bridge in a steamer unless relieved.

In most modern ships the officer on watch can communicate with
the captain by telephone, or speaking-tube, without leaving the

bridge or poop. The movement of the barometer (which should

be hung in the chart-house on the bridge) should be noted, and
Avhen near land; the cliart, which in many vessels is in a case on
the bridge, should be continually consulted.

The officer on watch should on no account ever pass a point of

land, island, rock, or liglit without deteimining the distance he will

pass off befoi-e he gets abreast, and the distance he actually passes

off w^hen abreast.

In a sailing vessel it is often necessary to move about the deck,

to see the sails trimmed properly.

The officer of the watch should frequently look at his compass

;

and if the compass used for steering by is not the standard

compass, it should be frequently compared with the latter.

The spare set of lights should be ready.

Above all things, the officer on watch should l)e ever vigilant and
alert, and ready to act in a moment.

If in any doubt that things are not as they should be, he must
not hesitate to call the captain.
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MAXIMS.

I. See all clear before dark.

II. A place for everything and everything in its place.

III. He who strives the tempest to disarm
Should never first cm brail the lee yard-arm.

IV. With the rain before the wind,
Your tops'l halhards you must mind.
But with the wind before the rain,

Your toi^s'ls you can hoist again.

V. If clouds are gathering thick and fast

Look out sharp for sail and mast

;

But, if they lag upon the road,

Keep your flying kites abroad.

YI. The evening red and the morning grey,

Are sure signs of a fine day
;

But, the evening grey and morning red,

Make the sailor shake his head.

YII. See everything as you pass it.
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A GLOSSARY
OF

SEA TERMS AND PHRxVSES*

A.—The class of the excellence of sea-going merchant ships on Lloyds'
books, sub-divided into loo A., 90 A., &c., 100 A. being the highest class.

The difference is chiefly due to thickness of plating, or to age. A small
letter inside the A., thus ^ or ^, indicates a finer classification of each
section in accordance with certain rules laid down. Coasting vessels and
special service vessels are classed under different characters.

A. B.—The rating of able seamen on the ship's books ; these two letters
are often used as an epithet for the person so rated. He must be equal to
all the duties required of a seaman in a ship, not only as regards the saying
" to hand, reef, and steer,'' but also to strop a block, splice, knot, turn in
rigging, and be an example to the ordinary seaman and landsman.

Aback.—The situation of a ship's sails when the wind bears against
their front surfaces.

Abaft.—This word, generally speaking, means behind, inferred rela-

tively, beginning from the stem, and continuing towards the stern, that is,

the hinder part of the ship. Abaft the beam implies any direction between
a supposed transverse line amid-ships and the stern, whether in or out of

the ship. It is the relative situation of an object with the ship, when that
object is placed in the arc of the horizon contained between a line at

right angles with the keel and the point of the compass, which is directly

opposite the ship's course. An object— as a man overboard— is described
by the look-out man at the mast-head as abeam, before, or abaft the beam,
by so many points of the compass; or as a vessel seen, may be "three
points before the beam," &c.

Abeam.—In a line at right angles to the vessel's length ; opposite the
centre of a ship's side.

Abreast.— Side by side, parallel, or opposite to ; generally used in

opposition to abaft or afore. Abreast of a place is directly off it, a direc-

tion at right angles with the keel or ship's length.

A-Burton.—The situation of casks when they are stowed in the hold
athwartship, or in a line with the beam.

* By kind permission of Messrs. Blackie & Son, I am able to make many
extracts from Admiral Smyth's admirable " Sailors Word Book."
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A-Cockbill. -When the anchor hangs by its ring at the cat-head in a
position for dropping.

Adrift.—Floating at random ; the state of a boat or vessel broken from
her moorings, and driven to and ,fro without control by the winds and
waves. Cast loose, cut adrift.

Afloat.—Borne up and supported by the water ; buoyed clear of the
ground ; also used for being on board ship.

Aft.—Contra-distinctive of fore, and an abbreviation of abaft—the
hinder jjart of the ship, or that nearest the stern. Right aft is in a direct
line with the keel from the stern. To haul aft a sheet is to pull on the
rope which brings the clew, or corner, of the sails more in the direction of

the stern. The mast rakes aft when it inclines towards the stern.

Aground.—The situation of a ship or other vessel whose bottom
touches or rests upon the ground. It also signifies stranded, and is issued

figuratively for being disabled or hindered.

Ahead.—A term especially referable to any object farther onward, or

immediately before the ship, or in the course steered, and therefore opposed
to astern. Ahead of the reckoning is sailing beyond the estimated
position of the ship.

A-lee.—The contrary of a-weather ; the position of the helm when its

tiller is borne over to the lee-side of the ship, in order to go about or put
her head to windward, "Hard a-lee!" or "luff a-lee!" an order to the

steersman to put the helm down. " Helm's a-lee !
" the word of command

given on putting the helm down, and causing the head-sails to shake in

the wind.

Aloft.—Above, over-head, on high. Synonymous with up above the

tops, at the mast-head, or anywhere about the higher yards, masts, and
rigging of ships, "Aloft there!" the hailing of people in the tops.
" Away aloft !

" the command to the people in the rigging to climb to their

stations,

Amid-Ships.—The middle of the ship, whether in regard to her

length between stem and stern, or in breadth between the two sides. To
put the helm amid-ships is to place it in a line with the keel.

Anohor-Wateh. —A sub-division of the watch kept constantly on

deck during the time the ship lies at single anchor to be in readiness to

hoist' jib or stay-sails, to keep the ship clear of her anchor ; or in readiness

to veer more cable, or let go another anchor in case the ship should drive

or part from her anchor,

Angle-Irons.—Ceriain strips of iron having their edges turned up at

an angle to each other ; they are of various sizes, and used for the ribs and

knees of the framing of iron vessels.

Apeek.—A ship drawn directly over the anchor is apeek : when the

fore-stay and cable form a line, it is " short stay " apeek ; when in a line

with the main stay, " long stay " apeek. The anchor is apeek when the

cable has been sufficiently hove in to bring the ship over it. Yards are

apeek when they are topped up by contrary lifts.

Articles.—The express stipulations to which seamen bind themselves

by signature on joining a merchant ship.

Astern.—Any distance behind a vessel ; in the after-part of the ship ;

in the direction of the stern, and therefore the opposite of "ahead." To
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drop astern is to be left behind ; when abaft a right angle to the keel at
the main-mast she drops astern.

Athwart.—The transverse direction ; anything extending across the
line of a ship's course. " Athwart hawse," a vessel, boat, or floating
lumber accidentally drifted across the stem of a ship, the tranverse
position of the drift being understood. "Athw^art the forefoot,"' just
before the stem ; ships fire a shot in this direction to arrest a stranger,
and make her bring-to. "Athwart ships," in the direction of the beam ;

from side to side ; in opposition to " fore and aft."

A-trip.—The anchor is a-trip, or a-weigh, when the purchase has just
made it break ground, or raised it clear. Sails are a-trip when they are
hoisted from the cap, sheeted home, and ready for trimming.

Avast.—The order to stop, hold, cease, or stay, in any operation.

Avast Heaving.—The cry to arrest the capstan or winch when
nippers are jammed, or any other impediment occurs when heaving in the
cable or rope.

A-Weather.—The position of the helm when its tiller is moved to the
windward side of the ship, in the direction from which the wind blows.
The opposite of " A-lee."

A-Weigh..—The anchor being a-trip, or after breaking out of the
ground.

Aye, Aye, Sir.— A prompt reply on receiving an order. Also the
answer on comprehending the order.

Back.—To "back an anchor" is to carry a small anchor ahead of the
one by which the ship rides, to partake of the strain, and check the latter

from coming home. To " back and fill," is to get to windward in very
narrow channels, by a series of smart alternate boards and backing, with
weather tides. To '• back a sail," is to brace its yard so that the wind
may blow directly on the front of the sail, and thus retard the ship's

course. A sailing vessel is " backed" by means of the sails, a steamer by
reversing the paddles or screws-propeller. To "back astern. "" To impel
the water with the oars contrary to the usual mode, or towards the head
of the boat, .so that she shall recede. To "back the port or starboard
oars." To back with the right or left oars only, so as to round suddenly.
To "back out." This term is familiarly used for retreating out of a
difficulty. To "back a rope or chain," is to put on a preventer when it is

thought likely to break from age or extra strain. To "back water." To
impel a boat astern, so as to recede in a direction opposite to the former
course.

Bafi9.ing.—A term applied to the wind when it frequently shifts from
one point to another.

Ballast.—A certain portion of stone, pig-iron, gravel, water, or such
like materials, deposited in a ship's hold when she either has no cargo or

too little to bring her sufiiciently low in the water. It is used to counter-

balance the efiiect of the wind upon the masts, and to give the ship a

proper stability, that she may be enabled to carry sail without danger of

overturning.

Ballast Ports are square holes cut in the sides of vessels for taking
in ballast. They should be securely barred and caulked in before pro-

ceeding to sea.
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Bank Fires, To.—In steamers, allowing the fires to burn down low,
pulling them down to one side of the bridge of the fireplace, and there
covering them up with ashes taken from the ash-pit, at the same time
nearly closing the dampers in the funnel and ash-pit doors. This, with
attention on the part of the engineers, will suffice to maintain the water
hot, and a slight pressure of steam in the boilers. When fuel is added
and draught induced the fires are said to be "drawn forward," and steam
is speedily generated.

Bareca. -A small barrel.

Bare Poles.—The condition of a ship having no sails set when out at

sea, and either scudding, or lying-to, by stress of weather.

Barratry.—Any fraudulent act of the master or mariners committed
to the prejudice of the ship's owners or underwriters, whether by fraudu-
lently losing the vessel, deserting her, selling her, or committing any other
embezzlement. The diverting a ship from her right course with evil

intent is barratry.

Battens.—In general, scantlings of wood from i inch to 3 inches
broad. Long slips of fir used for setting fair the sheer-lines of a ship,

drawing the lines by in the moulding loft, or setting off distances. Also,
thin strips of wood put upon rigging, to keep it from chafing, by those
who dislike mats ; when large these are designated " Scotchmen."'

Battens of the Hatches.—Long narrow laths of wood or iron,

serving by the help of wedges to confine the edges of the tarpaulins, and
keep them close down to the sides of the hatchways, in bad weather.

Beacon.—A post or stake erected over a shoal or sandbank, as a
warning to seamen to keep at a distance ; also a signal mark placed on
the top of hills, eminences, or buildings near the shore for the safe guid-
ance of shipping.

Beam-Ends.—A ship is said to be on her beam-ends when she has
heeled over so much on one side that her beams approach to a vertical

position ; hence also a person lying down is metaphorically said to be on
his beam-ends.

Beating, or Turning to Windward.—The operation of making
progress by alternate tacks at sea against the wind, in a zig-zag line, or

transverse courses; "beating,"' however, is generally understood to be
turning to wandward in a storm or fresh wind.

Becalm, To.—To intercept the current of the wind in its passage to a
ship, by means of any contiguous object, as a high shore, some other ship

to windward, &c. At this time the sails remain in a sort of rest, and are

consequently deprived of their power to govern the motion of the ship.

Thus one sail becalms another.

Before or Abaft the Beam.—The bearing of any object which" is

before or abaft a line at a right angle to the keel, at the midship section of

a ship.

Belaying Pins.- Small wooden or iron cylinders, fixed in racks in

different parts of the ship, for belaying running ropes to.

Bell.— '* Strike the bell." The order to strike the clapper against the

bell as many times as there are half-hours of the watch elapsed ; hence

we say it is' two bells, three bells, Sec, meaning there are two or three

half-hours past.
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Belly.—The swell of a sail. To belly a sail is to inflate or fill it with
the wind, so as to give it a taut leech.

Bend, To.—To fasten one rope to another, or to an anchor, &c.

Bibbs.—Pieces of iron or steel bolted to the hounds of a mast, to
support the trestle trees.

Bight.—The loop of a rope when it is folded; in contradistinction to
its ends.

Bilge or Bulge.—That part of the floor in a ship—on either side of
the keel—which approaches nearer to a horizontal than to a perpendicular
direction, and begins to round upwards.

Bilge Keels are keels bolted on to the bilge of many vessels to make
them easier in a seaway by preventing excessive rolling.

Bill of Exchange.—A means of remitting money from one country
to another. The receiver must present it for acceptance to the parties on
whom it is drawn without loss of time ; he may then claim the money
after the date specified on the bill has elapsed.

Bill of Health.—A certificate properly authenticated by the consul
or other proper authority at any port, that the ship comes from a place
where no contagious disease prevails, and that none of the crew, at the
time of her departure, were infected with any such disease. Such con-
stitutes a clean bill of health, in contradistinction to 2ifouJ bill.

Bill of Lading.—A memorandum by which the master of a ship

acknowledges the receipt of the goods specified therein, and promises to

deliver them, unless the dangers of the sea, fire, or enemies prevent him,
in like good condition, to the consignee, or his order.

Bill of Sale.—A written document by which the property of a vessel,

or shares thereof, are transferred to a purchaser.

Binnacle.—The case in which the compass is kept to preserve it from
injury.

Binnacle Light.—The oil or electric lamp which illuminates the

compass card in the binnacle.

Bitts.—A frame composed of two strong pieces of straight oak timber,

fixed upright in a ship, and bolted securely to the beams, whereon to

fasten the cables or other ropes ; also iron or steel cylindrical castings

bolted in places about the decks.

Blacking Down.—The tarring and blacking of rigging ; or the

operation of blacking the ship's sides with tar or mineral blacking.

Block and Block.—The situation of a tackle when the blocks are

drawn close together.

Blue Pigeon.—A nickname for the sounding lead.

Board.—The space comprehended between any two places when the

ship changes her course by tacking ; or, it is the line over which she runs

between tack and tack when working to windward, or sailing against the

direction of the wind. To make "a good board." To sail in a straight

line when close hauled, without deviating to leeward. To make ''short

boards," is to tack frequently before the ship has run any great length of

way. To make a '• stern board," is when by a current, or any other

accident, the vessel comes head to wind, the helm is shifted, and she has

fallen back on the opposite tack, losing what she had gained, instead of

G
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having advanced beyond it. (See *^'tern Board.) The word board has
various other applications among- seamen. To " go aboard " signifies to go
into the ship. To "slip by the board" is to slip down a ship's side. To
"board it up,"' is to beat up, sometimes on one tack, and sometimes on
another. The "weather-board" is the side of the ship which is to wind-
ward. " By the board," means close to a ship's deck.

Boat-chocks.—Clamps of wood upon which a boat rests when stowed
on a vessel's deck.

Boat Davit.—A curved piece of timber or iron with a sheave at its

outer end, which projects over the boat's stern, while the inner end is

shipped into a cleat on each side of the bottom of the boat, for weighing
anchors when needed.

Boatswain.—The officer who superintends the boat sails, ship-sails,

rigging, canvas, colours, anchors, cables and cordage, committed to his

charge. He ought also to take care that the blocks and running ropes are
regularly placed to answer the purposes for which they ^re intended, and
that the sails are properly fitted to their yards and stays, and well furled
or reefed, when occasion requires. He pipes the hands to their several

duties, and sees that they attend to his call ; he ought to be in every
wa}' a thorough seaman. Although termed boatswain, the boats are not
in his charge. They, with the spars, &c., and stores for repair, belong to
the carpenter.

Boatswain's Mate is an assistant to the boatswain.

Boat the Oars.—Put them in their proper places fore and aft on the
thwarts ready for use.

Bobstay Plates. — Iron plates by which the lower end of the bobstay
is attached to the stem.

Body Plan.—The draught of a proposed ship, showing the breadth
and timbers ; it represents a section through the broadest part of the
vessel; it is otherwise called the plan of projection.

Bollard.—A strong piece of iron or steel fixed to the deck round which
to make a hawser or chain fast.

Bolsters.— Small cushions or bags of tarred canvas used to preserve

the stays from being chafed by the motion of the masts, when the ship

pitches at sea. Pieces of soft wood covered with canvas, placed on the

trestle-trees, for the eyes of the rigging to rest upon, and to prevent a
sharp nip.

Bolt.—A cylindrical pin of iron or copper to unite the different parts

of a vessel, varied in form according to the places where they are

required.

Bond of Bottomry.—An authority to borrow money by pledging

the keel or bottom of the ship ; that is, the ship itself.

Booby-Hatch.—A smaller kind of companion, but readily removable ;

it is in use for half-decks, and lifts off in one piece.

Boom.—A long spar run out from different places in the ship, to

extend or boom out the foot of a particular sail ; as, jib-boom, flying jib-

boom, studding-sail booms, driver or spanker boom, main boom, square-sail

boom, (kc. A ship is said to come "booming forwards" when she comes
with all the sail she can make. Boom also denotes a cable stretched
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athwart the mouth of a river or harbour with yards, top-masts, or stout
spars of wood lashed to it, to prevent the entrance of an enemy. To " top
one's boom," is to start off. To " boom off," is to shove a boat or vessel
away with spars.

Bore.—A sudden and rapid flow of tide in certain inlets of the sea.

Bottomree, or Bottomry Bond.—The contract of bottomry is a
negotiable instrument, which may be put in suit by the person to whom
it is transferred ; it is in use in all countries of maritime commerce and
interests. A contract in the nature of a mortgage of a ship, when the
owner of it borrows money to enable him to carry on the voyage, and
pledge the keel or bottom of the ship, as a security for the repayment. If

the ship be lost, the lender loses all his money ; but if it return in safety,
then he receives back both the principal and the premium stipulated to be
paid, however much it may exceed the usual or legal rate of interest. The
affair is, however, only regarded as valid upon the ground of necessity

;

for, although more than the interest allowed by law may be exacted, it is

not deemed to be usury.

Bout.—"'Bout ship,"' the brief order for "about ship."

Bow.—The fore end of a ship or boat.

Bower-Anchors.—The anchors at the bows and in constant working
use.

Bowse, To.—To pull upon any body with a tackle to haul it taut.

Box the Compass, To.—Signifies the ability to repeat the names of

the thirty-two points in order both forwards and backwards, as also to

answer any and all questions respecting the divisions of the compass-
card.

Break-off.—Applied only when the wind will not allow of keeping the
course.

Bring-to, To.—To check the course of a ship by trimming the sails so

that they shall counteract each other and keep her nearly stationary ; she
is then said to lie by, or lie to, or heave to. " Bring to an anchor." The
act of anchoring a vessel.

Broach-to, To.—To fly up into the wind. It generally happens
when a ship is carrying a press of canvas with the wind on the quarter,

and a good deal of after-sail set. The masts are endangered by the course
being altered, since by bringing it more in opposition to the wind, the
pressure of the wind on the sails is thereby increased. In extreme cases

the sails are caught flat aback ; in such case the masts are likely to give

way, or the ship to go down stern foremost.

Broad Arrow.—The royal mark for government stores of every

description.

Brow.—An inclined plane of planks, on one or both sides of a ship, to

communicate internally ; a stage gangway for the accommodation of the

shipwrights, in conveying planks, timber, or weighty articles on board,

Also, the face of a rising ground. An old term for a gang-board.

Buckle.—A mast buckles when it suffers by compression, so that the

fibre takes a sinuous form, and the grain is upset ; also, in Polar regions, the

bending or arching of the ice upwards, preceding a ship.

Bull Rope.—A rope rove through a block in the bowsprit and bent to
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a buoy the ship is moored to, to keep the buoy clear of the stern. A rope
used to clear a foul anchor.

Bull's-eyes.—A flat circular piece of hard wood with a groove round
the outside and a smooth hole through the centre for taking a rope
through. Used in sails for receiving buntlines, &c., through them.

Bumkin.—Bumpkin, or Boomkin. A short boom or beam of metal or

timber projecting from a ship. It is used to lead braces, &c., to.

Bung-Up and Bilge-Free.—A cask so placed that its bung-stave
is uppermost, and it rests entirely on its beds.

Bunker.—The space allotted for stowing coal in steamers.

Buoy.—A sort of close cask, or block of wood, fastened by a rope

to the anchor, to show its position. To "stream the buoy" is to let

it fall from the ship's side into the water, which is always done before the

anchor is let go, that it may not be fouled by the buoy-rope as it sinks to

the bottom. Buoys of various kinds are also placed upon rocks or sand-

banks to direct mariners where to avoid danger.

Butt.—The joining of two timbers or planks endways. In iron ships

the end of the skin plates.

By.—On or close to the wind. "Full and by,'" not to lift or shiver the

sails ; rap-full.

By the Board.- Over the ship's side. When a mast is carried away
near the deck it is said to " go by the board."

By the Head.—When a ship is deeper forward than aft.

By the Lee.—The situation of a vessel going free, when she has fallen

off so much as to bring the wind round her stern, and to take her sails

aback on the other side.

By the Stern.—When the ship draws more water aft than forward.

(See By the Head.)

By the Wind is when a ship is sailed as nearly to the direction of the

wind as possible.

Cable's Length.—A measure of about loi fathoms, or -^^ of a

nautical mile.

Call or Pipe.—A peculiar silver pipe or whistle, used by the boatswain

and his mates to attract attention.

Can-Hooks.—They are used to sling a cask, by the chimes or ends of

its staves, and are formed by reeving the two ends of a piece of rope or

chain through the eyes of two flat hooks, and then making them fast.

The tackle is then hooked to the middle of the bight.

Cant, To.—To turn anything about, so that it does not stand square.

Capstan, Cabestan, Capstern, Capston, &c.—A mechanical arrange-

ment for lifting great weights, usually the anchors.

Capstan-Bars.—Long pieces of wood of the best ash or hickory, one

end of which is thrust into the square holes in the drum bead, like the

spokes of a wheel. They are used to heave the capstan round, by the men
setting their hands and chests against them, and walking round.

Careening.— The operation of heaving the ship down on one side.
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Cast of the Lead.—The act of heaving the lead into the sea to

ascertain what depth of water there is.

Cat's-paw.—A light air perceived at a distance in a calm by the

impressions made on the surface of the sea, which it sweeps very gently,

and then passes away, being equally partial and transitory.

Caulking.—Forcing a quantity of oakum, or old ropes untwisted and
drawn asunder, into the seams of the planks.

Centre of Cavity, of Displacement, or of Immersion, are terms in

naval architecture for the mean centre of that part of a vessel which is

immersed in the water. The centre of buoyancy or that support given to

a ship by the water on which she is immersed, coincides with the centre

of cavity, &c.

Certificate.—A voucher or written testimony to the truth of any
statement.

Chafe, To.— To rub or fret the surface of a rope, mast, or yard, by the

motion of the ship or otherwise, against anything that is too hard for it.

" Chafing-gear " is the stuff put upon the rigging and spars to prevent

their being chafed.

Charter.—To charter a vessel is to take her to freight under a charter

party.

Charter-Party.—The deed or written contract between the owners
and the merchants for the hire of a ship, and safe delivery of the cargo.

Check.—To slack off a rope a little, and belay it again.

Cheeks of the Mast.—The faces of projecting parts on each side of

the masts, formed to sustain the trestle-trees upon which the frame of the

top, together wath the top-mast, immediately rest.

Chine and Chine.—Casks stowed end to end.

Choke the LufiT.—To place suddenly the fall of a tackle close to the

block across the jaw of the next turn of the rope in the block, so as to

prevent the leading part from rendering.

Clap On !—The order to lay hold of any rope, in order to haul

upon it.

Clearance.—The document from the Customs, by which a vessel and
her cargo, by entering all particulars at the Custom House and paying the

dues, is permitted to clear out or sail.

Close-Hauled.—The general arrangement or trim of a ship's sails

when she endeavours to progress in the nearest direction possible contrary

to the wind.

Close-Reefed.—When under lower tops'ls and fores' I.

Coamings of the Hatches or Gratings.—Certain raised work about

the edges of the hatch-openings of a ship, to prevent the water on deck

from running down.

Coat.—A piece of tarred canvas nailed or secured round about the

partners, or that part where the mast or bowsprit enters the deck. Its

use is to prevent the water from running down between decks.

Cock-Bill.—The situation of the anchor when suspended from the

cat-head ready for letting go.
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Coil.—A certain quantity of rope laid up in ring fashion.

Companion.—A hatchway with a house or large fixed hatch over it

to admit of entrance.

Company.—The whole crew of any ship, including her officers, men
and boys.

Counter-sunk.—Those holes which are made for the heads of bolts,

rivets or nails to be sunk in, so as to be even with the general surface.

Crane Lines.—Small lines for keeping the lee backstays from chafing
against the yards.

Crank, or Crank- sided, is applied to a vessel which, by her con-
struction or her stowage, is inclined to lean over a great deal ; or which,
from insufficient ballast or cargo, is incapable of carrying sail, without
danger of overturning. The opposite term is "stiff,"' or the quaUty of
standing well up to her canvas.

Crow-Foot.—A number of small lines spreading out from an arrow or
long block, used to suspend the awnings by.

Davit.—A piece of timber or iron, with sheaves or blocks at its end,
projecting over a vessel's side to hoist up and suspend one end of a boat
or anchor.

Dead-Horse.—A term aiDplied by seamen to labour which has been
paid for in advance.

Dead Men.—The reef or gasket-ends carelessly left dangling under
the yard when the sail is furled, instead of being tucked in. The cut
rovings in an unbent sail.

Dead-Water.—The eddy-water under the counter of a ship under
way ; it is so-called because it passes away slower than the water along-
side.

Dead Weight.—A vessel's lading when it consists of heavy goods,
but particularly such as pay freight according to their weight and not
their stowage.

Derelict.—An abandoned vessel.

Ditty-Bag.—It is in use among seamen for holding their necessaries.

Dock.—An artificial receptacle for shipping in Avhich they can dis-

charge or take in cargo and refit.

Dock Dues.—The charges made upon shipping for the use of docks.

Draught, or Draft.—The depth of water a ship displaces, or of a body
of fluid necessary to float a vessel, hence a ship is said to draw so many
feet of water when she requires that depth to float her ; this is, for con-
venience, marked on the stem and stern-post from the keel upwards, in

figures w^hich are usually 6 inches long and 6 inches apart.

Drift.— 'Ihe altered position of a vessel by current, or falling to lee-

ward when hove-to or lying-to in a gale, when but little headway is made
by the action of sails.

Drive, To. —A ship drives when her anchor trips or will not hold.

Drogue.—A spar or sea anchor used to lay a boat to at sea, or to

prevent her being driven in on a beach too quickly, by hanging it over the
stern to a line.
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Dry Dock, {^qq Graving I)och.) *^
Dunnage.—Loose wood or other substances, as horns, rattan, coir,

bamboo, &c., to stow amongst casks and other cargo to prevent their
motion, and keep them free from bilge-water or sweat.

Embargo.—A temporary junction or arrest laid on ships or mer-
chandise by public autliority.

Entrance.—A term for the bow of a vessel.

Fair-Lead.—Those ropes which, suffering the least friction in a
block, are said to " lead fair." Pieces of wood with holes in them to fix
on to rigging, through which to lead ropes.

Fenders are lengths of spars cut up, or bundles of faggots tied
together, and hung over the ship's side to prevent chafing against another
vessel or against a wharf. The fenders of a boat are usually made of
canvas, stuffed and neatly painted.

Fid.—A square bar of wocd or iron, \\ith a shoulder at one end, used
to support the weight of a top-mast when erected at the head of the lower
mast, by passing through a mortise or hole at the lower end of the former,
and resting its ends on the trestle-trees, which are sustained by the head
of the latter ; the fid, therefore, must be withdrawn every time the mast
is lowered; the top-gallant-mast is retained at the head"^of the top-mast
in the same manner. A kind of wooden marline-spike.

Flat-aback.— When all the sails are blown with their after-surface
against the mast, so as to give stern way.

Flatten In, To.—The action of hauling in the aftmost clew of a sail

to give it greater power of turning the vessel.

Flemish, To.—To coil down a rope concentrically in the direction of
the sun, or coil of a watch-spring, beginning in the middle without riders

;

but if there must be riding fakes they begin outside ; the latter is the true
French coil.

Flemish Horse is the outer, short foot-rope for the man at the earing
of a square sail.

Floor.—The bottom of a vessel on each side of the keelson. When used
in a strict sense, it is only »o much of her bottom as she rests upon when
aground. Such ships as have long and withal broad floors, lie on the ground
with most security, whereas others which are narrow in the floor, fall over
on their sides and are apt to break their timbers.

Fore-foot.—The foremost piece of the keel, or a timber which termi-
nates the keel at the forward extremity, and forms a rest for the stem's
lower end ; it is connected by a scarph to the extremity of the keel ; the
other end of it, which is incurvated upwards into a sort of knee, is scarphed
to the lower end of the stem ;

it is also called the gripe. As the lower
arm of the fore-foot lies on the same level with the keel, so the upper one
coincides with the middle line of the stem ; its breadth and thickness
therefore correspond with the dimensions of those pieces, and the heel of

the cut-water is scarphed to its upper end.

Fothering is usually practised to stop a leak at sea. A heavy sail, as
the sprit-sail, is closely thrummed with yarn and oakum, and drawn under
the bottom ; the pressure of the water drives the thrumming into the
apertures.
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Freight of a ship.—The hire, or part thereof, usually paid for the

carriage and conveyance of goods by sea, or the sum agreed upon between
the owner and the merchant for the hire and use of a vessel, at the rate of

so much for the voyage, or by the month, or per ton.

Freshen the Nip, To.—To veer a small portion of a cable through
the hawse-hole, or heave a little in, in order to let another part of it bear

the stress and friction.

Full and By.—Sailing close-hauled on a wind.

Futtock-shrouds, or foot-hook shrouds, are short pieces of rope or

chain which secure the lower dead-eyes and futtock-jDlates of topmast
rigging to a band round a lower mast.

Gangway.—'J'hat part of a ship's side, and opening in her bulwarks,

by which persons enter and depart, provided with a sufficient number of

steps, or cleats, nailed upon the ship's side, nearly as low as the surface of

the water, and sometimes furnished with a railed accommodation-ladder
projecting from the ship's side, and secured by iron braces.

G-arboard-strake, or Sand-streak.—The first range of plating

laid upon a ship's bottom, next the keel, to which it is riveted.

Gasket.—A cord, or piece of plaited or other stuff, to secure furled

sails to the yard.

Gear.—A general name for the rigging of any particular spar or sail.

General Average.—A claim made upon the owners of a ship and
her cargo when the property of one or more has been sacrificed for the

good of the whole.

Going Free.— Sailing with the wind abeam.

Grafting.—An ornamental weaving of fine yarns, &c., over the strop

of a block ; or applied to the tapered ends of the ropes, and termed
pointing.

Grapnel, or Grapling.—A small anchor for boats, having a ring at

one end, and four palmed claws at the other.

Gratings.—An open wood-work of cross battens and ledges forming

cover for the hatchways, serving to give light and air to the lower decks.

Graving Dock, or Dry Dock.—An artificial receptacle used for the

inspecting, repairing, and cleaning a vessel's bottom.

Gripes.—A broad plait formed by an assemblage of ropes, woven and
fitted with thimbles and lanyards, used to steady the boats when hung in

the davits, or upon the deck'of a ship at sea. The gripes are fastened at

their ends to ring-bolts in the deck, on each side of the boat, whence, pas-

sing over her middle and extremities, they are set up by means of the

lanyards.

Ground, To.—To take the bottom, or shore ; to be run aground
through ignorance, violence, or accident.

Ground Swell.—A sudden swell preceding a gale, which rises along

shore, often in line weather, and when the sea beyond it is calm.

Guess-warp, or Guest-rope.—A rope carried to a distant object, in

order to warp a vessel towards it, or to make fast a boat.

Guy.—A rope used to steady a weighty body from swinging against the

ship's side while it is hoisting or lowering, particularly when there is a high
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sea. Also a rope extended from the head of sheers, and made fast at a
distance on each side to steady them.

Hailing.—To call to another vessel.

Hand.—A phrase often used for the word " man."

Hanks.—Hoops or rings of rope, wood or iron, fixed upon the stays,

to seize the luff of fore-and-aft sails, and to confine the stay-sails thereto
at different distances.

Harbour Log.—That part of the log-book which consists solely of

remarks, and which relates only to transactions while the ship is in

port.

Harbour-Watch.—A division or sub-division of the watch kept on
night duty, when the ship rides at right anchor to meet any emergency.

Hard-a-Lee.—The situation of the tiller when it brings the rudder
hard over to windward.

Harness-Cask.—A large conical tub for containing the salt pro-
visions intended for present consumption.

Hatchway.—A square or oblong opening in the middle of the deck
of a ship.

Haul, To.—An expression peculiar to seamen, implying to pull or

bowse at a single rope, without the assistance of blocks or other mechani-
cal powers upon it.

Hawse Holes.—Cylindrical holes cut through the bows of a ship on
each side of the stem, through which the cables pass.

Head to Wind.—The situation of a ship or boat when her head is

pointed directly to windward.

Heart.—A block of wood or piece of metal forming a peculiar sort of

triangular dead-eye, somewhat resembling the shape of a heart ; it is fur-

nished with only one large hole in the middle, grooved for the rope,

instead of the three holes. It is principally attached to the stays, as the
dead-eyes are to the shrouds.

Heel of a Mast.—The lower end which either fits into the step

attached to the keel, or in top-masts is sustained by the fid upon the
trestle-trees.

Hogged.—A significant word derived from the animal ; it implies

that the two ends of a ship's decks droop lower than the midship part,

consequently, that her keel and bottom are so strained as to curve
upwards. The term is therefore in opposition to that of " sagging."

Hoist, or Hoise, To.—To raise anything.

Horns,—The points of the jaws of booms or gaffs. Also the outer

ends of the cross trees.

Housing, or House-Line.—A small line formed of three fine

strands, smaller than rope yarn
;
principally used for seizings of the

block-strops, fastening the clews of sails to their bolt-ropes, and other

purposes. (See 31arUne.)

Housing of a Lower Mast.—That part of a mast which is below

deck to the step in the keelson ; of a bowsprit, the portion within the

knight-heads.
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Hove Down.—The situation of a ship when heeled or placed thus for

repairs.

Hove Short.—The ship with her cable hove taut towards her
anchor.

Hove-To.—From the act of heaving-to ; the motion of the ship

stopped.

Hug, To.—To hug the land is to sail as near it as possible, the land,

however, being to windward. To hug the wind, is to keep the ship as

clcse-hauled to the wind as possible.

Hypothecation.—^An authority to the master, amounting almost to

a power of the absolute disposal of the ship ; in a foreign country, he may
hypothecate not only the hull, but his freight and cargo, for necessary
and urgent repairs.

Injection Pipe.—This is fixed in the interior of a marine steam-
engine, is fitted with a cock, and communicates with the water outside; it

is for the purpose of playing into the condenser while the engine is work-
ing, and creating a vacuum.

Irons. —A ship is said to be in irons when, by mismanagement, she is

permitted to come up in the wind and lose her way, rendering it difficult

to throw the ship's head off on either tack, and so incurring the danger of

making a stern board.

Jam, To, is to fix anything so that it cannot be freed without trouble

and force.

Jaw.—The inner, hollowed, semi-circular end of a eaft" or boom, which
presses against the mast ; the points of the jaw are called " horns."

Jib.—A large triangular sail, set on a stay at the forward end of a jib-

boom.

Jib-boom.—A continuation of the bowsprit forward.

Jury-Mast.—A temporary or occasional mast erected in a ship in the

place of one which has been carried away in a gale.

Kedge.—A small anchor used to warp a ship from one part of a
harbour to another.

Keel.—The backbone or foundation of a ship upon which the rest of

her structure is built. In wooden ships it consists of squared lengths of

suitable timber which are joined at the ends by strong scarphs. In iron

ships there are various kinds, bar, side bar, and flat plate keels.

Keelsons are secondary keels fitted internally for the purpose of

adding to the longitudinal strength of the ship's bottom.*

Keep your Luff.—An order to the helmsman to keep the ship close

to the wind.

Kink.—An accidental curling twist, or doubling turn in a cable or

rope.

Knees are pieces of bent iron or steel for connecting certain parts of

vessels together, such as the beams or girders to the ribs or frames. In

some cases the beams themselves are bent at the ends into knee shapes,

* For full description refer to Walton's " Know Your Own Ship," pub-

lished by Messrs. Charles Griflfln & Co., Ltd., in their yautivul Series. 5s.
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Knight-Heads.—The upper parts of the bows immediately each side
of the bowsprit.

Lacing.—Small line used for hauling out an awning to the ridge
ropes, and also for connecting parts of an awning together.

Lanyard.—A short piece of rope or line made fast to anything to
secure it, or to serve as a handle.

Lay, To.—To come or go, as lay aloft, lay forward, lay aft, lay
out.

Lee.—It is the side opposite to that from which the wind is blowing.

Leeway is the distance a vessel loses by drifting to leeward of her
course.

Let Fall.—The order to drop a sail loosed from its gaskets in order to

set it.

Lie-to, To.—To cause a vessel to keep her head steady, and as close

to the wind as possible in a gale, so that a heavy sea may not tumble into

her. She has perhaps a lower main-topsail or trysails, and comes up to

within six points, and falls off to wind abeam, forging rather ahead, but
should not be permitted to fall too much to leeward.

Lifts.—Ropes which reach from each mast-head to their respective

yard-arms to steady and suspend the ends.

List, To.—To incline to one side.

Lizard.—A piece of rope, sometimes with two legs, and one or more
iron thimbles spliced into it.

Load Water Line.—The draught of water exhibited when the ship

is properly loaded.

Log-Book.—Generally called the log, is a journal into which the log-

board is daily transcribed, together with any other circumstance deserving

notice. The intermediate divisions or watches are usually signed by the

commanding officer. It is also divided into harbour-log and sea-log.

Look-Out.—The man stationed on the forecastle head or forebridge

at night time, or in ci'owded waters or fog, whenever that may be. He
reports everything he sees to the officer on duty.

Lubber's-Hole.—The vacant space between the head of a lower-mast

and the edge of the top.

Luff.—The order to the helmsman to bring the ship's head up more to

windward.

Make Fast.—A word generally used for tying or securing ropes. To

fasten.

Man, To.—To provide a competent number of hands for working a

ship or boat.

Manifest.—An official inventory of the cargo of a merchant ship,

specifying the name and tonnage of the vessel, the description of goods,

the names of shippers and consignees, and the marks of each package.

]y[ast.—A long cylindrical piece of timber, or iron or steel cylinder

elevated perpendicularly upon the keel of a ship, to which are attached

the yards, the rigging, and the sails.

Mast-Coat.—A conical canvas fitted over the wedges round the mast,

to prevent water oozing down from the decks.
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Meet Her.—The order to adjust the helm, so as to check any further
movement of the ship's head in a given direction.

Metacentre.—In a ship lying perfectly in equilibrium, or upright, a
line drawn perpendicular to the keel passes through both the centre of
cavity, or buoyancy, and the centre of gravity of the ship. When the
ship is heeled to any angle, the centre of buoyancy, owing to the change
in the form of the ship immersed, is shifted out of that perpendicular line
towards the side to which the ship is heeled in proportion to the angle of
heel. A vertical line drawn from this new centre of buoyancy cuts the
perpendicular line drawn through the centre of gravity, and the point at
which it cuts it is called the Metacentre. The distance between that
point, or the metacentre, and the centre of giavity is called the meta-
centric height, and upon the measure of that height depends the
leverage, or power of the ship, to right herself when the force which heels
her (such as wind) is withdrawn, or to prevent her heeling further if the
force is continued. If the centre of buoyancy shifts so much that the
vertical line drawn from it cuts the before-mentioned perpendicular line at
or below the centre of gravity the righting power is lost, and the ship will
capsize ; therefore to be safe the metacentric point must always be above
the centre of gravity.*

Midships.—The middle part of the vessel, either with regard to her
length or breadth.

Missing Stays.—To fail in going about from one tack to another.

Moorings are indicated by buoys to which ships are fastened ; they
are attached by bridles to heavy anchors and cables laid down in the most
convenient parts of rivers and harbours.

MoTlld-loft.—A long building, on the floor of which the intended vessel
is laid off from the several draughts in full dimensions.

Mousing.—A lashing connecting the bill of a hook with the shank.

Nettles.—Small line used for seizings, and for hammock-clews.

Nip.—A short turn in a rope.

Off and On.—When a ship beating to ^vindward approaches the shore
by one board, and recedes from it when on the other.

On End.—Top-masts and topgallant-masts are on end, when they are
in their places, and sail can be set on them.

Open Hawse.—When a vessel rides by two anchors without any
cross in her cables.

Painter.—A rope attached to the bows of a boat, used for making her
fast ; it is spliced with a thimble to a ring-bolt inside the stem.

Partners.—A frame-work of beams, fitted round the several scuttles

or holes in a ship's decks, through which the masts, capstan, etc., pass.

Pauls or Pawls.—A stout, but short, set of bars of iron fixed close to

the capstan-whelps, or windlass of a ship, to i^revent them from recoiling

and overpowering the men.

Pig-Iron.—An oblong mass of cast-iron or lead used for ballast.

Pipe. (See Call.)

* See Walton's "Know your own Ship" for further explanation of this

somewhat difficult but interesting problem.
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Port-Charges, or Harbour Dues.—Charges levied on vessels resorting
to a port.

Pratique.—The licence to trade and communicate with any place
after having performed the required quarantine, or upon the production of
a clean bill of health.

Protest.—A formal declaration drawn up in writing, and attested
before a notary public, a justice of the peace, or a consul in foreign parts,
by the master of a merchant ship, his mate, and a part of the ship's crew,
after the expiration of a voyage in which the ship has suffered in her hull,

rigging, or cargo, to show that such damage did not happen through
neglect or misconduct on their part.

Purchase.—Any mechanical power which increases the force applied.

Quarantine.—A seclusion from a free communication with the in-

habitants of any country.

Rendering.—Any rope, hawser, or cable is "rendered'' by easing it

round the bitts.

Respondentia.—A loan made upon goods laden in a ship, for which
the borrower is personally responsible ; differing therein from bottomry,
where the ship and tackle are liable. In bottomry the lender runs no
risk, though the goods should be lost ; and upon " respondentia " the
lender must be paid his principal and interest, though the ship perish,

provided the goods are safe.

Ride, To.—To ride at anchor.

Ridge-Rope.—The centre rope of an awning.

Roach.—The hollow curvature of the lower parts of upper square-seils

to clear the stays when the yards are braced up.

Run.—The aftermost part of a ship's bottom.

Run out a Warp.—To carry a hawser out from the ship by a boat,

and fasten it to some distant place to remove the ship towards that place,

or to keep her steady whilst her anchors are lifted, &c.

Sagging is a term applied when the centre part of a ship droops.

Scantlings.—The sizes of different parts of a ship, which are deter-

mined from certain figures obtained from combinations of the length,

breadth and depth of vessels.

Scuttle.—A small hole or port cut either in the deck or side of a ship,

generally for ventilation.

Serving-Board.—A flattened piece of hard wood with a handle, for

passing service on the smaller ropes.

Serving Mallet. -The mallet, grooved on the under side, with

which spun yarn, or other small stuff, is wrapped tightly round a rope.

Sheer.—The longitudinal curve of a ship's decks or sides upwards

towards the ends ; a good sheer adds to a vessel's buoyancy, and a certain

amount is now insisted upon by the new free-board rules. A perfectly

straight ship is said to have " no sheer." Should the ends droop, a ship

is said to be out of "sheer."

Ship's Papers.—Documents descriptive of a vessel, her owners,

cargo, destination and other particulars necessary for the court of

instance.
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Shore.—A prop put under a ship's deck to distribute tlie strain caused
by the foot of a derrick or sheers.

Sill of a Dock.—The timber at the base against which the gates
shut ; the depth of water which will float a vessel in or out of it is

measured from it to the surface.

Slack in Stays.—Slow in going about.

Slip.—The difference between the speed of a vessel and the speed of the
propeller.

Sounding.—The operation of ascertaining the depth of the sea and
the quality of the ground by means of a lead and line.

Span.—A rope with both ends made fast, so that a purchase may be
hooked to its bight.

Spell.—The period wherein one or more sailors are employed in par-

ticular duties demanding continuous exertion.

Spring.—A hawser laid out to some fixed object to slue a vessel pro-

ceeding to sea.

Spurlingate.—The opening in the deck through which the chain

cable goes.

Start.—To start, applied to liquids, is to empty. To " start a tack or

sheet "
; to slack it off, as in tacking or manoeuvring. " Raise tacks and

sheets."

Staysail.—A triangular sail hoisted upon a stay.

Stem.—The foremost piece uniting the bows of a ship.

Step. —The block in which the heel of a lower mast rests.

Stern Board.—This term is familiarly known to seamen as tacking

by misadventure in stays, or purposely, as a seamanlike measure, to effect

the object. Thus a ship in a narrow channel is allowed to fly up head to

wind until her stem nearly touches a weather danger ; the head yards are

then quickly braced abox and the helm shifted. Thus she makes stern-

way until all the sails are full, when she is again skilfully brought to the

wind before touching the danger under her lee. Generally speaking, how-

ever, it refers to bad seamanship.

Stowage.—An important art more practised than understood, for the

stower seldom consults the specialities of the vessel's construction. It is

the general disposition of the ballast, cargo, etc., contained in a ship's

hold with regard to their shape, size, or solidity, agreeably to the form of

the vessel and its probable centre of gravity. A badly stowed vessel can-

not be properly bandied, and is indeed dangerous to the lives of all on

board. Owners and masters are legally liable to the losses from bad

stowage or deficient dunnage.

Stranded.—A rope is stranded when one of its strands is broken by

chafing, or by a strain. A vessel is stranded when driven on shore.

Stream the Buoy.—To let the buoy fall into the water before letting

go the anchor.

Swab.—A sort of long mop, formed of rope-yarns of old junk, used for

cleaning and drying the decks.

Swig Off, To.—To pull at the bight of a rope by jerks, having its

lower end fast.
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Sword-Mat.—A mat made with shoulders to protect the lanyards of
the lower rigging, boat's gripes, &c.. and worked by a piece of wood some-
w'hat resembling a sword in shape, to drive home the roving threads.

Tail-Block.—A rope-stropped block, having an end of rope attached
to it as a tail, by which it may be fastened to any object at pleasure.

Tarpaulin.—Canvas well covered with tar or paint to render it water-
proof.

Tender.—A synonym of crank, as applied to a ship.

Thole-Pin.— Pios in the gunwale of a boat, and serving to retain the
oars in position when pulling.

Throttle-Valve.—A valve in the steam-pipe of an engine for prevent-
ing the escape of steam, or regulating the velocity of its passage from the
boiler to the cylinder.

Tonnage.—The cubical contents of a vessel allowing loo cubic feet to

the ton. The continental equivalent is 2"83i6 cubic metres.

Gross Tonnar/e is the total cubic capacity of every enclosed space on
board ship.

Xet Tonnage is that space available for cargo only.

Register Tonnage is that measured and entered on the ship's register ; it

is practically the same as net tonnage.

Torts.—Private wrongs either to persons or property afloat, They are

cognisable by the Admiralty Court, according to locality.

Tow.—To draw or drag a vessel along by means of a rope or hawser.

Trucks.—Circular caps on the upper mast-heads ; they are generally

furnished with two or more small sheaves, through which the signal

halliards are rove.

Under Foot.—Under the ship's bottom ; said of an anchor which is

dropped while she has headway.

Under Way.—When a vessel is moving through the water.

Under Weigh, To get.—Preparing to get under way by loosing the

sails and getting up steam and weighing the anchor.

Unrig, To.—To dismantle a ship of her standing and running

rigging.

Up with the Helm.—Put it a-weather.

Uvrou.—The circular piece of wood, wuth holes in it, by which the

legs of a crow-foot are extended for suspending an awning.

Vane.—A piece of bunting extended on a wooden stock, which turns

upon a spindle at the mast-head. It shows the direction of the wind.

Veer, To.—To let out, to pay out.

Veer and Haul.—To gently tauten and then slacken a rope three

times before giving a heavy pull, the object being to concentrate the force

of several men. The wind is said to veer and haul when it alters its

direction ; thus it is said to veer aft and haul forward.

Veer away the Cable, To.—To slack and let it run out.

Ventilator.—The names of various machines contrived to expel the

foul air from below decks, and introduce fresh in its stead.
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Wake.—The transient, generally smooth, track impreseed on the
surface-water by a ship's progress.

Water-Logged.—The state of a ship full of water, having such a
buoyant cargo that she does not sink.

Water-Ways.—The strake on the inside of a vessel in line with the
edge of the upper deck, forming a gutter way to lead the water off the
deck to the scuppers.

Weather-Helm.—A ship is said to carry a weather-helm when she is

inclined to gripe, or come too near the wind, and therefore requires the
helm to be kept constantly a little to windward.

Well is the part of the vessel where any water that leaks into the ship

can collect, and from thence it is pumped overboard.

Windlass.—A machine erected in the fore-part of a ship which serves

to ride by. as well as heave in the cable.

Yard.—A long cylindrical timber or iron or steel cylinder suspended
upon the mast of a vessel to spread a sail.

Yard Arm.—That part of a yard outside the quarter.
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APPENDIX I.

DIPPING THE ENSIGN.

Dipping the Ensign, as the operation is called, whereby one ship

salutes another, is carried out by the ensign being slowly hauled down the

staff, or from the peak, about half way, and then after a slight pause

hoisting it again slowly, taking care at the same time that the halliards

are kept taut.

It is difficult to lay down any hard and fast rules for the guidance of

officers, but it may be generally considered that

:

1. A junior dips first to a senior.

2. A merchant ship dips to a man-of-war. In the case of a squadron

to the flagship.

3. The flags should be dipped when the ships are abreast, the vessel

taking the initiative making a slightly longer pause in order to

give the other vessel a chance of answering.

It is customary now to make only one dip.
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APPENDIX II.

LIGHTHOUSES AND LIGHT-VESSELS.

Sailoes should study the different systems of lights used in Light-
houses and Light-vessels.

Lighthouses are distinguished (for daylight purposes) by colour, stripes,

squares, bands, &c. ; at night by the quality and style of their light. They

are built of stone or iron, and are sometimes placed on piles. In fogs they

are distinguished by sound—gongs, whistles, syrens, explosives, &:c.

The lights used in lighthouses and light-vessels are of several

kinds :

—

1. Fixed, a steady burning light.

2. Revolving, where by means of mechanism the light is hidden at

times, the change from darkness to light, and back again, being

comparatively gradual.

3. Flashing, showing flashes of light at certain intervals.

4. Occulting, in which the light is suddenly extinguished and as

suddenly exposed.

At times there are combinations of these systems, and variation is

obtained by different time intervals.

The light is obtained by burning oil (paraffin or a vegetable oil), gas, or

the electric light. In the two former cases by means of an elaborate

system of wicks or burners, and in the latter by means of the carbon

points.

Great attention is given to the construction of the glass cases which

contain the lights and in the system of reflection. The two systems in

use are the catopteric or reflector system, and the diopteric or lens

system.

These two systems are now constantly combined in the best lights and

are known as the holophotal system, the loss of light in which is exceed-

ingly small.

Buoys mark shoals or edges of shoals and such like, and are of various

kinds and shapes :

I. Bell-buoys have a bell on them which rings by the motion of the

waves.
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2. Gas-buoys are illuminated with a gas jet, the gas being stored

in the buoy.

3. Sound-buoys make a noise.

4. Telegraph cables and wrecks are marked by green buoys, in the

former case having Telegraph in white letters printed on

them, in the latter by green buoys with Wreck painted in white

on them.

The different sides of a channel are marked also with different styles of

buoys. The system used by the Trinity House has them painted one

colour on the starboard side of a channel (ttat is the right hand side

entering a harbour), and parti-coloured buoys on the port side.

There are also pillar-buoys and spar-buoys.

Beacons are marks placed on shoals and points of land as marking

points, and are of various kinds, sometimes a pile of stones, or a wooden

or iron pillar, and the like.
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APPENDIX III.

SOUNDING TABLE.

The following table is very useful for correcting flying soundings, and is

used in the following manner :— Suppose the vessel is going 6 knots and a
sounding is taken ; the dial registers 90 fathoms. Refer to the table
with 90 fathoms in the left hand column, and under 6 knots will be found
a correction - 26h to be applied ; this gives a true depth of 63^ fathoms,
a result quite close enough for practical purposes.

Correction to be applied to the apparent sounding to obtain the true
depth.*
Knot = 60867 feet. Lead (30 lbs.) descends 100 fathoms in 60s.



RULES OF THE ROAD.*

The Rule of the Road has been formulated to enable vessels to navigate
the sea expeditiously and safely, without coming into collision ; it has
been elaborated from a few rules accepted by custom and dating from the
early days of sailing ships.

Lights should be placed out at sunset, and taken in at sunrise.
The word visible in the Rules, when applied to lights required to be

carried, means visible on a dark night with a clear atmosphere.
Any vessel propelled by machinery is included under the term steam-

vessel. But she is considered a sailing-vessel if she is i^roceeding
under sail only, and the machinery not working.
A vessel is considered under way when she is not at anchor or made

fast to the ground or aground.
(i) A vessel under 150 feet in length shall exhibit when at

anchor (whether steam or sailing), at night time in the forward end of
her, a white light at a height not exceeding 20 feet above the hull, and
constructed so as to show a uniform unbroken light all round the horizon
to a distance of at least one mile.

If the vessel is over 150 feet long she shall carry the same kind of
light not less than 20 feet above the hull, and not exceeding 40 feet above
the hull, and shall carry in addition, at or near the stern, another white
light of a similar character at a height not less than 15 feet below the
forward light.

A vessel aground in or near a fair way shall carry the above light
or lights, and the two red lights prescribed by par. 9 {b).

To fulfil these conditions the forward light is generally hung in the
fore-rigging.

(2) Sailing vessels when under way, and any vessel being
towed, shall exhibit a green light on the starboard side of the vessel, and
a red light on the port side.

(3) A steamer when under way, shall carry, in addition to the
coloured lights of a sailing vessel, a white mast-head light in front of the
foremast, or in the fore part of the vessel ; at a height not less than
20 feet above the hull. Should the beam of the vessel exceed 20 feet, the
white light must be carried at a height not less than the beam, up to but
not greater than 40 feet.

(4+) Each coloured or side-light should show an unbroken light over an
area of ten points, that is, from right ahead of the vessel to two points
abaft the beam, and the mast-head light should show an unbroken light

from right ahead to two points abaft the beam on both sides ; thus show-

* Coming into force July i, 1897. I'o be used instead of regulations

given on p. 85 to end of par. (15) p. 87.

t For the exact arc over which the light shows, and means adopted to

attain this end, see Board of Trade Regulations.
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ing over twenty points of the compass and covering the same arc as the
combined side lights.

The mast-head light should be visible at a distance of at least 5 miles,
and the coloured side-lights at a distance of at least 2 miles. A steamer
may, in addition to the three lights mentioned in (3), carry an additional
similar white light in a fore and aft line with the other. These two lights
shall be so placed that the after and higher light shall be 15 feet above the
forward light, and that the horizontal distance between the lights shall be
greater than the vertical distance.

(5) A vessel being overtaken by another shall show over the
stern at (as nearly as is practicable) the same height as the side-lights, a
white light in a lantern so constructed that the light shows on each side
of the stern over an arc of six points and is visible at a distance of at least
one mile.

(6) A steamer towing another vessel shall carry, in addition
to her ordinary lights, a similar white light under the mast-head light, at
a distance of not less than 6 feet vertically below it.

If more than one vessel is being towed, and the length of the tow,
from the stern of the towing vessel to the stern of the last vessel towed
exceed 600 feet, she shall carry an additional similar mast-head light

6 feet above or below the other lights, and not less than 14 feet above the
hull.

A vessel towing may also carry a small white light in the after part
of her for the vessel towed to steer by, but such light should not be visible

before the beam.

(7) [«] Steam vessels of less than 40 and vessels under oars
or sails of less than 20 tons gross tonnage respectively, and rowing-boats
when under way, are not obliged to carry the lights mentioned in pars.

(2) and (3), but shall, in the case of (a) a steam vessel, carry in the fore

part of the vessel in front of the funnel, and where it can best be seen,

at a height of not less than 9 feet above the gunwale, a white light con-
structed as in par. (3), and of such a character as to be visible at least 2

miles, and shall carry side-lights at least 3 feet below the white light, and
of such a character as to be visible at least one mile off. The side-lights

can be either separate or combined.
Small launches, such as are carried by sea-going vessels, may carry

the white light at a less height than 9 feet, but it must be carried above
the side-lights.

(8) [a] Sailing pilot vessels when engaged on pilotage duty shall

carry a white mast-head light visible all round the horizon, and shall

exhibit a flare-up at least every 15 minutes.

(6) Steam pilot vessels shall carry, in addition to the white mast-

head light, a red light, 8 feet below it, visible all round the horizon at a
distance of not less than two miles. They shall also carry the coloured

.'^ide-lights. When at anchor they shall only exhibit the white and red

mast-head lights.

(c) Sailing pilot vessels shall, on the near approach of or to another

vessel, have their side-lights ready to show over their respective sides to

indicate the way they are heading.

(d) A pilot vessel of such a class as to be obliged to go alongside

a vessel to put a pilot on board, may show the white light instead of

carrying it at the mast-head, and may have a lantern ready for use with a

green glass on one side and a red glass on the other to act as in (c).

(e) Pilot vessels under way and not on duty shall carry lights

similar to those of their own tonnage.

(9) [a] Telegraph ships when under way, or at work on cables,
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shall carry in place of the white mast-head light three lights in a vertical
line one over the other not less than 6 feet apait. The highest and lowest
of these lights shall be red and the middle one white, and they shall be of

such a character as to be visible all round the horizon at a distance of at

least 2 miles.

In the daytime three shapes shall be carried in the same place, the
upper and lower of which shall be globular in form and red in colour, and
the middle' one shall be white in colour and diamond in form. These
shapes shall not be less than 2 feet in diameter.
When telegraph ships are at work and making way through the water

they shall carry the coloured side lights in addition to the above.
{b) A vessel not under command shall carry at night time at the

same height as the white light (3), and, if a steamer, in place of it, two red
lights in a vertical line, one over the other, not less than 6 feet apart, and
of such a character as to be visible all round the horizon at a distance of

at least 2 miles. In the daytime, two black balls or shapes, each 2 feet in

diameter, shall be carried in place of, and in the same relative positions
as, the lights.

(c) Vessels referred to here, when making any way through the water
shall, in addition to the special lights, carry the coloured side-lights.

{d) Other vessels must understand that these special lights and
shapes are not distress signals, but merely indicate that the vessels showing
them cannot get out of the way.

(e) A steam vessel under sail only, but with her funnel up, shall

carry in the daytime, forward where it can best be seen, one black ball or

shape 2 feet in diameter.

(10) [a] In fog, mist, falling snow, or heavy rain storms,
whether by day or night, steam vessels shall indicate their presence by
whistle or "siren;'' sailing vessels or vessels towed, by foghorn; and
vessels at anchor by a bell. A prolonged blast lasts 4 to 6 seconds.

In all cases where a bell is required to be used, a drum may be used in

a Turkish vessel, or a gong in any small sea-going vessel. The place from
which these signals are sounded should be as free from obstruction as

possible. In all such cases a vessel should proceed at a moderate .«peed

(4 knots) and should navigate with the greatest caution.

{h) A steam vessel under way shall give a prolonged blast or whistle

at least every 2 minutes. If stopped and having no way on her, she

shall sound at intervals of not more than 2 minutes two prolonged blasts

with an interval of about i second between them.
(c) A sailing vessel when under way shall sound at intervals of not

more than i minute, when on the starboard tack one blast, when on the

port tack two blasts in succession, and with the wind abaft the beam
three blasts in succession.

{il} A vessel when at anchor shall ring the bell rapidly for

about 5 seconds at intervals of not more than one minute.

(e) A vessel, when towing a vessel emiDloyed in laying or picking up a

telegraph cable, and a vessel under way but not under proper command,
shall sound at intervals of not more than 2 minutes, three blasts in quick

succession ; viz., one prolonged blast followed by two short blasts

(^— • •
). A vessel towed may give this signal and no other.

(/) Sailing vessels and boats under 20 tons burden shall not

be obliged to give the ordinary signals ; but if they do not they must

make some other efficient sound-signal at intervals of not more than

I minute.

(11) [o] Small sailing vessels under way in bad weather, which

lind it difficult to carry the side lights in their proper places, may carry
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these lamps lighted and ready at once to show over their respective

sides on the near approach of, or when nearing another vessel, and in

sufficient time to prevent collision. Still smaller vessels, as open boats
and sucli like, may carry a lamp having a green glass on one side and a
red glass on the other. Care is to be taken in all cases to exhibit the

lights on the proper sides.

(/') Rowing boats, under oars or sails, shall carry a lantern giving a
white light, which shall be temporarily exhibited in time to prevent a
uollision.

REMARKS.
By custom, the following signals have been adopted for vessels in sight

of one another, but they are not compulsory, and must not be used as fog-

signals.

In steamers, one short blast (
• ) means " I am directing my course to

starboard ;
" two short blasts f • •

)
" I am directing my course to port,"

and three short blasts (•••)"! am going full speed astern."

In going through narrow channels keep to the right or starboard hand,

as in walking.
One vessel overtaking another keeps out of its way, and an overtaking

vessel is defined as one coming up with another vessel but more than

2 points abaft the latter's beam, being thus unable to see the lights.

Every vessel may, if necessary, in order to attract attention, in addition

to her proper lights, show a " iiare-up " or use a detonating signal that

cannot be mistaken for a distress signal.

None of these Kules interfere with special extra signals used by different

governments in their warships and by shipowners as private signals which
are authorised.

Vessels should avoid approaching too near squadrons of war ships, or

attempting to pass ahead of or break through their lines or formations.

Nothing in these Eules shall exonerate any vessel, or the owner or

master or crew thereof, from the consequences of any neglect to carry

lights or signals, or to keep a proper look-out, or of any precautions required

by the ordinary practice of seamen ; at the same time, due regard shall

be paid to all dangers of navigation and collision and to any special

circumstances which may render a departure from the above Rules neces-

sary in order to avoid immediate danger.
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INDEX.*

" About Ship," 6^
Action of water on rudder and ship,

65
Amber line, 1

1

Anchoring a sailing ship, 45
a steamer, 45

Anchors and cables, 42
Anchor-baoys, 45
Anvil, 50
Arming, 32

B
Battens, 39
Beacons, 115
Beams, i

Belaying pins, 8

BeUs, 8

Bending a course, 56
Bending and unbending a driver, or

spanker, 56
Bending and unbending a jib, 56

sails, 55
slab, I

Bill-boards, 44
Blackwall hitch, 1

1

Blocks, 35
Boating, 5
Boat sailing, 72

sails, 51
Bobstays, 24
Bowline, 16

Bowlines, 29
Bowsprit, 24

shrouds, 24
Brace, 79

pendants, 25
Braces, 25
Bracing up, 61

Brails, 29
Building a ship, i

Buoying anchors, 45
Buoys, 114
Buntlines, 27

Cable, 10

shackles, 43
Canvas, 51
Cap backstays, 24

shrouds, 24
Catch ratline, 5
Catching a crab, 5
Cat's-paw, II

Caution in depending on theoretical

considerations, 66
Chain locker, 42
Cleats, 8

Clewhnes, 27
Clinch, II

Clove-hitch, 11

Cod line, 11

Coir rope, 10

Commercial code of signal, S^

Compass, 6

Cradle, 2

Cranes, 25
Creasing stick.

Cringles, 54
Crosstrees, 24
Cut splice, 19
Cutting canvas,

gores, 51

50

D
Deadeyes, 38
Deep sea lead, 32
Derrick, 67

Many things not indexed here will be found in the Glossary.
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Description of parts of hull, 2

Dipping the ensign, 113
Disadvantage of staysails, 60
Distress signals, 84
Double wall, 11

Double wall and crown, 11

Downhaul carries away, 79
Downhauls, 29
Drowned, restoring apparently, 75

E
Eaeings, 56
Effect of water on the rudder, 65
End seizings, 31
Etiquette, 90
Eye splice, 1

7

¥
Fids, 50
Fife rails, 8

Figure of Eight, 1

1

Fishing spars, 79
Fitting gear to a course, 29

of shrouds, 38
of topgallant yards, 48
of yards, 25

Footropes, 25
Frames, 1

Futtock Kigging, 5

G
Gaffs, 25
Gammoning, 24
Gaskets, 58
Getting anchors aboard, 44
Girders, i

Going aloft, 4
Gooseneck, 25
Gore, 51
Grease horn, 50
Grommet strop, 35
Gudgeons, 64

H
HAWSER-laid rope., 10

Hawsers, 11

Heaving lead, 33
to, 64
up anchor, 44

Helm orders, 64
Helmsman, 65
Hoisting yards, 57
Horseshoe splice, 19
Hull, description of parts of, 2

Jackstays, 25
Jib, 30

Keel, i

Knots, II

Landing on a beach, 74
Lanyards, 38
Launching way, 2

Laying out an anchor, 46
Lead, 32
Leechlines, 27
Leeway, 60
Life-buoys, 75
Lifts, 25'

Lighthouses, 114
Lights at anchor, 85

drift net fishing, 88
fishing vessels in a fog, 88

vessel stationary, 88
in very small vessels, 87
line net fishing, 88
pilot vessels, 86
sailing ships, 85
steam trawlers, 87
sailing trawlers, 87
steamers, 86
telegraph ships, 86
towing, 86
vessels not under command, 86
light vessels, 114

Lining cloths, 51
Log line, 33
Log ship, 3S
Long splice, 17
Lower lift carries away, 79

lifts, 25
rigging, 24

Lubber's line, 7

M
Making a sail, 52
Man over-board, 75
Marking cable, 44
Marks of lead line, 32
Marline, 11

Marline hitch, 1

1

Marline-spike, 7
Marline-spike hitch, 11

Masts, 3, 24
Matthew Walker, 1

1
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Maxims, 92
Missing stays, 63
Mooring, 45
Mooring slaackle, 46
Morse Code, 85
Mould loft, I

N
Names of parts of sails, 28, 30
Needles, 50
Nets, 21

Netting, 21

Night order-book, 98

Officee of watches, duties, 90
Order of setting up rigging, 24
Outhauls, 29
Outrigger, 24
Overhauling cables, 44

Palm, 50
Parbuckle, 17

Parcel, To, 23
Parrel, 25, 79
Patent logs, 34

sounding-machines, 33
Pilot, 84
Pintles, 64
Plain sail, 61

Plating, I

Pricker, 50
Propeller and rudder, 65
Purchases, 37

Q
QuAETER seizing, 31

R
Racking, 31
Ratline, 10

Rattling down, 40
Reef knot, 11

Reef tackles, 29
Reliefs, 90
Relieving the wheel, 65
Ribband bands, 2

Rigging, 3, 38
Rigs, 4
Rocket apparatus for saving life, 80

Rolling hitch, 1

1

Rope yarn knot, 1

1

Roping, 53

Ropes, 10

Ropes, how measured 10

Round seam, 52
Round seizing, 31
Rovings, 55
Royal rigging, 71
Rubber, 50
Rubbing down seams, 52
Rudder, 64
Rudder trunk, 64
Running gear, 27
Rule of the road, 85

in rhyme, 89
sailing vessels, 88

steamers, 88

Sailcloth, 51
Sail hook, 50
Sailmaker's whipping, 26

Sailmaking, 50
Sails, 3
Salutes, 90
Screws, 38
Scrive board, i

Sculling, 5

Sea anchors for boats, 74
Seams, 52
Securing anchors, 44
Securing anchor to cable, 42
Seizings, 31

Selvagee strop, 12

Sending up a topmast, 6S
crosstrees, 70
topgallant mast, 71

yards up and down, 48
Sennit, 21

Serve, to, 23
Service, 23
Setting a course, 57

a driver, 57
a jib, 57
a spanker, 57
a topgallant sail, 57
sail, 56
up rigging, 39
with screws, 39

Shapes carried, 86, 87
Sheepshank, 17

Sheers, 67
Sheet bend, 11

Sheet carries away, 79
Sheets, 27
Short splice, 17

Shroud knot, 1

1
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Side-lights, 86
Signalling, 83
Signals, 83
Single wall, 1

1

and crown, 11

Skin, I

Slabline, 27
Slacking gear in wet weather, 61

Slings, 17, 25
Sluice valves, 3
Sound signal, at anchor, 87

in fogs, 87
when underway, 87

Spanish windlass, 34
Spanker boom, 26
Spar carries away, 79
Spare set lights, 91
Spars, 3
Spilling lines, 27
Splicing, 17
Spunyarn, 11

Squaring in, 61

Stationing of hands for tacking, 62

Stay, 24
Stays, 39

where they lead to, 39
Steam steering, 64
Steering gear, 64
Stirrups, 25
Stopper, II

knot, II

Stopping up gear, 29
Stowing sails, 58
Stropping blocks, 35
Struck by a squall, 80
Swifter, 24

Tabling, 51
Tacking, 61

Tackles, 37
Tacks, 27
Taken aback, 79
Taking in a course, 57

driver, 58
jib, 58
lower topsail, 57
royal, 57

Taking in a sail, 57
spanker, 58
staysail, 58
topgallant sail, 57

Tarpaulin canvas, 51

Test of good canvas, 5

1

Throat seizings, 31
Tiller, 64
Timber hitch, 1

1

Time, 8

Topgallant rigging, 71
Topmast rigging, 71
Topmasts, 24
Topping rope, 48
Topsail yards, getting aloft, 48
Trestle-trees, 24
Trim of yards, 60, 61

Tripping lines, 29
Trusses, 25
Tub or parrel, 25
Turk's head, 1

1

U
Unbending sails, 55
Unmooring, 46
Use of oil in seas, 81

Vangs, 26
Various ways of signalling, 83

W
Warp and Weft, 51
Warps, II

Watches, 8

Watertight doors, 2

Wearing, 61, 63
West country whippings, 26
Wheel, 65
Whippings, 26
Wind's effect on sails, 58
Wire rope, 10

Wire sail roping, 54
Wire splicing, 19
Worm to, 21

Yard sprung. 79
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Appendix : Treatment, by Antidotes or otherwise, of Cases of Poisoning.

" Undoubtedly the most complete work on Toxicology in our language."—TAe Analyst (on
the Third Edition).

"As a practical guide, we know no retter work."— T/ie LancH (ontM Third Edition).

V lu the Third Edition, Enlarged and partly Re-written, New Analytical Methods have
been introduced, and the Cadaveric Alkaloids, or Ptomaines, bodies playing so great a part in

Food-poisoning and in the Manifestations of Disease, have received special attention.

LONDON : EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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MINE-SURVEYING (A Text-Book of):

For the use of Managers of Mines and Collieries, Students

at the Royal School of Mines, dc.

By BENNETT H. BROUGH, F.G.S.,

Late Instructor of Mine-Surveying, Royal School of Mines.

With Diagrams. Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth, 7s. 6d.

General Contents.

General Explanations—Measurement of Distances—Miner's Dial—Variation of
the Magnetic-Needle—Sm-veying with the Magnetic-Needle in presence of Iron—
Surveying with the Fixed Needle—German Dial—Theodolite—Traversing Under-
ground—Surface-Surveys with Theodolite—Plotting the Sur^'ey— Calculation of
Areas—Levelling—Connection of Underground- and Surface-Surveys

—

Measuring
Distances by Telescope—Setting-out—Mine-Surveying Problems

—

Mine Plans—
Applications of Magnetic-Needle in Mining

—

Appendices.

" It is the kind of book which has long been wanted, and no English-speaking Mine Agent
or Mining Student will consider his technical library complete without it."'

—

Nature.
" Supplies a long-felt want."—Iron.

" A valuable accessory to Surveyors in every department of commercial enterprise."

—

CaiHtry Guardian.

By WALTER R. BROWNE, M.A., M. iNST. C.E.
Late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

THE STUDENT'S MECHANICS:
An Introduction to the Study of Force and Motion.

With Diagrams. Crown 8vo. Cloth, 4s. 6d.

'* Clear in style and practical in method, 'Thk Student's Mechanics' is cordially to be
commended from all points oiy\^vf."'—Ath£meum.

FOUNDATIONS OF MECHANICS.
Papers reprinted from the Engineer. In Crown 8vo, is.

FUEL AND WATER:
A Manual for Users of Steam and Water.

By Phof. SCHWACKHOFER and W. R. BROWNE, M.A. (See p. 41.)

LONDON : EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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GAS MANUFACTURE
(THE CHEMISTRY OF).

A Hand-Book on the Production, Purification, and Testing^

of Illuminating Gas, and the Assay of the Bye-

Products of Gas Manufacture. For the

Use of Students.

EY

W. J. ATKINSON BUTTERFIELD, M.A., F.C.S.,

Head Chemist, Gas Works, Beckton, London, E.

With Numerous Illustrations. JIandsome Cloth. Price Os.

" The BEST WORK of its kind which we have ever had the pleasure of re-

viewing."

—

Journal ofG'as Lightiny.
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Works by GRENVILLE A. J. COLE, M.R.I.A., F.G.S.,

Professor of Geology in the Royal College of Science for Ireland.

PRACTICAL GEOLOGY
(AIDS IiS^):

If^/TH A SECTION ON PALAEONTOLOGY.

Second Edition, Revised, With Illustrations. Cloth, los. 6d.

GENERAL CONTENTS.—PART I.—Sampling of the Earth's
Crust. PART II.

—

Examination of Minerals, PART III.—Examina-
tion OF Rocks. PART IV.

—

Examination of Fossils.

"Prof. Cole treats of the examination of minerals and rocks in a way that has never
been attempted before . . . deserving of the highest praise. Here indeed are

'Aids ' INNUMERABLE and INVALUABLE. All the directions are given with the utmost clear-

cess and precision,"

—

Atheneeum.
"To the younger workers in Geology, Prof. Cole's book will be as indispensablk as a

dictionary to the learners of a Xiin^wa^^."—Saturday RevieTJU.

"That the work deserves its title, that it is full of 'Aids,' and in the highest degree
'practical,' will be the verdict of all who use it."

—

Nature.
" This EXCELLENT Manual . . . wiU be A VERY GREAT HELP. . . , The scction

on the Examination of Fossils is probably the best of its kind yet published. . . . Full
of well-digested information from the newest sources and from personal research."

—

Annmit
nfNat. History.

New and Attractive Work by Prof. COLE.

OPEN-AIR STUDIES:
An Introduction to Geology Out-of-doors.

SNith 12 Full-Page Illustrations from Photographs. Cloth. 8s. 6d.

General Contents.—The Materials of the Earth—A Mountain Hollow
—Down the Valley—Along the Shore—Acro.ss the Plains—Dead Volcanoes
—A Granite Highland—The Annals of the Earth—The Surrey Hills—The
Folds of the Mountains.

"The FAScixATixG 'Open-Air Studies' of Prof. Cole srive the subject a glow of
animation . . , cannot fail to arouse keen interest in geolozj"— Geological Matjazine.

"Eminently readable , . . every small detail in a scene touched with a sym-
pathetic kindly pen that reminds one of the lingering brush of a Oo-^^i Me.'' —Nature.
'The work of Prof. Cole combines elegance of .stvle with sciE.N'riFic thoroughness,"—

Petermanns Mittlieilungen.
' The book i.s worthy of its title : from cover to cover it is strong with bracing freshness

of the mountain and the field, while its accuracy and thoroughness show that it is the
work of an earnest and conscientious student. , . . Full of picturesque touches which
are most welcome "

—

Natural Science.
" A CHAEJiiNG BOOK, beautifully illustrated.'— ^4 //ifWc-ew?;?.

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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SEWAGE DISPOSAL WORKS:
A Guide to the Constpuetion of Works for the Prevention of the

Pollution by Sewage of Rivers and Estuaries.

BY

W. SANTO CRIMP, M.Inst.C.K, F.G.S.,
Late Assistant-Engineer, London County Council

With Tables, Illustrations in the Text, and 37 Lithographic Plates. Medium
ovo.

Second Edition,

Handsome Cloth.

Revised and Enlarged. 30s.

PART L—Introductory,
Introduction.
Details of River Pollutions and Recommenda-

tions of Various Commissions.
Hourly and Daily Flow of Sewage.
The Pail System as Afifecting Sewage.
The Separation of Rain-water from the Sewage

Proper.

Settling Tanks.
Chemical Processes.
The Disposal of Sewage-sludge.
The Preparation of Land for Sewage Dit-

posal.

Table of Sewage Farm Management.

PART II.—Sewage Disposal Works in Operation—Their
Construction, Maintenance, and Cost.

Illustrated by Plates showing the General Plan and Arrangement adopted
in each District.

Map of the LONDON Sewage System,
Crossness Outfall.

Barking Outfall.

Doncaster Irrigation Farm.
Beddington Irrigation Farm, Borough of

Croydon.
Bedford Sewage Farm Irrigation.

Dewsbury and Hitchin Intemiittent Fil-

tration.

Merton, Croydon Rural Sanitary Authority.
Swanwick, Derbyshire.
The Ealing Sewage Works.
Chiswick.
Kingston-on-Thames, A. B. C. Process.
Salford Sewage Works.

Bradford, Precipitation.

New Maiden, Chemical Treatment and
Small Filters.

Friern Barnet.
Acton, Ferozone and Polarite Process.
Ilford, Chadwell, and Dagenham Works.
Coventry.
Wimbledon.
Birmingham.
Margate.
I'ortsmouth.
BERLIN Sewage Farms.
Sewage Precipitation Works, Dortmund
(Germany;.

Treatment of Sewage by Electrolysis.

*** From the fact of the Author's having, for some years, had charge of the Main
Drainage Works of the Northern Section of the Metropolis, the chapter on London will be
found to contain many important details which would not otherwise have been available.

" All persons interested in Sanitary Science owe a debt of gratitude to Mr. Crimp. . . .

His work will be especially useful to Sanitary Authoritie.s and their advisers . . .

EMWJENTLV PRACTICAL AND USEFUL . . . givCS plaUS and de.SCriptionS of MANY OF THB
MOST IMPORTANT SEWAGE WORKS of England . . . 'with very valuable information as to

the COST of construction and working of each. . . . The carefully-prepared drawings per-

mit of an easy comparison between the different systems."

—

Lancet.

"Probably the most complete and best treatise on the subject which has appeared

in our language . . Will prove of the greatest use to all who have the problem of

Sewage Disposal to £ace."

—

Edinburs^h M&iicalJ0umal.

LONDON : EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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Griffin's '*Pocket-Book " Series.
Pocket Size. Leather. With Illustrations. 12s. 6d.

HYGIENE (A Hand-Book of),
BY

SURGEON-MAJOR A. M. DAYIES, D.P.H.Camb.,
Late Assibtaut-Professor of Hygiene, Army Medical School.

General Contents.

Air and Ventilation—Water and Water Supply—Food and Dieting

—

Removal and Disposal of Sewage— Habitations—Personal Hygiene— Soils

and Sites—Climate and Meteorolog}'-— Causation and Prevention of Disease

— Disinfection.

" This ADMIRABLE HANDBOOK . . . givcs Fui-L iufoimatlon coiiipressed into the smallest
possible Ijiilk."— i!,V/(«. Med. Journal.

'The elejraut dress of the little volume before us is but the outer coveiing of A truly rich
KERXEi, and justly merits the praise it spontaneously calls forth. Attractive to the eye, Surgeon-
Major Davies' volume is equally attractive to the miud. Students will fiml that its 590 pages
I'omprise all information necessary. Compact, handy, comprehensive, it certainly merits a
high i)1ace among the text-books or the day."

—

Sanitary Record.
'• We are glad to welcome Surgeon-Major Davies' book ... he has had amp'e opportunity

to make himself a .master of the science, and he has a right to speak. . . . Wonderfully
WELL rp TO DATE, Well and clearly wiitten, pleasant to read."—TAe Lancet.

" Really an admirable book. ... A most handy work of reference full of information."
—The Hospital.

" A singularly compact and elegant volume . . . contains an admirable jor-f^'c/s of everything
relating to Hygiene clearly and logically arranged and easy of reference. Likely, we think,
to be the favourite text-book."—Pwbtic Health.

Large Svo. Handsome Cloth. 123. 6d.

BLEACHING & CALICO-PRINTING.
A Short Manual for Students and

Practical Men.
By GEORGE DUERR,

Director of the Rleaching, Dyeing, and Printing Department at the Accrinston and Bacup
Technical Schools ; Chemist and Colourist at the Irwell Print Works.

Assisted by WILLIAM TURNBULL
(of TurnbuU &; Stockdale, Limited).

With Illustrations and upwards of One Hundred Dyed and Printed Patterns
designed specially to show various Stages of the Processes described.

"When a ready way out of a difficulty is wanted, it is ix books like this that it is found.'—
Textile Recorder.

"Mr. Duerr's work will be found most useful. . . . The information given of great
value. . . . The Recipes thoroughly practical."— rex<j7e J/anw/flcOtrer.

LONDON : EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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TST O H K S
By J. R. AINSWORTH DAVIS, B.A.,

PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, ABERYSTWYTH;
EXAMINER IX ZOOLOGV, UXIVERSITY OF ABERUEEX.

DAVIS (Prof. AInsworth): BIOLOGY (An Ele-
mentary Text-Book of). In large Crown 8vo, Cloth. Second Edition.

Part I. Vegetable Morphology and Physiology. With Complete Index-
Glossary and 128 Illustrations. Price 8s. 6d.

Part II. Animal Morphology and Physiology. With Complete Index-
Glossary and 108 Illustrations. Price los. 6d.

EACH PART SOLD SEPARATELY.
%* Note—The Second Edition has been thoroughly Revised and Enlarged,

and includes all the leading selected Types in the various Organic Groups.

"Certainly the best 'biology' ^vith which we are acquainted. It owes its pre-
eminence to the fact that it is an exxellent attempt to present Biology to the Student as a.

CORRELATED AND COMPLETE SCIENCE. The glossarial Index is a most useful addition."—
British JSIedicalJoiirnal.

" Furnishes a clear and compekhensivk exposition of the subject in a systematic
form."— Saturday Revieiv.

" Literally packed with information."

—

Glasgow MedicalJournal.

DAVIS (Prof. Ainsworth): THE FLOWERING
PLANT, as Illustrating the First Principles of Botany. Large Crown
8vo, with numerous Illustrations. 3s. 6d. Second Edition.

" It would be hard to find a Text-book which would better guide the student to an accurate
knowledge of modern discoveries in Botany. . . . The scientific accuracy of statement,
and the concise exposition of first principles make it valuable for educational purposes. In
the chapter on the Physiology' of Flowers, an admirable resume is given, drawn from Darwin,
Hermann Miiller, Kerner, and Lubbock, of what Li known of the Fertilization of Flowers."

DAVIS and SELENKA: A ZOOLOGICAL
POCKET-BOOK; Or, Synopsis of Animal Classification. Comprising
Definitions of the Phyla, Classes, and Orders, with Explanatory' Remarks
and Tables. By Dr. Emil Selenka, Professor in the University of

Erlangen. Authorised English translation from the Third German
Edition. In Small Post 8vo, Interleaved for the use of Students. Limp
Covers, 4s.

"Dr. Selenka's Manual will be found useful by all Students of Zoology. It is a compr«-
HENSrvK and successful attempt to present us with a scheme of the natural arrangement ol

the animal world."

—

Edin. Med.Jo7*maL
" Will prove very serviceable to those who are attending Biology Lectures. . . . The

trasslation is accurate and clear."

—

Lancet.

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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GAS, OIL, AND AIR ENGINES:
A Practical Text - Book on Internal Combustion Motors

without Boiler.

By BRYAN DONKIN, M.Inst.C.E.

Second Edition, Revised throughout and Enlarged. With numerous
additional Illustrations. Large 8vo. 25s.

General Contents.—Gas Engines:— General Description—Histoiy and Develop-
ment— British, French, and German Gas Engines—Gas Production for Motive Power

—

Theory' of the Gas Engine—Chemical Composition of Gas in Gas Engines— Utilisation of
Heat—Explosion and Combustion. Oil Motors :—History and Development—Various
Types— Priestman's and other Oil Engines. Hot-AiP Engines ;- History and Develop-
ment—Various Types : Stirling's, Ericsson's, &c., &c.

"The BEST BOOK NOW PUBLISHED OH Gas, Oil, and Air Engines. . . . Will be of
VERY GREAT INTEREST to the numcrous practical engineers who have to make themselves
familiar with the motor of the day. . . . Mr, Donkin has the advantage of long
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE, combined with HIGH SCIENTIFIC AND EXPERIMENTAL KNOWLEDGE,
and an accurate perception of the requirements of Engineers."

—

T/ie Eiigineer.

"The intelligence that Mr. Bryan Donkin has published a Text-book should be good
NEWS to all who desire reliable, up-to-date informaticn. . . . His book is most timely,
and we welcomed it at first sight as being just the kind of book for which everybody inter-

ested in the subject has been looking. . . . We heartily recommend Mr. Dorkin's
work. . . . A monument of careful labour. . . . Luminous and comprehensive. , . .

Nothing of any importance seems to have been omitted."

—

Jott7nal ofGas Lighting.

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (A Short Manual of).

By a. DUPRE,. Ph.D., F. R. S., and WILSON HAKE,
Ph.D., F.I.C., F.C.S., of the Westminster Hospital Medical School

Second Edition, Revised. Crown 8vo. Cloth, 7s. 6d.

"A well-written, clear and accurate Elementary' Manual of Inorganic Chemistry. . . .

We agree heartily in the system adopted by Drs. Dupre and Hake. Will make Expbri-
MKNT.'i.L Work trebly interesting because intelligible.'"—Saturday Review.

"There is no question that, given the perfect grounding of the Student in his Science,

the remainder comes afterwards to him in a manner much more simple and easily acquired.

The work is an example of the advantages of the Systematic Treatment of a
Science over the fragmentary style so generally followed. By a long way the best of the
small IManuals for Students."

—

Analyst.

HINTS ON THE PRESERVATION OF FISH,

IN REFERENCE TO FOOD SUPPLY.

By T. COSSAR EWART, M. D., F. R. S. K,
Rcs:ius Professor of Natural History, University of Edinburgh-

In Crown 8vo. Wrapper, 6d.

LONDON : EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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Second Edition, Revised. Royal Svo. With numerous Illustrations and
13 Lithographic Plates. Handsome Cloth. Price 30J.

BRIDGE-CONSTRUCTION
(A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON):

Being a Text-Book on the Construction of Bridges in

Iron and Steel.

FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS, DRAUGHTSMEN, AND ENGINEERS.

By T. CLAXTON FIDLER, M. Ixst. C.E.,
Prof, of Engineering, University College, Dundee.

"Mr. Eidler's success arises from the combination of experience and
SIMPLICITY OF TREATMENT displayed on every page. . . . Theory is kept in
subordination to practice, and his book is. therefore, as useful to girder-makers
as to students of Bridge Construction."— (" TAc Architect^' on the Second
Edition .)

" Of late years the American treatises on Practical and Applied Mechanics
have taken the lead . . . since the opening up of a vast continent has
given the American engineer a number of new bridge -problems to solve
. . . but we look to the present Treatise on Bridge-Construction, and
the Forth Bridge, to bring us to the front again ."

—

En/mieer.
'• One of the very best recent works on the Strength of Materials and its

application to Bridge-Construction. . . Well repays a careful Study."

—

Engineering.
"An indispensable handbook for the practical Engineer."

—

Nature.

HOW PLANTS LIVE AND WORK

:

A Simple Introduction to Real Life in the Plant-world,

Based on Lessons originally given to Country Children.

By ELEANOR HUGHES-GIBB.
With Illustrations. Crov/n Svo. Cloth. 2s. 6d.

*^* The attention of all interested in the Scientific Training of the Young-

is requested to this DELIGHTFULLY fresh and charming little book.

It ought to be in the hands of every Mother and Teacher throughout the land.

" The child's attention is first secured, and then, in language simple, yet
scientifically accurate, the first lessons in plant-life are set before it."

—

Natural tScitnce.
" In every way well calculated to make the study of Botany attracti^t: to-

the young."

—

Scotsman.

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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ORE & STONE MINING.
BY

C. LE NEVE FOSTER, D.Sc, F.R.S.,

PROFESSOR OF MINING. ROYAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE; H.M. INSPECTOR OF MINES.

Skcoxi) Edition, With Frontispiece and 716 Illustrations. 34s,

" Dr. Foster's book was expected to be epdch-m\kin'^, and it fully iustifies sucb expec-
Cation. ... A MOST ADMiRABt,E ac':ount of the mode of occurrence of practically all
KNOWN MINERALS. Probibly Stand -i umrivalled for completeness."

—

T/ie Mining Jourtuil.

GENERAL CONTENTS.
INTRODUCTION. Mode of Occuppence of Minerals : Classification: Tabular

Deposits, Masses—Examples: Alum, Amher. Antimotiy, Arsenic, Asbestos, Asphalt,
Barytes, Borax, Boric Acid, Carbonic Acid, Clay, Cobalt Ore, Copper Ore, iJiamonds,
Flint, Freestone, (Told Ore, Graphite, Gypsum, Ice, Iron Ore, Lead Ore, Manganese
Ore, Mica, Natural Gas. Nitrate of Soda. Ozokerite, Petroleum, Phosphate of Lime
Potassium Salts. Quicksilver Ore, Salt, Silver Ore, Slate, Sulphur, Tin Ore. Zinc Ore.
Faults. Ppospecting : Chance Discoveries — Adventitious Find^ — Geology as a
Guide to Minerals— Associated Minerals— Surface Indications. Boring: Uses ot

Bore-holes—Methods of Boring Holes: i. By Rotation, ii. liy Percussion with Rods,
iii. By Percussion with Rope. Breaking GPOund : Hand Tools—Machinery-
Transmission of Power— Excavating Machinery : i. Steam Dii:gers, ii. Dredges,
iii. Rock Drills, iv. JMachines for Cutting Grooves, v. ^iachines for Tunnelling

—

Modes of usimr Holes—Driving and Sinkin?—Fire-settin<r—Excavating bv "Water.
SuppOPting Excavations: 'J'imbering— Masonry— iMetallic Supports—Watertight
Linings— Si»ecial Processes. Exploitation: Open Works:— Hydraulic Mininir

—

Flxcavation of Minerals under Water— Extraction of Minerals by Wells and Bore-
holes—Underground ^\ orkings—B-(is— Veins— Masses. Haulage OP TpanspoPt

:

Underground: by Shoots, Pipes, Persons, Sledges, Vnliicles, Railways, Machinery,
Boats—Conveyance above Ground. Hoisting or Winding: Motors, Drums, and
Pulley Frames— Ropes, Chain.', and Attachments—Receptacles— Other Appliances

—

tsafety Appliances—Testing Ropes—Pneumatic Hoisting, Dpainage: Suriace AVater
—Dams—Drainacre Tunnels— Siphons— AVinding Machinery — Pumping Engines
above ground—Pumpinsr P>nginps below ground— Co-operative Pumjiing. Ventila-
tion: Atmosphere of Mines—Causes of Pollution ot Air— Natural Ventilation

—

Artificial Ventilation : i. Furnace Ventilation, ii. Mechanical Ventilation—Testing
the Quality of Air—Mea.suring the Quantity and Pressure of the Air—Efficiency of
Ventilating Appliances — Resistance caused by Friction. Lighting: Reflected
Daylight— Candles—Torches—Lamps—Wells Lisrht—Safety Lamps—Gas— Electric
Jjight. Descent and Ascent : Steps and Slides—Ladders— Buckets and Cages—Man
Engine. Dressing: i. Mechanical Processes: Washing, Hand Picking, Breaking
Up, Consolidation, Screening— ii. Processes depending on Physical Propertie.s :

Motion in Water, Motion in Air—Desiccation—Liquefaction and Distillation-

Magnetic Attraction— iii. Chemical Processes: Solution, Evaporation and Crystal-
lisation, Atmospheric Weatherincr, Calcination, Cementation, Amaltramation—Ap-
plication of Processes—Loss in Dressing—Sampling. Pninciples of Employrnent
of Mining LabouP : Payment by Time, Mea-;urp, or Weiglit— By Combination of
'these— By Value of Product. Legislation affecting Mines and Quappies:
•Ownership—Taxation—Working Regulations— Metalliferous Mines Kegulation Acts
—Coal Mines Regulation Act— Other Statutes. Condition of the Miner : Clothing
—Housing—Education—Sickness—Thrift—Recreation. Accidents: Death Rate of
•Miners from Accidents— Relative Accident Mortality Underground and Above-
ground—Classification ot Accidents—Ambulance Training.

"This EPOCH-MAKING work . . . appeals to men of experience no less than to

students . . . gives numercus examples from the mining practice of every country.
Many of its chapters are iipon siibiects not usually dealt with in text books. . . Of
great interest. . . . Admirably illustrated.'"

—

Bero- und Hiittenmdnnische Zeitung.
" This splendid work."—Oesterr. Ztschrft. fur Berg- und Huttenwesen.

LONTMDN: EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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Edition for 1896.

Cloth, for Office use, 8.s. 6d. Leather, for the Pocket, 8s. 6d.

iGRIFFIN'S ELECTRICAL PRICE-BOOK.
For Eleetrieal, Civil, Marine, and Borough Eng-ineers, Local

Authorities, Architects, Railway Contractors, &c., &e.

Edited by H. J. DOWSING,
Member of the Institution ofElectrical Engineers; ofthe Society ofArts ; of the London

Chamber ofCommerce, &^c.

Part L—PRICES AND DETAILS OF MACHINERY AND APPARATUS.
Part II.—USEFUL INFORMATION CONCERNING THE SUPPLY OF

ELECTRICAL ENERGY; Complete Estimates; Reports, Rules and Regu-
lations, Useful Tables, &c. ; and General Information regarding the carrying out
of Electrical Work.

" The Electrical Price-Book removes all mystery about the cost of Electrical
Power. By its aid the expense that will be entailed by utilising electricity on a large or
small s:ale can be discovered. . . . Contains that sort of information which is most often
required in an architect's office when the application of Electricity is being considered."—
A rchitcct.

" The value of this Electrical Price-Book cannot ee over-estimated. , . . Will
save time and trouble both to the engineer and the business man."—Machifiery.
%* The Publishers beg to call attention to the New Edition of the Electrical Engineers'

Price-Book. It is gratifying to learn that the work has been found useful and valuable
by the general body of Engineers, Architects, Builders, and others. The prices given for

work carried out have been acknowledged fair, and such as provide for reliable .and
GOOD WORKMANSHIP, and they have proved of use in Arbitrations, Appeals, and Assessment
Cases.

GRIFFIN (John Joseph, F.C.S.) :

CHEMICAL RECREATIONS : A Popular Manual of Experimental
Chemistry. With 540 Engravings of Apparatus. Tenth Edition. Crown
8vo. Cloth. Complete in one volume, cloth, gilt top, 12/6.

Part I.—Elementary Chemistry, 2/.

Part II.—The Chemistry of the Non-Metallic Elements, 10/6,

GURDEN (Richard Lloyd, Authorised Surveyor
for the Governments of Nev/ South Wales and Victoria) :

TRAVERSE TABLES : computed to Four Places Decimals for every

Minute of Angle up to 100 of Distance. For the use of Surveyors and
Engineers. Fourth Edition'. Folio, strongly half-bound, 21/.

*^* Published with Concurrence ofthe Surveyors- General for Nro) Souih

Wales and Victoria.

"Those who have experience m exact Survey-work will best know how to appreciate

the enormous amount of labour represented by this valuable book. The computations
enable the user to ascertain the sines and cosines for a distance of twelve miles to within

half an inch, and this by reference to but One Table, in place of the usual Fifteen

minute computations required. This alone is evidence of the assistance which the Tablet

ensure to every user, and as every Surveyor in active practice has felt the want of such

assistance, few knowing of their publication will remain without them."

—

Engineer.
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Griffin's Standard Publications
FOR

ENGINEERS, ELECTRICIANS, ARCHITECTS, BUILDERS,

NAVAL CONSTRUCTORS, AND SURVEYORS.

KiNE, Browne, Jamieson, 32, 8, 24Applied Mechanics, . Ran
Civil Eng-ineering-, .

Bpidg"e-Construction,

Design of Structures,

Sewag"e Disposal Works
Traverse Tables, .

Marine Eng'ineering*,

Stability of Ships,

The Steam-Engine, .

Chemistry for Engineers
Gas, Oil, and Air-Engines

Boiler Construction,

„ Management,
Fuel and Water (for

Steam Users),

Machinery and Millwork
Hydraulic Machinery,

Metallurgical Machinery, H. c. Jenkins,

Nautical Text-Books,

Useful Rules and Tables
for Engineers, &c..

Electrical Pocket-Book
Electrical Price-Book,

Prof. Rankine,
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GRIFFIN'S NAUTICAL SERIES,
Edited by EDW. BLACKMORE,

Master Mariner, First Class Trinity House Certificate, Assoc. Inst. N.A.

;

And AVritten, mainly, by Sailors for Sailors.

In Crown Sco. With Ilkistrations and Plates.

" A VERY USEFUL ^Y.KiY.s"—Nature. " This admirable Series."—F«//7J?a?/.
" The volumes of Messrs. Griffin's Nautical Series may well and profitably be

read by all interested in our national makitime progress."—J/flrine Engineer.
"Every Ship should have the whole Series as a Reference Library. Hand-

somely and strongly bound, clearly printed and illustrated. '—iue/7^oo^ Journ.
of Commerce.

Know YOUP Own Ship : A Simple Explanation of the Stability, Con-
struction, Tonnage, and Freeboard of Shijjs. By Thos. Walton, Naval Architect,
Lecturer to Ships' Officers, Government Navigation School, Leith. AYith numerous
Illustrations. Second Edition. 5s.

" Mr. Walton's book will be found very useful."—T/ic Engineer.
" Will attain lasting success . . . exceedingly iiA^DY:'—Ship2)ing World.

Latitude and Long-itude : How to find them. By W. J. Millar^
C.E., late Sec. to the Inst, of Engineers and Shipljuilders in Scotland. 2s.

" Cannot but prove an acquisition to those studying Navigation.'

—

Marine Engineer.
"Young Seamen will find it handy and useful, simple and clear."—T/ie Engineer.

Ppaetieal Mechanics : Applied to the requirements of the Sailor.
By Thos. Mackenzie, Master Mariner, F.R.A.S. 3s. 6d.

" This excellent BOOK . . . contains a large amount of information."—A'^atw/'e.

" Well -WORTH the money . . . exceedingly helpful."—S'/ttp^^^Hf/ '''o'"^f^-

" No Ships' Officers' bookcase will henceforth be complete without Captain-
Mackenzie's ' Practical Mechanics.' Notwithstanding my many years' experience-
at sea, it has told me how much more there is to acquire."—(Letter to the Publishers
from a ^Master Mariner).

The British Mercantile Marine; An Historical Sketch of its Rise
and Develux>ment. By the Editor. 3s. 6d.

Elementary Seamanship. By D. Wilsox-Barker, Master Mariner,
F.Pt.S.E., F.R.G.S. With Numerous Plates, two in Colom-s, and Frontispiece. 5s.

Navigation : Theoretical and Practical. By D. Wilson-Barker,
Master Mariner, &c., and William Allingham. .3s. 6d.

" Precisely tl'.e kind of work required for the New Certificates of competency in-

grades from Second Mate to extra Master. . . . Candidates will find it invalu-
able."—Dundee Advertiser.

Ocean Meteorology : For Officers of the Merchant Navy. By
William Allingham, First Class Honours, Navigation, Science and Art Dep.

Practical Algebra and Trigonometry : For the Young Sailor, &c.
By Rich. C. Buck, of the Thames Nautical Training College, H.M.S. " Worcester.

"

Medical and Surgical Help for Shipmasters and Officers
IN THE Merchant Navy. Including First Aid at Sea. By \V>l Johnson Smith,
F.R.C.S., Principal Medical Officer, Seaman's Hospital, Greenwich. With Illustra-

tions and Coloured Plates. Handsome Cloth, 6s.

" Sound, judicious, really helpful."— 7'/(? Lancet.
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Griffin's Standard Publications

GEOLOGISTS, MINE-MANAGERS, AND METALLURGISTS.
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Griffin's Chemical and Teclinological Publications.

Chemistry for Engineers,
Builders, and Manu-
facturers,

Ag-ricultural Chemistry,
Bleaching- and Calico-

Printing*,

Cements,
Dairy Chemistry,
Disinfectants, .

Dyeing-,

,, and Cleaning-,

Electro-Metallurg-y, .

Electric Smelting', .

Foods, Analysis of, .

Gas Manufacture, .

Oils, Soaps, Candles,

Painters' Colours, Varnishes, G. H. Hurst, .

Petroleum, . . MM. Eedwood and Holloway,

PhotOg'raphy, ... A. Brothers,

Poisons, Detection of, . Wynter Blyth,

Textile Printing', . . Seymour Eothwell, .

MM. Blount and Bloxam, 5

Prof. J. M. H. Munro, 29

Geo. Duerr, . . 12

G. B. Bedgrave, . 33

H. D. BicHMoxD, . 35

Dr. Bideal, . . 36

M]M. Kneciit and Bawson, 25

G. H. Hurst, . . 23

W. G. McMillan, . 27

borchers and m'mlllan, 27

Wynter Blyth, . 7

W. Atkinson Butterfield, 9

48

23

34

6

7

41

Dr. Alder Wright,

In Large Svo, with Illustrations and Folding-Plates. \qs, 6d

A Handbook for the Use of Engineers and others Engaged in

Mining, Tunnelling, Quarrying, &c.

By OSCAR GUTTMANN, Assoc. xM. Inst. C.E.
Member of the Societies of Civil Engineers and A rchitects of Vienna and Budapest,

Corresponding Member of the hup. Roy. Geological Institution ofAustria, &rc.

General Contents.—Historical Sketch—Blasting Materials—Blasting Pow-
der—Various Powder-mixtures—Gun-cotton—Nitro-glycerine and Dynamite

—

Other Xitro-compounds—Sprengel's Liquid (acid) Explosives—Other Means of
Blasting—Qualities, Dangers, and Handling of Explosives—Choice of Blasting

Materials—Apparatus for Measuring Force—Blasting in Fiery Alines—Means of

Igniting Charges—Preparation of Blasts—Bore-holes—Machine-drilling—Chamber
Mines—Charging of Bore-holes—Determination of the Charge—Blasting in Bore-

holes—Firing—Straw and Fuze Firing—Electrical Firing—Substitutes for Electrical

Firing—Results of Working—Various Blasting Operations—Quarrying—Blasting

Masonry, Iron and Wooden Structures—Blasting in earth, under water, of ice, &c
"This ADMIRABLE work."

—

Colliery Guardian.
"Should prove a vade-mecum to Mining Engineers and all engaged in practical work."

•-Iron and Coal Trades Review.

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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COAL-MINING (A Text-Book of):
FOR THE USE OF COLLIERY MANAGERS AND OTHERS

ENGAGED IN COAL-MINING.

BY

HERBERT WILLIAM HUGHES, F.G.S.,
Assoc. Royal School of Mines, Certificated Colliery Manager.

Third Edition. In Demy ?>z>o, Handsome Cloth. With very Numerous
Illustrations, mostly reducedfrom Working Drawings. iSj.

"The details of colliery work have been fully described, on the ground that

collieries are more often made remunerative by perfection in small matters
than by bold strokes of engineering. ... It frequently happens, in particular

localities, that the adoption of a combination of small improvements, any of

which viewed separately may be of apparently little value, turns an unprofitable

concern into a paying one."

—

Extractfrom Author s Preface.

GENERAL CONTENTS.
Geology : Rocks -Faults—Order of Succession—Carboniferous System in Britain.

Ooal : Definition and Formation of Coal— Classification and Commercial Value of Coals.

Search for Coal: Boring—various appliances used—Devices emploj'ed to meet Difficulties

of deep Boring— Special methods of Boring— Mather & Piatt's, American, and Diamond
systems—Accidents in Boring—Cost of Boring—Use of Boreholes. Breaking Ground;
Tools—Transmission of Power: Compressed Air, Electricity—Power Machine Drills—Coal
Cutting by iSIachinery—Cost of Coal Cutting—Explosives—Blasting in Dry and Dusty
Mines— Blasting by Electricity—Various methods to supersede Blasting. Sinking:
Position, Form, and Size of shaft—Operation of getting down to " Stoni^-head "—Method of

proceeding afterwards—Lining shafts- Keeping out Water by Tubbing—Cost of Tubbing

—

Sinking by Boring—Kind - Chaudron, and Lipmann methods—Sinking through Quicksands
— Cost of Sinking. Preliminary OpeiatioDS : Driving underground Roads—Supporting
Roof: Timbering, Chocks or Cogs, Iron and Steel Supports and Masonrj'-Arrangement of

Inset. Methoas of Working : Shaft, Pillar, and Subsidence—Bord and Pillar System

—

Lancashire Method—Longwall Method—Double Stall Method—Working Steep Seams

—

Working Thick Seams—Working Seams lying near together—Spontaneous Combustion.
Haulage: Rails—Tubs— Haulage by Horses— Self-acting Inclines—Direct-acting Haulage
—Main and Tail Rope—Endless Chain- Endless Rope—Comparison. Winding; Pit

Frames— Pulleys—Cages—Ropes—Guides—Engines—Drums—Brakes— Counterbalancing

—

Expansion—Condensation—Compound Engines— Prevention of Overwinding—Catches at pit

top—Changing Tubs—Tub Controllers— Signalling. Pumping: Bucket and Plunger
Pumps—^ Supporting Pipes in Shaft— Valves— Suspended lifts for Sinking— Cornish and
Bull Engines—Davey Differential Engine—Worthington Pump—Calculations as to size of

Pumps—Draining Deep Workings—Dams. Ventilation: Quantity of air required-
Gases met with in Mines—Coal-dust—Laws of Friction—Production of Air-currents

—

Natural Ventilation— Furnace Ventilation—Mechanical Ventilators— Efficiency of Fans—
Comparison of Furnaces and Fans—Distribution of the Air-current—Measurement of Air-

currents. Lighting: Naked Lights — Safety Lamps— Modern Lamps— Conclusions

—

Locking and Cleaning Lamps— Electric Light Underground—Delicate Indicators. Works
at Surface; Boilers—Mechanical Stokmg—Coal Conveyors—Workshops. Preparation
of Coal for Market: General Considerations—Tipplers—Screens—Van.-ing the Sizes made
by Screens—Belts— Revolving Tables—Loading Shoots—Tj'picallllustrationsof the arrange-

ment of Various Screening Establishments—Coal Washing—Dry Coal Cleaning -Briquettes.

"Quite THE BEST BOOK of its kind ... as practical in aim as a book can be . . .

touches upon every point connected with the actual working of collieries. The illustrations

are excellent."—Athettceutn.
" A Text-book on Coal-Mining is a great desideratum, and Mr. Hughes possesses

admirable qualifications for supplying it. . . . We cordially recommend the work."
—Coltiery Guardian.

" Mr. Hughes has had opportunities for study and research which fall to the lot of

but few men. If we mistake not, his text-book will soon come to be regarded as the

STANDARD WORK of its kind."

—

Bir}ninghavi Daily Gazette.
*^* Note.—The first large edition of this work was exhausted within a few months of

publication.

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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WORKS BY GEORGE H. HURST, F.C.S.,
Member of the Society of Chemical Industry ; Lecturer on the Technology of Painters'

Colours, Oils, and Varnishes, the Municipal Technical School, Manchester.

PAINTERS'
COLOURS, OILS, AND VARNISHES;

A Practical Manual.

Second Editiox, Revised and Enlarged. With Numerous Illustrations.

Price 12s. 6d.

General Contents.—Introductory

—

The Composition, Manufacture,
Assay, and Analysis of Pigments, White, Red, Yellow and Orange, Green,
Blue, Brown, and Black—Lakes—Colour and Paint Machinery—Paint Vehicles
{Oils, Turpentine, &c,, &c.)—Driers

—

Varnishes.

" This useful book will prove most valuable. We feel bound to recommend it to all
engaged in the arts concerned."

—

Chemical A'ews.
"' K practical manual in every respect . . . exceedingly instructive. The

section on Varnishes the most reasonable we have met with."

—

Chemist and Druggist.
"Very valuable information is given."

—

Plumber and Decorator.
" A thoroughly practical book, . . . constituting, we believe, the only English

work that satisfactorily treats of the manufacture of oils, colours, and pigments."

—

Chemical
Trades' Jotiryial.

" Throughout the work are scattered hints which are invaluable to the intelligent
reader. "

—

Inven tiofi.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.

GARM ENT
DYEING AND CLEANING.

A Practical Book for Practical Men.

With Numerous Illustrations. 4s. 6d.

General Contents.—Technology of the Textile Fibres—Garment Cleaning
Dyeing of Textile Fabrics—^Bleaching—Finishing of Dyed and Cleaned Fabrics

—

Scouring and Dyeing of Skin Rugs and Mats—Cleaning and Dyeing of Feathers

—

Glove Cleaning' and Dyeing—Straw Bleaching and Dyeing—Glossary of Drugs
d.nd Chemicals—Useful Tables.

" An up-to-date hand book has long been wanted, and Mr. Hurst, who has produced
several admirable works, has done nothing more complete than this. An important work,
the more so that several of the branches of the craft here treated upon are almost entirely

without English Manuals for the guidance of workers. The price brings it within the reach
of all."

—

Dyer afid Calico-Printer.
" Mr. Hurst's work decidedly fills a want . . . ought to be in the hands of

every garment dyer and cleaner in the Kingdom."

—

Textile Mercury.

LONDON : EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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WORKS BY
ANDREW JAMIESON, M.Inst.C.E., M.I.E.E., F.R.S.E.,

Professor of Electrical Engineering, The Glasgow and West of Scotland
Technical College.

PROFESSOR JAMIESON'S ADVANCED MANUALS.
In Lar^e Cro7i<n 8z'^. Fully IlluslraleJ.

1. STEAM AND STEAM-ENGINES (A Text-Book on).
For the Use of Students preparing for Competitive Examinations.

With over 200 Illustrations, Folding Plates, and Examination Papers.

Eleventh Edition. Revised and Enlarged, 8/6.

" Professor Jamieson fascinates the reader by his clearness of conception Am>
SIMPLICITY OF EXPRESSION. His treatment recalls the lecturing of Faraday."

—

Atlunaum.
"The Best Book yet published for the use of Students."

—

Engineer.
" Undoubtedly the most valuable and most complete Hand-book on the subject

that now exists."

—

Marine Engineer.

2. MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY (An Advanced Text-
Book on). Specially arranged for Advanced and " Honours " Students.

3. APPLIED MECHANICS (An Advanced Text-Book on).
Vol. I.—Comprising Parti.: The Principle of Work and its applica-

tions; Part 11. : Gearing. Price 7s. 6d. Second Edition. \^Now ready.

"Fully maintains the reputation of the Author—more we cannot say."

—

Tract.
Engineer.

Vol. II.—Comprising Parts III. to VI. : Motion and Energy; Strength
of Materials ; Graphic Statics ; Hydraulics and Hydraulic Machiner}-.

[/« aclize preparation.

PROFESSOR JAMIESON'S INTRODUCTORY MANUALS.
IVith numerous lUlustrations and Examination Papers.

1. STEAM AND THE STEAM-ENGINE (Elementary Text-
Book on). For First-Year Students. Fifth Edition. 3/6.
" Quite the right sort of book."—E?tgineer.
"Should be in the hands of every engineering apprentice."

—

Practical Engineer.

2. MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY (Elementary Text-
Book on). For First-Year Students. Fourth Edition. 3/6.
"A CAPITAL text-book . . . The diagrams are an important feature."

—

Schoohnasier.
"A thoroughly trustworthy Text-book. . . . Arrangement as good as well

can be. . . . Diagrams are also excellent. . . . The subject throughout treated as an
essentially practical one, and very clear instructions z^yG.v\.."—Nature.

3. APPLIED MECHANICS (Elementary Text-Book on).
Specially arranged for First-Year Students. Second Edition. 3,6.

"Nothing is taken for granted. . . . The work has very high qualities, which
may be condensed into the one word ' clear.' "

—

Science and Art.

A POCKET-BOOK of ELECTRICAL RULES and TABLES,
FOR THE USE OF ELECTRICIANS AND ENGINEERS.

Pocket Size. Leather, 8s. 6d. Tzaelfth Edition, revised and enlarged.

LONDON : EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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" The MOST VALUABLE and useful work on Dyeing that has yet appeared in the English
language . . . likely to be the Standard \Vuek of Eeferesck for years to come."'

—

Textile Mercury.

In Two Large 8vo Volumes, 920

pp., with a SUPPLEMENTARY
Volume, containing Specimens

of Dyed Fabrics. Handsome

Cloth, 45s.

MANUAL OF DYEING:
FOR THE USE OF PRACTICAL DYERS, MANUFACTURERS, STUDENTS,

AND ALL INTERESTED IN THE ART OF DYEING.

BY

E. KNECHT, Ph.D., F.I.C., CHR. RAWSON, F.I.C., F.C.S.,

Head of the Chemistry and Dyeing JJepartnient of Late Head of the Chemistry and Dyeing Department
the Technical School, Manchester; Mitjr of "The for the Teclmical College, Bradford; Member of
Journal of the Society of Dyers and Coluurists ;

"
Councii ot the Society ff Dyers and Colourists

;

And RICHARD LOEWENTHAL, Ph.D.

General Contents.—Chemical Technology of the Textile Fabrics

—

Water—Washing and Bleaching— Acids, Alkalies, Mordants — Natural

Colouring Matters—Artificial Orfjanic Colouring Matters— Mineral Colours

—Machinery used in Dyeing—Tinctorial Properties of Colouring Matters

—

Analysis and Valuation of Materials used in Dyeing, &c., &c.

" This MOST VALUABLE woKK . . "mil be widely appreciated."— CTie/KJca? 3>«-,j.

" This authoritative acd exhaustive work ... the most complete we have yet seen

on the subject."

—

Textile Manufacturer.
" The most eseaustive and complete work on the subject extant."

—

Textile Recorder.

" The distinguished authors have placed in the hands of those daily engaged in the dye-

honse or laboratory a work of extreme value and undoubted utility . . . appeals
quickly to the technologist, colour chemist, dyer, and more particularly to the rising dyer
of the present generation. A book which it is refreshing to meet -vi^ith."—American Textile

Record.

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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GETTING GOLD:
A GOLD-MINING HANDBOOK FOR PRACTICAL MEN.

]{Y

J. C. R JOHXSOX, F.a.S., A.I.M.E.,
Life Member Australasian Mine-Managers' Association.

Crow)i Si'o, Extra. With Illustrations. Cloth, 3s. 6d.

"Gettixg GtOLd" is a compendium, in specially concrete form, of nsefal information
respecting tiie processes of wi:»nin-g from the soil and after-treatment of Gold and
Gold ores, including some original discoveries by the Author. Practical information,
original and selected, is given to Mining Company Directors, Mine Managers, Quartz
Mill Operators, and Pio^pe^tors.
In '-Kules of Thumb." Chapters xi. and xii , will be found a large number of useful hints

on subjects directly an.l indirectly connected with gold mining. The Author's mining
experience exten'ls biclv thirty year.s and it may therefore be assumed ihat the infor-

mati"n, original or compiled, whicn the book contains, will be found both interesting and
profitable to many who are engaged in that most fascinating, if not always most proatible,
pursuit—"getting gold."
%* Some six years ago the Author published a small book entitled Practical Mining. Of

this ten thousand copies were sold, nearly all in Australasia, and the work is now out of
print. The London Mining Journal of September Oth, 1891, said of it :

•' We have seldom
seen a book in which so much iuteresting matter combine! with useful information is

given in so small a space.'

NEW VOLUME OF GRIFFIN'S MINING SERIES.

Edited by C. LE NEVE FOSTER, D.Sc, F.R.S.,

H.M. Inspector of Mines, Professor of Mining, Royal School of Mines.

Mine Accounts and Mining Book-keeping,

A Manual for the Use of Students, Managers of

Metalliferous Mines and Collieries, and
others interested in Mining*.

WitJt venj Numerous Examples taken from the Actual Practice

of leading Mining Companies throwjhout tlte world.

BY

JAMES G. LAWX, Assoc.R.S.M.,
Professor of Mining at the South African School of Mines, Capetown,

Kimberley, and Johannesburg.

In Larye Svo.

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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WALTER G. MCMILLAN, F.LC, F.C.S.,
Lecturer in Metallurgy at Mason College, Birmingham.

ELECTRIC SMELTING AND REFINING:
A PRACTICAL MANUAL OF

The Extraction and Treatment of Metals by Electrical Methods.
Being the " Elektro-Metallurgie " of Dr. W. Borchers.

Translatedfrom the Second German Edition

By WALTER G. M'MILLAN, F.I.C., F.C.S.

In large 8vo. With Numerous Illustrations and Three Folding-Plates.

%* The Publishers beg to call attention to this valuable work. Dr. Borchers'
treatise is practical throughout. It confines itself to one branch of Electro-Chemistry,
viz. :

—

Electrolysis, a subject which is daily becoming of more and more importance to
the Practical ]Metallurgist and Manufacturer. Already in the extraction of Aluminium,
the refining of Copper, the treatment of Gold and other metals, electrical processes are
fast taking the place of the older methods. Dr. Borchers' work is acknowledged as the
standard authority on the subject in Germany, and the English version, from tlie able
pen of Mr. W. G. .AI'Millan (author of the well-known Treatise on Electro-Deposition
and Electro-Plating) will, it is believed, take equal rank in English-speaking countries.

ELECTRO-METALLURGY (A Treatise on)

Embracing the Application of Electrolysis to the Plating, Depositing,

Smelting, and Refining of various Metals, and to the Repro-
duction of Printing Surfaces and Art-Work, &c.

By WALTER G. MCMILLAN, F.LC, F.C.S.

With numerous Illustrations. Large Crown Svo. Cloth 10s. 6d.

General Contents.—Introductory—Sources of Current— General Condition

to be observed in Electro-Plating—Plating Adjuncts and Disposition of Plant

—

Cleansing and Preparation of Work for the Depositing-Vat, and Subsequent Polishing

of Plated Goods—Electro -Deposition of Copper—Electrotyping—Electro-Deposition

of Silver—of Gold—of Nickel and Cobalt—of Iron—of Platinum, Zinc, Cadmium,
Tin, Lead, Antimony, and Bismuth; Electro-chromy—Electro- Deposition of Alloys

—

Electro-Metallurgical Extraction and Refining iProcesses— Recovery of certain

Metals from their Solutions or Waste Substances—Determination of the Proportion

of Metal in certain Depositing Solutions—Appendix.

"This excellent treatise, . . . one of the best and most completb
manuals hitherto published on Electro-Metallurgy."

—

Electrical Review.
" This work will be a sTA>'DARt)."

—

Jeiceller.

"Any metallurgical process which reduces the cost of production

must of necessity prove of great commercial importance. . . . We
recommend this manual to all who are interested in the practical
application of electrolytic processes."

—

Nature.

LONDON : EXETER STREET, STRAND,
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MACKENZIE (Thos., Master Mariner, F.R.A.S.):

PRACTICAL MECHANICS: Applied to the Requirements of

the Sailor. Crown 8vo, with numerous Illustrations. Handsome
Cloth. 3s. 6d. \_GriJfLn's Nautical Series,

" Calculated to he of great practical service."—Falrplai/.
" This excelle>'T book . . . contains a large amount of information."

—Nature.
" Well worth the money . . . will be found exceedingly helpful."—

Shipinng World.
'' No Ships' Officers' bookcase will henceforth be complete without

Captain Mackenzie's ' Practical Mechanics.' Notwithstanding ray many-
years' experience at sea, it has told me how viuch more there is to acquire.'''—
(Letter to the Publishers from a Master Mariner).

MILLAR (W. J., C.E., late Secretary to the Inst.

of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland) :

LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE: How to Find them. Crown
Svo, with Diagrams. 2s. {^Griffin's Nautical Series.

" Concisely and clearly \vritten . . . cannot but prove an acquisition

to those studying Navigation."

—

Marine Engineer.
" Young Seamen will find it handy and useful, simple and clear."'— The

Enginieer.

Second Edition. Enlarged, and very fully Illustrated. Cloth, 4.s. %d.

STEAM - BOI LE RS:
THEIR DEFECTS, MANAGEMENT, AND CONSTRUCTION.

By R D. MUNKO,
Chief Engineer of the Scottish Boiler Insurance and Engine Inspection Company.

This work, written chiefly to meet the wants of Mechanics, Engine-

keepers, and Boiler-attendants, also contains information of the first import-

ance to every user of Steam-power. It is a practical work written for prac-

tical men, the language and rules being throughout of the simplest nature.

" A valuable companion for workmen and engineers engaged about Steam
Boilers, ought to be carefully studied, and always at hand."— Co/Z. Guardian.

" The subjects referred to are handled in a trustworthy, clear, and practical

manner. . . . The book is very useful, especially to steam users,

artisans, and young engineers."—^n(7meer.

By the same Author.

KITCHEN BOILER EXPLOSIONS: Why
they Occur, and How to Prevent their Occurrence? A Practical Hand-

book based on Actual Experiment. With Diagrams and Coloured Plate,

Price 3$.

LONDON : EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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MUNRO & JAMIESON'S ELECTRICAL POCKET-BOOK.

Twelfth Edition, Revised and Enlarged.

A POCKET-BOOK
OF

ELECTRICAL RULES & TABLES
FOR THE USE OF ELECTRICIANS AND ENGINEERS.

BY

JOHN MUNRO, C.E., & Prof. JAMIESON, M.Inst.C.E., F.R.S.E.

With Numerous Diagrams. Pocket Size. Leather, 83. 6d.

GENERAL CONTENTS.
Units of Measurement. Electro-Metallurgy.
Measures. !

Batteries.
Testing.

I

Dynamos and Motors.
Conductors. Transformers.
Dielectrics. Electric Lighting
Submarine Cables. :

Miscellaneous.
Telegraphy. Logarithms.
Electro-Chemistry. I Appendices.

" Wonderfully Perfect. . . . Worthy of the highest commendation we cam

give it."

—

Electrician.

"The Sterling Value of Messrs. Munro and Jamieson's Pockkt-Book."—
Electrical JUvieiv.

MUNRO (J. M. H., D.Sc, Professor of Chemistry,

Downton College of Agricultui-e)

:

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY AND ANALYSIS : A Prac-

tical Hand-Book for the Use of Agricultural Students,

NYSTROM'S POCKET-BOOK OF MECHANICS
AND ENGINEERING. Revised and Corrected by W. Dennis Marks,

Ph.B., C.E, (YALE S.S.S.), \Vhitney Professor of Dynamical Engineering,

University of Pennsylvania. Pocket Size. Leather, 15s. Twentieth

Edition, Revised and greatly enlarged.

LONDON : EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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Demy 8vo, HandsoTne cloth, 18s.

Physical Geology and Palaeontology,

OJ^ THE BASIS OF PHILLIPS.
BY

HARRY GOVIER SEELEY, F. R. S.,
PROFESSOR OF GEOGRAPHY IN KING'S COLLEGE, LONDON.

Witb jprontlspiece In Cbromo^Xltbosrapbg, anO 5Uu0tratton^

" It is impossible to praise too highly the research which Professor Seeley's
• Physical Geology ' evidences. It is far more than a Text-book—it is

a Directory to the Student in prosecuting his researches."

—

Presidential Ad-

dress to the Geological Society, 1885, by Rev. Prof. Bonney, D.Sc. , LL.D., P.P.S.
" Professor Seeley maintains in his ' Physical Geology ' the high

reputation he al'-eady deservedly bears as a Teacher. " — Dr. Henry Wood-

ward, F.P.S.y in the " Geological Magazine.^''

" Professor Seeley's vi-ork includes one of the most satisfactory Treatises

on Lithology in the English language. ... So much that is not accessible

in other M^orks is presented in this volume, that no Student of Geology can

aiiord to be without it."

—

American Journal of Engineering.

Demy Svo, Handsome cloth, SJjs.

StratigrapMcal Geology & Palaeontology,

ox THE BASIS OF PHILLIPS.

BY

ROBERT ETHERIDGE, F. R. S.,

THH NATURAL HIST. DEPARTMENT, BRITISH MUSEUM, LATE PALEONTOLOGIST TO 1

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF GREAT BRITAIN, PAST PRESIDENT OF THH
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY, ETC.

Timitb ^ap, IFlumerous ^ableSt anD ;rbfrt^*6lx plates*

\* Prospectus of the above important work—perhaps the most elaborate of

its kind ever written, and one calculated to give a ne7v strength to the study

of Geology in Bt itain—may be had on application to the Publishers.

•* No such compendium of geological knowledge has ever been brought together before."—

Wasttninster Review.
, . r •

" If Prof. Skele%'"s volume was remarkable for its originaUty and the breadth of its views,

Mr. Ethkridge fully justifies the assertion made in his preface that his book differs in con-

atruction and detail from any known manual. . . . Must take high rank amomg works
wr VLmra3LKtiCK."—Athefueum.

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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Third Edition. With Folding Plates and Many Illustrations.

Large 8vo, Handsome Cloth. 36s.

ELEMENTS OF METALLURGY

5

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE ART OF EXTRACTING METALS

FROM THEIR ORES.

By J. ARTHUR PHILLIPS, M.Inst.C.E., F.C.S., F.G.S., &a
And H. BAUERMAN, Y.P.G.S.
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WORKS BY

W. J. MACQUORN RANKINE, LL.D, F.R.S,
Late Regius Professor of Civil Engineering in the University of Glasgow.

THOILOUGIILY REVISED BY

"W. J. MIL LAB, C.E.,
Late Secretary to the Institute of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland.

I. A MANUAL OF APPLIED MECHANICS :

Comprising the Principles of Statics and Cinematics, and Theory of

Structures, Mechanism, and Machines. With Numerous Diagrams.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d. Fourteenth Edition.

II. A MANUAL OF CIVIL ENGINEERING

:

Comprising Engineering Surveys, Earthwork, Foundations, Masonry, Car-

pentry, Metal Work, Eoads, Railways, Canals, Px.ivers, Waterworks,
Harbours, &c. With Numerous Tables and Illustrations. Crown 8vo,

cloth, 16s. Nineteenth Edition.

III. A MANUAL OF MACHINERY AND MILLWORK :

Comprising the Geometiy, Motions, Work, Strength, Construction, and
Objects of Machines, &c. Illustrated with nearly 300 Woodcuts.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 12s. 6d. Seventh Edition.

IV. A MANUAL OF THE STEAM-ENGINE AND OTHER
PRIME MOVERS:

With Numerous Tables and Illustrations, and a Diagram of the Mechanical

Properties of Steam. Crown Svo, cloth, 12s. 6d. Fourteenth Edition.

V. USEFUL RULES AND TABLES

:

For Architects, Builders, Engineers, Founders, Mechanics, Shipbuilders,

Surveyors, &c. With Appendix for the use of Electrical Engineers.

By Professor Jamieson, F.R.S. E. Seventh Edition. 10s. 6d.

VI. A MECHANICAL TEXT-BOOK

:

A Practical and Simple Introduction to the Study of Mechanics. By
Professor IIankine and E. F. Bamber, C.E. With Numerous Illus-

trations. Crown Svo, cloth, 9s. Fourth Edition.

%* The " Meciiaxical Tkxt-Book " was designed by Professor Rankini at an Lmtio-
oucTiON to the above Series of Manuals.

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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Prof. Rankine's Works—{Continued).

VII. MISCELLANEOUS SCIENTIFIC PAPERS.

Royal Svo. Cloth, 31s. 6d.

Part I. Papers relating to Temperature, Elasticity, and Expansion of

Vapours, Liquids, and Solids. Part II. Papers on Energy and its Trans-

formations. Part III. Papers on Wave-Forms, Propulsion of Vessels, &c.

With Memoir iDy Professor Tait, M.A. Edited by VV. J. Millar, C.E.

With fine Portrait on Steel, Plates, and Diagrams.

" No more enduring Memorial of Professor Ranldne could be devised than the publica-
tion of these papers in an accessible form. . . . The Collection is most valuable on
account of the nature of his discoveries, and the beauty and completeness of his analysis.
. . . The Volume exceeds in importance any work in the same department published
in our time "

—

A rchitect.

CALCAREOUS CEMENTS:
THEIR NATURE, PREPARATION, AND USES.

By gilbert R. REDGRAVE, Assoc. Inst. C.E.

With Illustrations. 8s. 6d.

General Contents.—Introduction—Historical Review of the Cement

Industry—The Early Days of Portland Cement—Composition of Portland

Cement—Processes of Manufacture—The Washmill and the Backs-

Flue and Chamber Drying Processes—Calcination of the Cement Mixture

—

Grinding of the Cement—Composition of Mortar and Concrete

—

Cement
Testing — Chemical Analysis of Portland Cement, Lime, and Raw
Materials— Employment of Slags for Cement Making — Scott's Cement,

Selenitic Cement, and Cements produced from Sewage Sludge and the

Refuse from Alkali Works— Plaster Cements — Specifications for Portland

Cement—Appendices (Gases Evolved from Cement Works, Effects of Sea-

water on Cement, Cost of Cement Manufacture, &c., &c.)

" A work calculated to be of great and extended x:tii.^ty."—Chemical News.

" Invaluable to the Student, Architect, and Engineer."—5«i7c?tngr News.
•' A work of the greatest interest and usefclness, which appears at a very criticai

period of the Cement Trade."

—

Brit. Trade Journal.

" "Will be useful to ALL interested in the mancfactckk, use, and testing of Cements."--
Engineer.

LONDON : EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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I>ETR01LiEXJlVi:
AND /TS PRODUCTS:

BOYERTON REDWOOD,
F.K.S.E., F.LC, Assoc. Inst. C.E.,

Hon. Corr. Mem. of the Imperial Russian Technical Society ; Mem. of the American Chemical
Society ; Consulting Adviser to the Corporation of London under the

Petroleum Acts, &c., &c.

Assisted by GEO. T. HOLLOWAY, F.LC, Assoc. R.C.S.,

And Numerous Contributors.

In Two Volumes, Large 8vo. Price 45s.

"CClttb IRumerous /nbaps, plates, anO illustrations in tbe ZcxU

GENERAL CONTENTS.
I. General Historical Account of VIII. Transport, Storage, and Dis-

the Petroleum Industry. tribution of Petroleum.
II, Geological and Geographical

i IX. Testing of Petroleum.
Distribution of Petroleum and I X. Application and Uses of
Natural Gas,

!
Petroleum,

III, Chemical and Physical Pro- XI. Legislation on Petroleum at
perties of Petroleum, Home and Abroad,

IV. Origin ofPetroleum and Natural XII. Statistics of the Petroleum
Gas, Production and the Petroleum

Trade, obtained from the
most trustworthy and official

sources.

V, Production of Petroleum,
Natural Gas, and Ozokerite.

VI. The Refining of Petroleum.
VII. The Shale OU and Allied In-

dustries.

" The MOST COMPREHENSIVE AND CONVENIENT ACCOUNT that has vet appeared
of a gigantic industry which has made incalculable additions to the comfort of

civilised man. . . . The chapter dealing with the arrangement for storage
and TRANSPORT of GREAT PRACTICAL INTEREST. . . . The DIGEST of LEGIS-
LATION on the subject cannot but prove of the greatest utility."— The Times.
"A SPLENDID CONTRIBUTION to our technical literature."

—

Chemical News.
"This THOROUGHLY STANDARD WORK ... in every way excellent

. . most fully and ably handled . . . could only have been produced
by a man in the very exce[)tional position of the Author. . . . Indispen-
sable to all who have to do with Petroleum, its applications, manufacture,
STORAGE, or transport."—Mining Journal.

" We must concede to Mr. Redwood the distinction of having produced a
treatise which must be admitted to the rank of the indispensables. It con-
tains THE LAST WORD that can be said about Petroleum in any of its SCIENTIFIC,

technical, and legal aspects. It would be difficult to conceive of a more
comprehensive and explicit account of the geological conditions associated with
the supply of Petroleum and the very practical question of its amount and
DURATION."

—

Journ. of Gas Lighting.
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Royal 8uo, Handsome Cloth, 25t.

THE STABILITY OF SHIPS.
BY

SIR EDWARD J. REED, K.C.B., F.R.S., M.P.,

rWICHT OF THE IMPERIAL ORDERS OF ST. STANILAUS OF RUSSIA ; FRANCIS JOSEPH 0»
AUSTRIA ; MEDJIDIE OF TURKEY ; AND RISING SUN OF JAPAN ; VICE-

PRESIDENT OF THE INSTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS.

With numerous Ulusirations and Tables.

This work has been written for the purpose of placing in the haii(k of Naval Constructors,
Shipbuilders, Officers of the Royal and Mercantile Marines, and all Students of Naval Science,
a complete Treatise upon the Stability of Ships, and is the only work in the English
Language dealing exhaustively with the subject.

In order to render the work complete for the purposes of the Shipbuilder, whether at
home or abroad, the Methods of Calculation introduced by Mr. F. K. Barnes, Mr. Gray,
M. Reech, M. Daymard, and Mr. Benjamin, are all given separately, illustrated by
Tables and worked-out examples. The book contains more than 200 Diagrams, and is

illustrated by a large number of actual cases, derived from ships of all descriptions, but
especially from ships of the Mercantile Marine.

The work will thus be found to constitute the most comprehensive and exhaustive Treatise,

hitherto presented to the Profession on the Science of the Stability of Ships.

" Sir Edward Reed's ' Stability of Ships ' is invaluable. In it the Student, nevr
to the subject, will find the path prepared for him, and all difficulties explained with the-

utmost care and accuracy ; the Ship-draughtsman will find all the methods of calculation at

present in use fully explained and illustrated, and accompanied by the Tables and Forms
employed ; the Shipowner will find the variations in the Stability of Ships due to differences

in forms and dimensions fully discussed, and the devices by which the state of his ships under
all conditions may be graphically represented and easily understood ; the Naval Architect
will find brought together and ready to his hand, a mass of information which he would other-

wise have to seek in an almost endless variety of publications, and some of which he would
possibly not be able to obtain at all elsewhere."

—

Steamship.

"This important and VALUABLE WORK . . . Cannot be too highly recommended to

all connected with shipping interests."

—

Iron.

" This VERY IMPORTANT TREATISE, . . . the MOST INTELLIGIBLE, INSTRUCTIVE, and
COMPLETE that has ever appeared."

—

Nature.

"The volume is an essential one for the shipbuilding profession."— JTifx/wMtr/rr

RICHMOND (H. Droop, F.C.S., Chemist to the

Aylesbury Dairy Company) :

DAIRY CHEMISTRY FOR DAIRY MANAGERS : A Practical-

Handbook. {Griffin's Technological Manuals.)

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STRAND
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Fourth Edition, Revised. With Additional Illustrations. Price 6s.

PRACTICAL SANITATION:
A HAND-BOOK FOR SANITARY INSPECTORS AND OTHERS

INTERESTED IN SANITATION.

By GEORGE REID, M.D., D.P.H.,
Fellow of the Sanitary Institute of Great Britain, and Medical Officer^

Staffordshire County Council.

Mltb an BppeuDis on Sanltars Xavv.

By HERBERT MAN LEY, M.A., M.B., D.P.H.,
Medical Officer ofHealthfor the County Borough of West Bromivich.

General Contents.—Introduction— Water Supply: Drinking Water,
Pollution of Water—Ventilation and Warming — Principles of Sewage
Removal — Details of Drainage ; Refuse Removal and Disposal—Sanitary

and Insanitary Work and Appliances—Details of Plumbers' Work—House
Construction — Infection and Disinfection — Food, Inspection of ; Charac-
teristics of Good Meat ; Meat, Milk, Fish, &c., unfit for Human Food

—

Appendix : Sanitary Law ; Model Bye-Laws, &c.
"A VERY USEFUL HANDBOOK, with a very useful Appendix. We recommend

it not only to Sanitary Inspectors, but to Householders and all interested

in Sanitary matters."

—

Sanitary Record.

fn Large Sz'^, ffandsof/ie Cloth. I2s. 6d.

DISINFECTION & DISINFECTANTS
(AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF).

Together with an Account of the Chemical Substances used
as Antiseptics and Preservatives.

By SAMUEL RIDEAL, D.Sc.Lond., F.LC, F.C.S.,

Examiner in Chemistry to the Royal College of Physicians: formerly Lecturer on
Chemistry, St. George's Hospital Medical School, &c , &c.

With Folding- Plate and Illustrations of the most Approved Modern
Appliances.

*»* "Notwithstanding the rapid development of Sanitary Science in this country, there does
not exist at the present time in the English language any book M-hich deals exclusively with the
composition of Bisixfeciants. The i>resent volume will, therefore, supply a want which has
been felt not only by the chemist and bacteriologist, but also by those who are concerned with the
practical work of disinfection. . . ."—Extract frojx Author's Pheface.
"Dr. Rideal's volume is bound to prove of oreat value, both as a practical guide and as a

WORK OF REFERENCE."—P^iaj-mnceMOcoZ Journal.

"Ay E.XHAUSTivE Treatise, dealing with the "wnoLE range of the subject :—Disinfection by
Heat, Chemical Disinfectants, Practical Methods, Personal Disinfection, Legal Regulations, and
Methods of Analysis ... so very well done and so useful that it will be valued by all
connected with Sanitation and Public Health."— C/ie7nis< and Druggist.
" A book that has long been wanted . . . will prove of vert great value."—iocaJ Govern-

ment Journal.

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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GRIFFIN'S "FIRST AID" PUBLICATIONS.

®\\ Xan^>
Third Edition, Revised. Lar(je Croicn 8t'o. Handsome Cloth. 45.

A MANUAL OF AMBULANCE.
By J. SCOTT PvIDDELL, CM., M.B., M.A.,

Assistant-Surgeon, Aberdeen Royal Infirmary: Lecturer and Examiner to the Aberdeen
Ambulance Association ; Examiner to the St. Andrew's Ambulance Association,

Glasgcnv, and the St. John Ambulance Association, London.

With Numerous Illustrations and Full Page Plates.

General Contents.—Outlines of Human Anatomy and Physiology

—

The Triangular Bandage and its Uses—The Roller Bandage and its Uses
— Fractures—Dislocations and Sprains—Haemorrhage—Wounds—Insensi-
bility and Fits—^\sphyxia and Drowning— Sufiocation—Poisoning—Bums,
Frost-bite, and Sunstroke—Pvemoval of Foreign Bodies from (a) The Eye ;

(6) The Ear; (c) The Xose; (cZ) The Throat; (e) The Tissues—Ambulance
Transport and Stretcher Drill—The After-treatment of Ambulance Patients
—Organisation and Management of Ambulance Classes—Appendix : Ex-
amination Papers on First Aid.

"A CAPITAL BOOK. . . . The directions are snor.x and clear, and testify to the
hand of an able surgeon.'"

—

Edin. Med. Journal.
" This little volume seems to us about as good as it could possibly be. . . . Contains

practically every piece of information necessary to render First aid. . . . Should find
its place in every household library."— Z^ai/v Chronicle.

" So ADMIRABLE IS this woi'k, that it is difficult to imagine how it could be better."

—

Colliery Guardian.

Ht Sea>

Crown 8vo, Extra. Handsome Cloth. 65.

A MEDICAL AND SURGICAL HELP
FOR SHIPMASTERS AND OFFICERS

IN THE MERCHANT NAVY.
INCLUDING

FIRST AID TO THE INJURED.
By WM. JOHNSON" SMITH, F.R.C.S.,

Principal Medical Officer, Seamen's Hospital, Greenwich.

With Coloured Plates and Numerous Illustrations.

*,* The attention of all interested in our Merchant Navy is requested to this exceedingly
useful and valuable work. It is needless to say that it is the outcome of many years'

PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE amougst Seamen.
''Sound, judicious, really helpful."—The Lancet.

"It would be difficult to fliid a Medical and Surgical Guide more clear and comprehensive
than Mr. JoiixsoN Smith, whose experience at the Greenwich Hospital eminently qualiflep.

him for the task. ... A most attractive work. . . . We have read it from cover
to cover. . . . It gives clearly written advice to Masters and Officers in all medical and
surgical matters likely to come before them when remote from the land and without a
doctor. . . . We recommend the work to evert Shipmaster and Officer."—Zirerpoo/
Journal of Commerce.

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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STANDARD W0RKJ1)F REFERENCE
FOR

Metallurgists, Mine-Owners, Assayers, Manufacturers,
and all interested, in the development of

the Metallurgical Industries.

EDITED BY

W. C. ROBERTS-AUSTEN, C.B., F.R.S.,
CHEMIST AND ASSAYER OF THE ROYAL MINT ; PROFESSOR OF METALLURGY IN

THE ROYAL COLLEGE OF SCIENCE.
In Large %vo. Handsome Cloth. With Illustrations.

VOLUMES ALREADY PUBLISHED.
L INTRODUCTION to the STUDY of METALLURGY.

By the Editor. Fourth Edition. 125. 6d.

" No English text-book at all approaches this in the COMPLETENESS with
which the most modern views on the subject are dealt with. Professor Austen's
volume will be invaluable, not only to the student, but also to those whose
knowledge of the art is far advanced."

—

Chemical News.
" Invaluable to the student. . . . Rich in matter not to be readily found

elsewhere. "

—

Athenceum.
" This volume amply realises the expectations formed as to the result of the

labours of so eminent an authority. It is remarkable for its originality of con-
ception and for the large amount of information which it contains. . . . We
recommend every one who desires information not only to consult, but to study
this work."

—

Engineering.
" Will at once take front rank as a text-book."

—

Science and Art.
" Prof. Roberts-Austen's book marks an epoch in the histor}- of the teaching

of metallurgy in this countr>\"

—

Industries.

2. GOLD (The Metallurgy of). By Thos. Kirke Rose,
D.Sc, Assoc. R.S.M., F.I.C., of the Royal Mint. Second Edition,
2 IS. (See p. 40).

3. IRON (The Metallurgy of). By Thos. Turner,
Assoc. R.S.M., F.I.C., F.C.S. i6s. (Seep. 46).

Will be Published at Short Interz<als.

4. STEEL (The Metallurgy of). Bv F. W. Harbord,
Assoc. R.S.M., F.I. C.

5. COPPER (The Metallurgy of). By Thos. Gibb, Assoc.
Royal School of Mines. \_At Press.

6. METALLURGICAL MACHINERY: the Application of
Eneineering to Metallurgical Problems. By Henry Charles Jenkins,
WLSc, Assoc.R.S.M., Assoc. M. Inst. C.E., of the Royal Mint.

7. ALLOYS. By the Editor.

*^* Other Volumes in Preparation.
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SJECOJVD EDITIO^^, Bevised and Enlarged.
In Large 8vo, Handsome cloth, 34s.

HYDRAULIC POWER
HYDRAULIC ""machinery.

BY

HENRY ROBINSON, M. Inst. C.E., F.G.S.,

FELLOW OF king's COLLEGE, LONDON ; PROF. OF CIVIL ENGINEERING,
king's COLLEGE, ETC., ETC.

TWlitb numerous llClooDcuts, anO Sijt^=nine plates*

General Contents.

Discharge through Orifices— Gauging Water by Weirs—Flow of Water
through Pipes—The Accumulator—The Flow of Solids—Hydraulic Presses

and Lifts—Cyclone Hydraulic Baling Press—Anderton Hydraulic Lift

—

Hydraulic Hoists (Lifts)—The Otis Elevator—Mersey Raihvay Lifts—City

and South London Railway Lifts—North Hudson County Railway Elevator

—

Lifts for Subways—Hydraulic Ram—Pearsall's Hydraulic Engine—Pumping-
Engines—Three- Cylinder Engines—Brotherhood Engine—Rigg's Hydraulic

Engine—Hydraulic Capstans—Hydraulic Traversers—Movable Jigger Hoist

—

Hydraulic Waggon Drop—Hydraulic Jack—Duckham's Weighing Machine

—

Shop Tools—Tweddell's Hydraulic Rivetter—Hydraulic joggling Press

—

Tweddell's Punching and Shearing Machine—Flanging Machine—Hydraulic

Centre Crane—Wrightson's Balance Crane— Hydrauhc Power at the Forth

Bridge—Cranes—Hydraulic Coal-Discharging Machines—Hydrauhc Drill

—

Hydraulic Manhole Cutter—Hydraulic Drill at St. Gothard Tunnel—Motors
with Variable Power—Hydraulic Machinery on Board Ship—Hydraulic Points

and Crossings—Hydraulic Pile Driver—Hydraulic Pile Screwing Apparatus-
Hydraulic Excavator— Ball's Pump Dredger—Hydraulic Power applied to

Bridges—Dock-gate Machinery—Hydraulic Brake—Hydraulic Power applied

to Gunner)'—Centrifugal Pumps—Water Wheels—Turbines—Jet Propulsion

—

The Gerard-Barre Hydraulic Railway—Greathead's Injector Hydrant—Snell's

Hydrauhc Transport System—Greathead's Shield—Grain Elevator at Frank-

fort—Packing—Power Co-operation—Hull Hydraulic Power Company-
London Hydraulic Power Company—Birmingham Hydraulic Power System

—Niagara Falls—Cost of Hydraulic Power—Meters—Schonheyder's I'ressure

Regulator—Deacon's Waste-Water Meter.

"A Book of great Professional Usefulness,"—/r^wt.

V The Second Edition of the ahove important work has been thoroughlj /CTised and
brought np to date. Mauv new full-page Plates have been added—the number being

increased from 43 in the First Edition to 69 in the present. Full Proepectus, giTing a

description of the Plates, may be had on application to the Publishers.

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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GRIFFIN'S METALLURGICAL SERIES.

THE METALLURGY OF GOLD.
BY

T. KIRKE ROSE, D.Sc, Assoc.RS.M., F.I.C.,

Assistant Assayer of the Royal Mint.

Second Edition. Revised and partly Re-writ ten. Including the most
recent Improvements in the Cyanide Process, and a new Chapter on
Economic Considerations (Management, Cost, Output, &c. ). With Frontis-

piece and additional Illustrations. Large 8vo. Handsome Cloth. 21s.

LEADING FEATURES.

1. Adapted for all who are interested in the Gold Mining Industry, being
free from technicalities as far as possible ; of special value to those engaged in

the industry—viz., mill-managers, reduction-officers, &c.

2. The whole ground implied by the term " Metallurgy of Gold" has been
covered with equal care ; the space is carefully apportioned to the various

branches of the subject, according to their relative importance.

3. The MacArthdr-Forrest Cyanide Process is fully described for the

first time. By this process over £2,000,000 of gold per annum (at the rate of) is

now being extracted, or nearly one-tenth of the total world's production. The
process, introduced in 1SS7, has only had short newspaper accounts given of it

previously. The chapters have been submitted to, and revised by, Mr.
MacArthur, and so freed from all possible inaccuracies.

4. Among other new processes not previously described in a text-book are

—

(1) The modern barrel chlorination process, practised with great success^ in

Dakota, where the Black Hills district is undergoing rapid development owing
to its introduction. (2) New processes for separating gold from silver—viz., the

new Gutzkow process, and the Electrolytic process ; the cost of separation is

reduced by them by one-half.

5. A new feature is the description of EXACT methods employed in particular

extraction works—Stamp-batteries of South Africa, Australia, New Zealand,

Cahfornia, Colorado, and Dakota ; Chlorination works also, in many parts of

the world ; Cyanide works of S. Africa and New Zealand. These accounts are

of special value to practical men.

6. The bibhography is the first made since 1882.

"Dr. Rose gained his experience in the Western States of America, but he has secured
details of gold-working from all tarts of the world, and these should be of gkeat bervick
to practical men. . . . The four chapters on CA/ortnaiJon, written from the point of view
alike of the practical man and the chemist, teem with consideratioxs HirnERTO rNBKCOG-
KiSKD, and constitute an addition to the literature of Metallurgy, which will prove to be of

lOaesical value."

—

Nature.

•'The most complete deBcription of the chlorination process which has yet been published.
•^Mining Journal.
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NEW AND IMPORTANT WORK.

Companion-Volume to MM. Knecht and Rawson's "Dyeing."

TEXTILE PRINTING:
A PRACTICAL MANUAL.

Including the Processes Used in the Printing of

COTTON, WOOLLEN, and SILK FABRICS.

C. F. SEYMOUR ROTHWELL, F.C.S.,
Mem. Soc. of Chemical Industries ; laie Leclurtr at the Municipal Technical School, Manchester'

In Large 8vo, with Illustrations in the text and Specimens of Printed

Patterns.

SCHWACKHOFER and BROWNE:
FUEL AND WATER: A Manual for Users of Steam and Water.

By Prof. FRANZ SCHWACKHOFER of Vienna, and WALTER
R. BROWNE, M.A., C.E., late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Demy 8vo, with Numerous Illustrations, 9/.

General Contents.—Heat and Combustion— Fuel, Varieties of— Firing Arrange-
ments : Furnace, Flues, Chimney— The Boiler, Choice of— Varieties— Feed-watey
Heaters—Steam Pipes—Water : Composition, Purification—Prevention of Scale, &c., &c

"The Section on Heat is one of the best and most lucid ever written."

—

Engineer.
" Cannot fail to be valuable to thousands using steam power."

—

Railway Engineer.

SHELTON-BEY (W. Vincent, Foreman to the
Imperial Ottoman Gun Factories, Constantinople) :

THE MECHANIC'S GUIDE : A Hand-Book for Engineers and
Artizans. With Copious Tables and Valuable Recipes for Practical Use.

Illustrated. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth, 7/6.
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Thirteenth Edition. Price 21s.

Demy Svo, Cloth. With Numerous Illustrations, reduced from
Working Drawings.

A MANUAL OF
MARINE ENGINEERING;

COMPRISING THE DESIGNING, CONSTRUCTION, AND
WORKING OF MARINE MACHINERY.

By A. E. SEAT ON, M.Inst.C.E., M. Inst. Meeh. E.,

M.Inst.N.A.

GENERAL CONTENTS.
Part I.—Ppineiples of Marine eulations for Cylinders,

Propulsion. Pistons, Valves, Expansion

Part Il.-Prineiples of Steam „ ^^^^\^^'
,,

Engineering. Part IV.—Propellers.

Part III.—Details of Marine ^^^^ V.-Boilers.

Engines: Design and Cal- Part VI.—Miscellaneous.
^:^"^ The Thirteenth Edition includes a Chapter on Wateu-Tube Boilers,

with Illustrations of the leading Types.

" In the three-fold capacity of enabling a Student to learn how to design, construct,
and work a Marine Steam-Engine, Mr. Seaton's Manual has NO rival."— Time*.
"The important subject of ^Marine Engineering is here treated with the thorough-

ness that it reauires. No department has escaped attention. . . . Gives the
results of mucn close study and practical work."

—

Engineering.
"By far the BEST Manual in existence. . . . Gives a complete account of the

methods of solving, with the utmost possible economy, the problems before the Marine
Engineer."

—

Athenceum.
"The Student, Draughtsman, and Engineer will find this work the MOST valuable

Handbook of Reference on the Marine Engine now in existence."

—

Marine Engineer.

Third Editiox. With Diagrams. Pocket-Size, Leather. 8s. 6d.

A POCKET-BOOK OF

MARINE ENGINEERING RULES AND TABLES,
FOR THE USE OF

Marine Engineers, Naval Architects, Designers, Draughtsmen,
Superintendents and Others.

A. E. SEATON, M.I.C.E., M.LMech.E., M.I.N.A.,
AND

H. M. ROUNTHWAITE, M.LMech.E., M.I.KA.
"Admirably fulfils its purpose."

—

Marine Engineer.

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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WORKS BY A. HUMBOLDT SEXTON, F.I.C., F.C.S.,
Professor of Metallurgy in the Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College.

In Large Crown 8i-o, Handsome Cloth, 6<f.

ELEMENTARY METALLURGY
(A TEXT-BOOK OF).

Including the Authors Practical Laiioratory Course.

With Numerous Illustrations.

GENERAL CONTEXTS.—Introduction—Properties of the Metals—Combustion

—Fuels—Refractory Materials— Furnaces— Occurrence of the Metals in Nature—Pre-

paration of the Ore for the Smelter—^Metallurgical Processes—Iron : Preparation of

Pig Iron—Malleable Iron—Steel—^lild Steel^Copper—Lead—Zinc and Tin—Silver

—Gold—Mercury—Alloys—Applications of Electricity to ^letallurgy

—

Labora-

tory Course with Numerous Practical Exercises.

" The volume before us fully exha>'ces and ccmfirms Prof. Sextox's reputa-

tion, . . . Just the kind of work for Students commencing the study of Metal-
lurgy, or for Engineering Students requiring a general knowledge of it, or

for Engineers in practice who like a handy work of reference. To all three

classes we heartily commend the work.-'

—

Practical Engineer.
" Excellently got-up and well-arranged. . , . Iron and copper well

explained by excellent diagrams showing the stages of the process from start to

finish. , . . The most novel chapter is that on the many changes wrought
in Metallurgical Methods by Electricity."— C7ie?'/iica^ Trade Journal.

' Possesses the great advantage of giving a Course of Practical Work."
—Minino Journal.

Sexton's (Prof.) Outlines of Quantitative Analysis.

FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS.

^Yith Illustrations, Fourth Edition. Crown Svo, Cloth, 3s.

" A COMPACT laboratory GUIDE for beginners was wanted, and the want has

been well supplied. ... A good and useful book,"

—

Lancet.

Sexton's (Prof.) Outlines of Qualitative Analysis.

FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS.

With Illustrations. Third Edition. Crown Svo, Cloth, 3s. 6d.

The work of a thoroughly practical chemist."

—

British Medical Journal.

Compiled with great care, and will supply a want."

—

Journal of Education.

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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WORKS BY PROF. ROBERT H. SMITH, Assoc.M.I.C.E.,
JM.M.i:., M.I. El. E., M.Fed.l.Mi.E.. Wliit. Sch., M.Ord.Meiji.

MEASUREMENT CONVERSIONS
(English and French)

:

28 GRAPHIC TABLES OR DIAGRAMS.

Showing at a glance the Mcttttal Conversion of Measurements
in Different Units

Of Lengths, Areas, Volumes, Weights, Stresses, Densities, Quantities

of Work, Horse Powers, Temperatures, &c.

For the use of Engineers, Surveyors, Architects, and Contractors,

In 4to, Boards. 7s. 6d.

*^* Prof. Smith's Conversion-Tables form the most unique and com-
prehensive collection ever placed before the profession. By their use much
time and labour will be saved, and the chances of error in calculation

diminished. It is believed that henceforth no Engineer's Office will be
considered complete without them.

" The work i.s ivvalvable."—CoUienj Guardian.
" Ought to be in evert oflBce where even occasional conversions are required. . . . Prof.

Smith's Tables form very excellent checks on results. ... A vert useful and good
set of dia,gra.ms."—Electrical Review.

" Prof. Smith deserves the hearty thanks, not only of the Exgineer, but of the Co.mmerciai.
World, for having smoothed the way for the ADorTio.\ of the Metric t?T.=^TEM of Measurement,
a subject wliicl\ is now assuming great importance as a factor in maintaining our hold upon
FOREIGN TRADE. There can be no doulit that the antiquated system of Weights and Measures
used in this country is doomed to l>e sunerseded by the much simpler method of decimal
jiKASUREME.NT. Tlie sooner this is recognised, the better."— 27ie Machinery Market.

THE CALCULUS FOR ENGINEERS
AND PHYSICISTS,

Applied to Technical Problems.
with extensive

CLASSIFIED REFERENCE LIST OF INTEGRALS,
By PROF. ROBERT H. SMITH.

assisted by

ROBERT FRANKLIN MUIRHEAD,
M.A., B.Sc. (Glasgow), B.A. (Cambridfre),

Formerly Clark Fellow of Glasgow University, and Lecturer on Mathematics at
Mason College.

In Crown Si'o, extra, with Diagrams and Folding-Plate,

LONDON : EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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By PROFESSORS J. J. THOMSON & POYNTING.

In Large Svo. Fully Illustrated.

A TEXT-BOOK OF PHYSICS:
COMPRISING

PROPERTIES OF MATTER; HEAT; SOUND AND LIGHT;
MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY.

BY

J. H. POYNTING, J. J. THOMSON,
SC.D., F.R.5., AXJ) -'^•-^•> FR-S-.

Late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge; Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge; Prof.
Professor of Physics, Mason College, of Experimental Physics in the University

Birmingham. of Cambridge.

Tnir.D Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Pocket-Size, Leather, a'sofor Office Use, Cloth, \2s. C,d.

BOILERS, MARINE AND LAND;
THEIR CONSTRUCTION AND STRENGTH.

A Handbook of Rules, Formulu«, Tables, &c., relative to Material,
Scantlings, and Pressures, Safety Valves, Springs,

Fittings and Mountings, &c.

3foc tbe "Clse ot all Steam=*a5er5.

By T. W. TRAILL, M. Inst. C. E., F. E. R. K,
Late Engineer 8urveyor-in-Chief to the Board of Trade.

*^* To THE Third Edition many Xew Tables have been added.

"Very vmllke any of the numerous treatises on Boilers which have preceded it. . . . Really
useful. . . . Contains an Exoemocs QcA>-TiTr of Information arranged in a very convenient
form. . . . Those who have to design boilers will find that they can settle the dimensions for any
given pressure with almost no calculation with its aid. ... A most csefcl tolujlb . .

supplying information to be had nowhere else."—T^e Engiiuer.

"As a handbooii of rules, formulae, tables, <fec., relating to materials, scantlings, and pressures, this

work will prove most usefcl. The name of the Author is a sufficient guarantee for its accuracy. It
will save engineers, inspectors, and draughtsmen a vast amount of calculation."—JVa<ur«.

" By such an authority cannot but prove a welcome addition to the literature of the subject. . . .

We can strongly recommend it as being the most complete, eminently practical.work on the subject."
—Marine Engineer.

To the engineer and practical boiler-maker it will prove invaluable. The tables in all pro-
bability are the most exhaustive yet published. . . . Certainly deserves a place on the shelf in

the drawing office of every boiler shop. —Practical Engineer.

LONDON : EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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GRIFFIN'S METAIiliURGICAIi SERIES.

THE METALLURGY OF IRON.

THOMAS TURNER, Assoc.R.S.M, F.I.C.,

Directoo' of Technical Instruction to the Staffordshire County Council.

In Large 8vo, Handsome Cloth, With Numerous Illustrations

(many from Photographs). Price 16s.

GENERAL CONTENTS.
Early History of Iron.

Modern History of Iron.

The Age of Steel.

Chief Iron Ores.

Preparation of Iron Ores.

The Blast Furnace.
The Air used in the Blast Furnace.

Reactions of the Blast Furnace.

The Fuel used iu the BUist Furnace.

Slacrs and Fluxes of Iron Smelting.
Properties of Cast Iron.

Foundry Practice.

Wrought Iron.

I udirect Production of Wrought
Iron.

The Puddling Process.

Further Treatment of Wrought
Iron.

Corrosion of Iron and steel.

'' A MOST VAi^UABLE SUMMARY of ussful knowledge relating to every method and

stase in the manufacture of cast and wrought iron down to the present moment . . .

particularly rich in chemical details. ... An exhaustive and really nekded
compilation by a most capable and thoroughly' ui--t()-date metallurgical

authority
.'

—

Bulletin of the American Iron and Steel Association.

" This is A delightful book, giving, as it does, rehable information on a subject

becoming every day more elaborate. . . . The account of the chief iron ores is,

like the rest of this work, rich in detail. . . . Foundry Practice has been made
the subject of considerable investigation by the author, and forms an interesting and

able chapter."

—

Colliery Guardian.
" Mr. Turner's work comes at an opportune moment and in answer to a real

DEMAND. ... A THOiiouGHLY USEFUL BOOK, which brings the subject up to
DATE. The author has produced an eminently readable book. . . . What-

ever he describes, he describes well. . . . There is much in the work that will bft

of GREAT value to those engaged in the iron industry."

—

Mining Journal.

IN PREPARATION.
Companion-Volume on

THE METALLUPtGY OF STEEL.
By F. W. HARBORD, Assoc.R.S.M., F.I.C.

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STFIAND.
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wmm YowB @WM ship.
By THOMAS WALTON, Naval Architect.

SPECIALLY ARRANGED TO SUIT THE REQUIREMENTS OF

Ships' Officers, Shipowners, Superintendents, Draughtsmen^
Engineers, and others. This work explains, in a simple

manner, such important subjects as :

—

Displacement, Deadweight, Tonnage, Freeboard, Moments^
uoyancy, Strain, Structure, Stability, Rolling, Ballasting,

Loading, Shifting Cargoes, Admission of Water,

Sail Area, &c., &c.

Second Edition. With Numerous Illustrations. Handsome ClotJi. 5<.

" The little book will be found exceedingly handy by most officers and
officials connected with shipping. . . . Mr. Walton's work will obtain

lasting success, because of its unique fitness for those for whona it has been

written."

—

Sli'qyjjing World.
'
' An excellent wokk, full of solid instruction and invaluable to every

officer of the Mercantile Marine who has his profession at heart."—^/u^pwgr,
" Not one of the 242 pages could well be spared. It will admirably fulfil its

purpose . . . useful to ship owners, ship suiDerintendents, ship draughts-

men, and all interested in shipping."

—

Liverpool Journal of Commerce.
" A mass of very useful information, accompanied by diagrams and illus-

trations, is given in a compact form."

—

Falrplay.
" A large amount of most useful inforjiation is given in the volume.

The book is certain to be of great service to those who desire to be thoroughly

grounded in the subject of which it treats."

—

Steamshijj.
" We have foxmd no one statement that we could have wished differently

expressed. The matter has, so far as clearness allows, been admirably con-

densed, and is simple enough to be understood by every seaman."— 3/a?'r»p

Engineer.

QAS REM OIL IHGIMIS?
An Introductory Text-book on the Theory, Design, Construction,

and Testing of Internal Combustion Engines without Boiler.

FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS.
BY

Prof. W. H. WATKIXSON, AYhit. Sch., M.Inst.Mech.E.
Glasgow and West of Scotland Techuical College.

In Crown 8vo, extra, loith Numerous Illustrations. [Shortly.

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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WORKS BY DR. ALDER WRIGHT, F.R.S.

FIXED OILS, FATS, BUTTERS, AND WAXES:
THEIR PREPARATION AND PROPERTIES,

And the Manufacture therefrom of Candles, Soaps, and

Other Products.

BY

C. R. ALDER WRIGHT, D.Sc, F.R.S.,

Late Lecturer on Chemistry', St. Mar\''s Hospital School; Examiner in "Soap" to the
City and Guilds of London Institute.

In Large Svo. Handsome Cloth. With 144 Illustrations. 28s.

" Dr. Wright's work will be found absolutely indispensable by every Chemist.
Teems with information valuable alilce to the Analyst and the Technical Chemist."—
The A?ialysi.

"Will rank as the Standard English Authority on Oils and Fats for many
years to come."

—

Industries and Iron.

Skoond Edition. With very Numerous lUustrations. Handsome Cloth, 68.

Also Presentation Edition, Gilt and Gilt Edges, 7s. 6d.

THE THRESHOLD OF SCIENCE:
Simple and Amusing* Experiments (over 400) in

Chemistry and Physics.

*»* To the New Editiox has been added an excellent chapter on the
Systematic Order in which Class Experiments should be carried out for

Educational purposes.

"Anyone who may still have doubts regarding the value of Elementary
Science as an organ of education will speedily have his doubts dispelled, if he
takes the trouble to understand the methods recommended by Dr. Alder
Wright. The Additions to the iSew Edition will be of great service to all

who wish to use the volume, not merely as a * play-book,' but as an instrument
for the TRAINING of the mental facdlties."—^Va^wre.

" Step by step the learner is here gently guided through the paths of science,

made easy by the perfect knowledge of the teacher, and made flowery by the
most striking and curious experiments. Well adapted to become the TREA8UBKD
FBISMD of many a bright and promising lad."

—

Ma/nchester Examiner.

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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Engineering Drawing and Design
(A TEXT-BOOK OF).

Second Edition. In Two Parts, Published Separately.

Vol. I.

—

Practical Geometry, Plane, and Solid. 3s.

YoL. 11.

—

Machine and Engine Drawing and Design. 4s, 6d.

BY

SIDNEY H. WELLS, Wh.Sc,
A.M.INST.C.E., A. M.INST. .MKCH.E.,

Princip;il of, and Head of the Engineering Department in, the Battersea Polytechnic In.stitufce ;

formerly of the Engineerinp: Departments of the Yorksliire Collej,'e. Leeds ;

and Dulwich College, London.

With many Illustrations, specially prepared for the Work, and numerous
Examples, for the Use 0/ Students in Technical Schools and Colleges.

" A THOROUGHLY USEFLL WORK, exceedingly well written. For the many Examples and
Questions we have nothing but \iT&ise."—Xature.

"A CAPITAL TEXT-BOOK, arranged on an excellent sy.-jtem, calculated to give an intelligent
graap of the subject, and not the mere faculty of mechanical copying. . . . Mr. Wells shows
hovr to make complete working-dkawixgs, discu.ssing fully each step in the design."

—

ElectrietU
Be^view.

"The first book leads ka.silt and naturally towards the second, where the technical papil
is brought into contact with large and more complex designs."—T/w Schoolmaster.

Electrical Measurements & Instruments.
A Practical Hand-book of Testing for the Electrical

Engineer.

By CHARLES H. YEAMAN,
Aisoc. Inst. E.E., formerly Electrical Engineer to the Corporation of Liverpool.

The author has had an extensive experience in the use of Electrical Measuring Instrumente of
wious types in the Laboratory, Testroom, and Workshop.
The following subjects of practical importance are dealt with—

Sdpplt Meters.
|

Potentiometers.
Galvak oheters.

The testing of Supply Meters is a subject upon which very little has been publishel TUi*
Potentiometer has not been systematically treated in any recent book on electrical measurement,
and although Galvanometers are considered by many writers, there still remains the want for a
•wnnected description of the different types and their uses.

The Electrical Engineer is particularly concerned with—
Alternating Ccrrent Measurements.

Faulty Location.
Dynamo and Transformer Efficiency Tests.

Low Resistances.
|

Medium Resistances.
High Resistances.

Battery Testing.
|

Magnetic Te.sts.

Description of Test-rooms and Electro-technical Laboratoribs.

Thia work is written by an Electrical Engineer for Electrical Engineers. It forms an excellent
tert-book for students proceeding to the "Electrical Instruments" section of the Honours Grade
lixaminations in Electrical Engineering of the City and Guilds of London Institute.
The majority of tlie illustrations have not been published before, and have been specially

pTKpared.for this work.

LONDON: EXETER STREET, STRAND.
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Fourteenth Annua/ Issue. Handsome cloth, 7s. dd,

THE OFFICIAL YEAR-BOOK
OF THK

SCIENTIFIC AND LEARNED SOCIETIES OF GREAT BRITAIN
AND IRELAND.

COMPILED FROM OFFICIAL SOURCES.

Comprising {together with other Official Jnformation) LISTS of the

PAPERS read during 1896 before all the LEADING SOCIETIES throughout

the Kingdom engaged in the following Departments of Research:—

Si. Science Generally : f.<r., Societies occupy- § 6. Economic Science and Statistics.

ing themselves with several Branches of 5 7. Mechanical Science and Architectur*.

Science, or with Science and Literature 5 8. Naval and Military Science.

jointly. 5 9. Agriculture and Horticulture.

I s. Mathematics and Physics. 5 10. Law.

1 3. Chemistry and Photography. « §11. Literature.

I 4. Geology, Geography, and Mineralogy. §12. Psychology.

1 5. Biology', including Microscopy and An- §13. Archaeology.

thropology. i § i4- Medicine.

Of the Twelfth Issue (for 1895), The Efigineer ?,3.ys
—"Every

year of publication of this book has added to the proofs of its

USEFULNESS. . . . The Y^ar-books of past years form a very

handy CONSECUTIVE INDEX of the work done by the Societies."

" The Year-Eook of Societies is a Record which ought to be of the greatest use for

the progress of Science."—^t> Lyon Play/air, F.R.S., K.C.B., M.P., Past-President

0/ the British Association.

"It goes almost without saying that a Handbook of this subject will be in time

one of the most generally useful works for the library or the desk."— ZA^ Times.

"British Societies are now weu represeated In the 'Year-Book of the Scientific and

Learned Societies of Great Britain and Ireland. ""-(Art. "Societies" in New Edition of

"Encyclopaedia Britannica," vol. xxii.;

Copies of the First Issue, giving an Account of the History,

Organization, and Conditions of Membership of the various

Societies, and forming the groundwork of the Series, may still be

had, price 7/6. Also Copies of the following Issues.

The YEAR-BOOK OF SOCIETIES forms a complete index to

THE scientific WORK of the year in the various Departments.

It is used as a ready Handbook in all our great Scientific

Centres, Museums, and Libraries throughout the Kingdom,
and has become an indispensable book of reference to every

one engaged in Scientific Work.

LONDON: EXKTER STREET, STRAND.



A BOOK NO F*AMILY SHOULD; BE WITHOUT.

Thirty-First Edition. Jioyal 8i-o, Handsome Cloth, \^s, Qd.

A Die T I O N A R Y O F

Domestic Medicine and Houseliold Surgery,

SPENCER THOMSON, M.D., Edix., L.R.C.S.,

REVISED, AND IN PART RE-WRITTEN, BY THE AUTHOR.

BY

JOHN (JHARLES STEELE, 31 D,
Late of Guys Hospital,

AND BY

GEO. RE ID, M.D., D.RH.,
Med. Officer, Staffs. Cocxty Couxcil.

With Appendix on the Management of the Sick-room, and many Hints for the

Diet and Comfort of Invalids.

In its XewForni, Dr. Spencer Thomson's "Dictionary of Domestic Medicine"
fully sustains its reputation as the " Kepresentative Book of the Medical Knowledge
.and Practice of the Day " applied to Domestic Requirements.

The most recent Improvements in the Treatment of the Sick—in Appliances
for the Relief of Pain—and in all matters connected with Sanitation, Hygiene, and
the Maintenance of the General Health—will be found in the New Issue in clear and
full detail; the experience of the Editors in the Spheres of Private Practice, of Hospital

Treatment, and of Sanitary Supervision respectively, combining to render the Dictionary

perhaps the most thoroughly practical work of the kind in the English Language. Many
new Engravings have been introduced—improved Diagrams of different parts of the Human
PJody, and Illustrations of the newest Medical, Surgical, and Sanitary Apparatus.

*^* All Directions given, in such aform as to he readily and safelyfolloxved.

FROM THE AUTHOR'S PREFATORY ADDRESS.
"Without entering upon that difficult ground which correct professional knowledge and educated

judgment can alone permit to be safely trodden, there is a wide and extensive held for exertion, and for

usefulness, open to the unprofessional, in the kindly offices of a true DOMESTIC MEDICINE, the timely
help and solace of a simple HOLSEHOLD SUEGERY, or, better stilh in the watchful care more gener-
ally known as ' SANITARY'" PRECAUTION,' which tends rather to preserve health than to cure disease.
' The touch of a gentle hand ' will not be less gentle because guided by knowledge, nor will the safe
domestic remedies be less anxiously or carefully administered. Life may be saved, suffering may always
be alleviated. Even to the resident in the midst of civilisation, the ' KNOWLEDGE IS POWEK,' to do
good ; to the settler and emigrant it is INVALUABLE."

" Dr. Tliomson has fully succeeded in conveying to the public a vast amount of useful professional
.knowledge."

—

Dublin Journal of Medical Science.
" The amount of useful knowledge conveyed in this "Work is surprising."

—

Medical Times and Gazette.
"Worth its weight in gold to fa3iilies and the ci.^kqx."—Oxford Herald.

LONDON: CHARLES GRIFFIN & CO., LIMITED, EXETER STREET, STRAND,



UCSB LIBRARY. A-S?6.^)Q
FIRST SERIES—THIRTY-SIXTH EDITION.

SECOND SERIES—TENTH EDITION.

MAM THOUgIsITmAM MINDS:
A Treasury of Reference, consisting of Selections from the Writings of th9

most Celebrated Authors. FIRST AND SECOND SERIES.

OOMPILKD AND ANALYTICALLY ARRANGED

By HENRY SOUTHGATE.

Each Series is complete in itself^ and Bold separately.

Presentation Edition, Cloth and Gold, . . 12s. 6d. each volume.

Library Edition, Half Bound, Roxburghe, . . 14s. „

Do., Morocco Antique, . . . 21s. „

In Square 8vo, elegantly printed on toned paper.

"•Mart Thodohts,' &c., are evidently the pro-

dace of yean of research."—£xaminer.
" Many beautiful examples of thought and style

are to be found among the selections."

—

Leader.
" There can be little doubt that it is destined to

take a high place among books of this class."—

NoU» and Qxuries.
. . _^" A treasure to every reader who may be fortu-

nAte enough to possess it. Its perusal is like in-

haling essences ; we have the cream only of the

great authors quoted. Here all are seeds or gems."
—English Journal of Education.
"Mr. Southgate's reading will be found to ex-

tend over nearly the whole known field of litera-

ture, ancient and modern."— GerUJenvan'a Maoa-

" We have no hesitation In pronouncing it one

of the most important books of the season. Credit

Is due to the publishers for the elegance with which
the work is got up, and for the extrome beauty

and correctness of the typography."— jlfomini/

Chronicle. . ^, ., j j" Of the numerous volumes of the Klna, we ao
not remember having met with one in which the

•election was more judicious, or the accumulation

of treasures so truly wonderful."—ilfomirH/ Htrald.

"The selection of the extracts has been made
with taste, judgment, and critical nicety."—Jlfonun(7

Post
" This is a wondrous book, and contains s great

many gems of thought."—DaiZy News.
" As a work of reference, it will be an acquisition

to any man's library."-i'u&Iw/i*r«' Circular.
" This volume contains more gems of thought,

reflned sentiments, noble axioms, and extractable

entences. than have ever before been brought to-

gether in our language."—r^« i^i<Jd.

" All that the poet has described of the beautiful

ta nature and art, all the axioms of experience,

the collected wisdom of philosopher and sage, are

Krnered into one heap of useful ami well-arranged

itructiop and amusement."

—

'The Era.
" The collection will prove a mine rich and In-

•ihaustible, to those in search of a quoUtion. '—

Art JoumaL

" Will be found to be worth Its weight In r>M
by literary men."—The Builder.

" Every page is laden with the wealth of pro-
found est thought, and all aglow with the loftiest

inspirations of geuiua."—Star.
The work of Mr. Southgate far outstrips all

others of its kind. To the clergymen, the author,
the artist, and the essayist, ' Many Thoughts of Many
Minds' cannot fail to render almost incalcoJabl*
seryice."—Edinburgh Mercury.
" We have no hesitation whatever In describing

Mr. Southgate's as the very best book of the clasa.

There is positively nothing of the kind in the lan-

guage that will bear a moment's comparison witb
\i."—Manchester Weeklj/ Advertiser.
" There is no mood m which we can take It xrp-

without deriving from it instruction, consolation,

and amusement. We heartily thank Mr. Southgat«
for a book which we shall regard as one of

our best friends and companions."- Camfcrid^
CJironicle.
" This work possesses the merit of being a

KAaNincBNT GIFT-BOOK, appropriate to all time*
and seasons ; a book calculated to be of use to
the scholar, the divine, and the public man."—
Freemason's Magazine.

" It is not so much a book as a library of quota-
tions."-Pafrio^.
"The quotations abound in that thoitght which

is the mainspring of mental exercise."—iyirerpoof
Courier.
"For purposes of apposite quotation. It cannot

be surpassed."—Brtsfoi Times.
" It is impossible to pick out a single passage 1b

the work wnich does not, upon the face of it, jas-

tiry its selection by its intrinsic merit."—X>or««»
Chronicle.
"We are not sun^rised that a Sbcosd SsaiBS of

this work should have been called for. Mr. tlouth-

gate has the catholic tastes desirable in a good
Editor. Preachers and public speakers will find

that it has special uses for thoWi."—Edinburgh Dailp
Beview.
"The Sbcosd Sbsies fully sustains the deMTveA

reputation of the Fiaax."

—

John Bull.
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